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Foreword
The present volume, Reposturing the Force: U.S. Overseas Presence in the Twenty-first
Century, is the twenty-sixth in the Newport Papers monograph series, published since
1991 by the Naval War College Press. Its primary aim is to provide a snapshot of a pro-
cess—the ongoing reconfiguration of America’s foreign military “footprint” abroad—
that is likely to prove of the most fundamental importance for the long-term security
of the United States, yet has so far received little if any systematic attention from na-
tional security specialists and still less from the wider public. As such, it serves well the
broad mission of the Newport Papers series—to provide rigorous and authoritative
analysis, of a sort not readily available in the world of academic or commercial pub-
lishing, of issues of strategic salience to the U.S. Navy and the national security com-
munity generally.
Reposturing the Force is, however, unusual in the manner in which it combines rigor
and authoritativeness, for several of its authors are or recently were senior U.S. govern-
ment officials. Ryan Henry and Lincoln Bloomfield, Jr., have been central figures in the
Global Defense Posture Review (initiated by Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld in
2002 as the key mechanism for forcing transformation of the U.S. overseas presence)
while serving as, respectively, Principal Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Policy
and Assistant Secretary of State for Political-Military Affairs. As such, they are uniquely
positioned to comment on the unfolding of this vast, complex, and extremely sensitive
undertaking, many of the details of which are still in flux or are (and likely will remain)
classified. For additional perspective on the subject, however, we have felt it important
to include also papers by several independent scholars and policy analysts. Robert
Harkavy’s opening essay helps to place current developments in the American global
posture in a larger historical and strategic framework. Andrew Erickson and Justin
Mikolay provide an in-depth analysis of the role of Guam in recent thinking and deci-
sions about the posture of the U.S. military in the western Pacific. Finally, Robert Work
examines the emerging concept of “sea basing” in Navy and Marine Corps doctrine
and force planning, an integral yet so far largely neglected dimension of the American
military presence abroad.
The papers by Henry and Bloomfield were specially commissioned for this volume, and
the editor would like to thank both authors for their eager and responsive participation
in this project. Also instrumental in supporting this effort within the Office of the Sec-
retary of Defense were Barry Pavel; Captain Randall Hendrickson, USN; Lesley Young;
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and Brian Arakelian; thanks are due to each of them. Finally, I would like to express ap-
preciation to Robert Work for making available portions of a larger manuscript on
Navy/Marine Corps force structure, as well as to Henry Kamradt of the Center for Na-
val Warfare Studies for his editorial work on this material.
Ryan Henry’s paper has been formally reviewed and cleared for publication by the De-
partment of Defense. The remaining papers reflect the opinions of the authors and
should not be assumed to coincide with the official views of the Department of the
Navy, the Department of Defense, or the U.S. government generally.
C A R N E S L O R D
Director, Naval War College Press
Newport, Rhode Island
vi T H E N E W P O R T P A P E R S
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Introduction
CARNES LORD
Perhaps because American theorizing about war and strategy has in recent times been
heavily influenced by the land-power orientation of our chief adversaries, the subject
of overseas bases and the necessity of reliance on them for the projection of power
across maritime theaters of operations has remained very much at the margins of stra-
tegic analysis in the United States. The revival of the thought of the nineteenth-century
Prussian theorist of war Carl von Clausewitz within the American armed forces begin-
ning in the late 1970s has not been matched by a rediscovery of our own Alfred Thayer
Mahan, the late-Victorian apostle of a navy with global reach as the chief enabler of
national power. Mahan’s classic work The Influence of Seapower upon History 1600–
1783 (1890) made a convincing case that the rise of Britain in modern times was de-
cisively aided by its ability to dominate the world’s sea lines of communication by its
formidable navy, supported, on the one hand, by a robust foreign commerce and, on
the other, by a network of strategically positioned overseas bases. In the contemporary
world, the immense technological advantages enjoyed by American ground and air
forces too often lead us to take for granted the continuing importance for the United
States of command of the sea—and its corollary, ready access to the territory of distant
friends and adversaries throughout the world.1
The long series of conflicts between Britain and France and their various respective al-
lies that culminated in the defeat of Napoleon in 1815 were the first truly global wars.
The strategic competition they engendered gave a powerful impetus to the develop-
ment of the great European overseas empires and helps explain the shape those em-
pires took. Now-forgotten battles over remote places such as Mauritius, Réunion, and
Trincomalee helped decide which power would control India and the China trade.
World War I is commonly remembered only as a land war in Europe. Yet the weakness
of the Central Powers beyond their own shores (German colonies in Africa and the Pa-
cific were occupied in short order, while the main German fleet remained bottled up in
its home port throughout most of the war) made it difficult for them to use effectively
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even the limited naval resources available to them, seriously constraining their strategic
options.2 When the United States defeated Spain in a brief war in 1898, it acquired a
minor overseas empire of its own, most notably the Philippines, Cuba, and Puerto
Rico; the earlier acquisition of Hawaii, however, had already established it as a Pacific
power. Following World War I and Japan’s occupation of the former German territories
in the western Pacific, the U.S. Navy became increasingly preoccupied with the pros-
pect of a trans-Pacific war with the Japanese. However, during the 1930s Washington
was reluctant to provoke Japan by strengthening U.S. Pacific outposts, and it turned a
blind eye to Japanese efforts to fortify militarily the former German territories Japan
held under a League of Nations mandate. As a result, the United States was initially ill
prepared to meet the Japanese onslaught in 1941. Only by a prodigious and unprece-
dented effort to mobilize and project military power essentially “from the sea” against
the garrisoned Japanese island chains was the United States able to overcome these dis-
advantages and bring the war eventually to Japan itself and victory.
Following World War II, the United States made it clear that it would not repeat the
mistakes of its isolationist policy of the interwar years. It remained firmly ensconced in
the Pacific islands for which it had paid so much in blood, and it installed large perma-
nent garrisons in both Germany and Japan. Moreover, it soon gained access as well to a
vast array of bases and facilities of all kinds in the territories (and colonial possessions)
of its NATO allies as it remobilized to contain the global threat posed by the Soviet Un-
ion and communism. American troops remain in Germany and Japan today, in spite of
the disappearance of the Soviet threat some fifteen years ago.
Over the last several decades, to be sure, the United States has made substantial adjust-
ments in its overseas presence. Even before the fall of the Soviet Union, it abandoned
major bases in Panama and the Philippines in response to political pressure from host
governments or regional opinion. It greatly reduced American ground and air forces in
western Germany in recognition of the radically improved security situation in the
heart of Europe following the departure of Soviet troops and the reunification of Ger-
many. At the same time, after the Gulf war of 1990–91, it expanded its presence in the
Persian Gulf region, especially in Saudi Arabia and Kuwait but also in the territory of
such new allies as Qatar, in order to enforce the postwar “no fly” regime over Iraq and
deter further adventurism by Saddam Hussein, still firmly in power there. Apart from
this case, the American basing infrastructure abroad—and for that matter, within the
continental United States—may be said to have contracted incrementally and opportu-
nistically after the end of the Cold War. The events of 11 September 2001, however,
changed all that. In the new security environment that has since developed, it soon
became clear that nothing short of a fundamental rethinking of America’s global
posture was needed.
2 T H E N E W P O R T P A P E R S
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This rethinking has been undertaken at an official level in the form of the Global De-
fense Posture Review (GDPR). Initiated in 2001 at the direction of Secretary of Defense
Donald Rumsfeld, this unprecedented review has involved the uniformed military, se-
nior civilians in the Office of the Secretary of Defense, and not least, the Department
of State in an extraordinary exercise in strategic planning and interagency cooperation.
Though many details remain classified or are not yet fully worked out, the general di-
rection of American policy is now relatively clear.3 It is time to begin to assess the stra-
tegic meaning of these changes. To do so is the purpose of the present volume.
It needs to be stated at the outset that the scope of this subject extends well beyond
“bases” in the traditional sense in which we have been using the term. In the first place,
because of the political sensitivity attaching to the presence of foreign military forces
within a state’s sovereign territory, the word “base” itself is today often avoided in favor
of the more ambiguous “facility” (suggesting a more temporary and controlled status).
However, what is at issue here is a much more complex set of interactions between the
United States and its overseas partners. It includes the overall political and military re-
lationship between the United States and the host government, activities conducted on
foreign soil by U.S. forces, legal arrangements governing military access (overflight rights,
for example), the prepositioning of equipment overseas, and the global management of
U.S. forces in deployments within or across theaters of operations. “Global presence” per-
haps best encompasses these dimensions of American military activity abroad.
This volume does not attempt to provide a detailed survey of the current state of play
in the American global posture in different regions of the world; its purpose is rather
to stimulate critical and strategic thinking on a neglected subject and contribute to in-
formed debate and analysis throughout the national security policy community. Robert
Harkavy’s essay “Thinking about Bases” is thus an appropriate prelude. Harkavy, the
author of two comprehensive scholarly studies of basing during the Cold War, explores
the long prehistory of basing during the creation of the European empires of the early
modern era and its enduring geopolitical dimensions.4 He provides a useful reminder
that basing today is not only about the stationing of forces but about a global network
of technologies for intelligence, warning, and communications. Further, he calls special
attention to what might be called the embeddedness of bases or presence in America’s
political and economic relationships with foreign countries, focusing particularly on
the relationship between basing and security assistance. He concludes with some spec-
ulation concerning future trends in basing and access for other countries as well as the
United States.
The Global Defense Posture Review is presented and analyzed in two papers. Ryan
Henry, currently Principal Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Policy, traces the
R E P O S T U R I N G T H E F O R C E 3
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development of the GDPR since 2002 in light of the agenda of defense “transforma-
tion” pursued by the Rumsfeld Pentagon and its analysis of the current global threat
environment. He points out, among other things, that basing in the past was conceptu-
alized and conducted primarily with a view to traditional major power warfare,
whereas the current security environment poses novel challenges in the areas of what
are now commonly called “irregular,” “disruptive,” and “catastrophic” threats as well.
Formerly, U.S. forces abroad were essentially expected to fight where they were based
(for example, on the North German Plain). By contrast, today the requirement is for
flexibility and mobility to deploy quickly to sudden flashpoints virtually anywhere in
the world. In this context, Henry develops five key themes that make up the strategy of-
fered by the GDPR: to improve flexibility to deal with uncertainty; to strengthen allied
roles and build new partnerships for cooperative security; to create the capacity to act
both within and across regions; to develop rapidly deployable capabilities; and to focus
on effective military capabilities, not simply numbers. After a discussion of the impor-
tant new typology of bases now envisioned by the United States, Henry concludes with
a brief overview of the posture changes already achieved or under way in key regions of
the world.
Lincoln Bloomfield, Jr., who served as Assistant Secretary of State for Political-Military
Affairs and was the lead State Department official for the GDPR through 2004, focuses
on the very significant diplomatic and political aspects of the GDPR. Bloomfield be-
gins by sketching the history of the GDPR, with particular reference to coordinating
the effort with (and selling it to) the traditional allies of the United States. He then ad-
dresses some of the deeper issues and concerns that emerged during this process. Prin-
cipal among these were concerns that reduced U.S. troop deployments would translate
into reduced commitments to partners; that such reductions were indicators of a larger
shift in American policy away from its traditional alliances and toward unilateralism;
that the movement of American bases and forces in Europe eastward suggested a calcu-
lated anti-Russian agenda; and that the new emphasis on the global management of
U.S. forces stationed abroad would complicate bilateral relationships with host coun-
tries. Ultimately, however, the overriding issue for America’s allies, according to
Bloomfield, was simply how they “fit in” to the new picture created by the GDPR. He
concludes by urging the United States and its allies to pursue a dialogue on legal and
doctrinal issues relating to the use of force in the context of the changed security envi-
ronment we face today.
If allies and partners are critical to maintaining a robust American overseas military
presence, however, they are not the whole story. Very recent experience—notably, the
Turkish denial of access to U.S. ground forces in the run-up to the invasion of Iraq in
2003, and the closing of the American air base at Karshi-Khanabad in Uzbekistan in
4 T H E N E W P O R T P A P E R S
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2005 after the United States criticized its government’s repressive behavior—shows
clearly enough that there will always be uncertainties in the conditions attaching to the
use of American forces stationed or operating on allied or friendly territory. It is there-
fore essential to consider other alternatives. There are three such alternatives: basing in
the continental United States (CONUS), in sovereign U.S. territories overseas, and at sea.
As regards the first, the United States has been engaged since the end of the Cold War
in a major effort to review, reduce, realign, and otherwise rationalize the large and
complex military basing infrastructure within the continental United States. Though
motivated largely by the Pentagon’s desire to achieve efficiencies and cut costs, this ef-
fort (the Base Closure and Realignment process—known as BRAC) has also taken ac-
count of new strategic realities and capabilities. Improvements in sea- and airlift,
notably, make it possible to relocate some ground forces from overseas to CONUS
bases without great sacrifice in terms of our ability to deploy them rapidly and flexibly
to likely theaters of operations. Long-range strike aircraft will continue to operate from
CONUS bases against targets throughout the world. Still, the tyranny of distance will
continue to impose severe constraints on what CONUS-based forces can accomplish.
An alternative that has not been discussed as much as it deserves is the use for military
purposes of sovereign U.S. territory overseas. There are two prime candidates here, Ha-
waii and Guam. (In essentially the same category is the small British-owned island of
Diego Garcia in the Indian Ocean, a key logistics hub and strategic bomber base used
by the United States since the 1960s under a long-term agreement with the United
Kingdom.) Since the late 1990s, there has been growing interest in Guam within the
U.S. military, given the island’s unique strategic position in the western Pacific; a major
redeployment of American air and naval assets there is in fact currently under way.
Andrew Erickson and Justin Mikolay offer a comprehensive survey and analysis of
these developments in the context of the overall American military presence in East
Asia. They conclude that the case for more extensive exploitation of Guam as a base
compared with other alternatives in the region is very strong, and they make specific
recommendations for additional capabilities the United States might consider locating
there in the future, as well as for improvements in Guam’s military infrastructure.
Finally, there is the alternative—if indeed it is one—of “sea basing.” Sea basing as a
doctrinal term of art has gained currency over the last several years as one of the three
“pillars” of the U.S. Navy’s vision document “Seapower 21.”5 As suggested earlier, the
idea of sea basing is not altogether new; it has its roots in the amphibious warfare doc-
trine of the Marine Corps and in the Navy’s feats of power projection and sea-based
logistics support across the Pacific in World War II. Much remains unclear about the
current sea-basing concept, particularly its overall scope and its implications for the
R E P O S T U R I N G T H E F O R C E 5
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design and procurement of future naval platforms. What is clearly new about it, how-
ever, is the (implicit or explicit) claim that it will radically increase the ability of U.S.
naval and joint forces to operate, and to project power to considerable distances ashore,
independently of land bases in friendly countries.
Robert Work provides a detailed analysis of sea basing as currently understood, both in
a broad strategic context and with reference to the evolution of recent thinking within
the Navy and Marine Corps on this subject. While supportive in general of the redis-
covery of the sea-basing concept, Work is critical of some of the arguments that have
been used in its behalf—for example, the virtually axiomatic claim that a sea base
would be less vulnerable than land bases to a competently armed adversary. He is also
critical of many of the features of the emerging sea-basing construct, with its emphasis
on rapidity of deployment and support of major combat operations, and he cautions
about potential costs. According to Work, the utility of sea basing in smaller-scale, ir-
regular conflict scenarios, especially those associated with counterterrorist missions,
has been unduly neglected. Work provides a vision for a “sea-based power projection
fleet” designed to contribute to both major combat operations and global irregular war,
and he sketches a comprehensive, fiscally constrained architecture for such a fleet. In
doing so, he breaks much new ground and opens a wide-ranging, long-overdue debate
on these issues.
Several additional remarks may be appropriate in concluding this introduction. What-
ever the exact configuration of future “sea based” American military capabilities, there
can be little question that there are several fundamental dimensions to the sea-basing
question that its advocates have scarcely begun to address. The first has to do with the
relationship between sea basing and jointness. Although some efforts have been made
to develop a joint doctrine for sea basing, the fact remains that sea basing continues to
be seen by the other services as something that primarily serves the interests of the
Navy and the Marine Corps. A second has to do with the interrelationships between sea
basing and land basing, in particular the ways in which land bases can facilitate sea bas-
ing and potentially affect how it is configured and scaled. In the Pacific theater, for ex-
ample, any discussion of the composition and employment of sea bases in particular
conflict scenarios should certainly begin with a discussion of the contributions actually
or potentially provided by Hawaii and Guam, and then by major bases/facilities on the
territory of regional partners such as Japan, Singapore, or Australia. A further level of
analysis might consider possible cost trade-offs between sea basing and investments in
new land-based facilities in friendly countries (for example, the Philippines, should its
government rethink its policy banning a permanent U.S. naval presence at Subic Bay).
6 T H E N E W P O R T P A P E R S
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Finally, the point must be made that most discussions of sea basing within the Ameri-
can defense establishment have proceeded in sublime disregard of their implications
for traditional U.S. alliance relationships or security cooperation activities more
broadly.6 On the face of it, the sea-basing concept implies a devaluation of the U.S.
land-based overseas presence and raises uncomfortable questions about the extent and
character of American alliance commitments and tendencies toward unilateralism in
political and military decision making. Recently, the Navy has shown signs of recogniz-
ing this problem by popularizing the notion of a “Thousand-Ship Navy” leveraging al-
lied maritime capabilities to meet the transnational security challenges of the current
environment.7 What this means in practical terms, however, remains quite unclear.
More generally, it is plain that a major disconnect persists between what might for con-
venience be called the “global posture” perspective on U.S. overseas presence on the
one hand and the “sea basing” perspective on the other, reflecting the dominant role in
the former of the Army and Air Force, and in the latter of the Navy and Marine Corps.
The United States needs a vision and strategy for overseas presence that is both fully
“joint” and genuinely “combined.” While impressive progress has indeed been made, it
is clear that we are not yet at the end of that road.
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Thinking about Basing
ROBERT E. HARKAVY
Recent U.S. military engagements—1990–91 against Iraq, in Bosnia, Kosovo, and then
in Afghanistan (2001) and Iraq again (2003)—have highlighted the complexities and
uncertainties of basing access in the post–Cold War period. They have involved ques-
tions of access to (including overhead transit rights for) a variety of nations: Egypt,
Turkey, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Tadzhikistan, Kyrgyzstan, Djibouti, many European coun-
tries, and others. They have also highlighted the crucial importance of the future of
American basing access at a time of shifting alliances, friendships, and enmities amid
wholesale changes in the structure of the international system, and of the movement to
the forefront of the issues of terrorism, radical Islam, proliferation of weapons of mass
destruction, and a looming hegemonic challenge by China.
In relation to these events and trends, there has been almost nothing published in a
general vein in the scholarly literature about bases, perhaps in part because the sub-
ject does not easily lend itself to quantitative analysis or theorizing. However, over
the last several years the Department of Defense has undertaken a major review of
the American global basing structure—the first such comprehensive policy review
since the period of NSC-68 in the early 1950s. That review has run in tandem with a
review of the military base structure in the continental United States (CONUS) by
the presidentially appointed Base Closure and Realignment Commission (BRAC), as
excess capacity at home opens up possibilities for bringing some forces and installa-
tions back to the United States from overseas. These reviews, moreover, have taken
place in the context of the ongoing trend toward “transformation” of the military in
the direction of a posture characterized by smaller, more mobile forces suited to the
newer threat environment. Finally, the Navy and the Marine Corps have undertaken
extensive studies of the possible advantages for joint warfare of what has come to be
known as “sea basing.” Thus far, however, there seems to have been little effort to
think through the implications of the sea-basing concept for the ongoing realign-
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Clearly, the time has come to take a new look at an important yet neglected subject.
The United States is not the only major power involved in external basing access,
though it is by far the most prominent. China, on the move militarily and seeking ever
more necessary sources of oil, has taken the first steps toward establishing basing access
en route to the Persian Gulf area in the Indian Ocean—specifically, in Pakistan, Bangla-
desh, and Myanmar. And Russia, perhaps loath to abandon entirely the basing struc-
ture of the former USSR, has maintained facilities and forces in Kyrgyzstan,
Tadzhikistan, Georgia, and Armenia; likewise, it has shown considerable sensitivity to
the growing U.S. presence in the former Soviet space and in Afghanistan.
There are some initial points to be made regarding definitions. One may speak vari-
ously of bases, facilities, host-nation support, installations, strategic access, forward
presence, global posture, and FMP (foreign military presence). During the latter part of
the Cold War, common usage dictated the use of “facilities” rather than “bases” because
of the negative political overtones of the latter term. The U.S. Defense Department
compilation of domestic and foreign bases is organized according to discrete installa-
tions. The Stockholm International Peace Research Institute uses the basic concept of
“FMP” in a way roughly synonymous with others’ use of “base.”1 The concept of “bas-
ing access” or “strategic access” is a broader construction, subsuming overflight rights
and perhaps access for intelligence operations. During the 1980s and 1990s, the con-
cept of “power projection” came to be seen as an overarching one.2 More recently,
“global posture” (or “footprint”) has become the dominant definitional concept within
the U.S. defense establishment; more theoretically oriented academic studies have used
the terms “global reach” or, earlier, “subglobal reach.”3
Recent Defense Department publications—notably, a key September 2004 report to
Congress—have taken to defining the American global posture according to five crite-
ria: relationships (interaction with allies and partners at all levels), activities (training,
exercises, and operations), facilities (where forces live, train, and operate, and where
they preposition materiel), legal arrangements (the framework of presence, including
status-of-forces agreements, both bilateral and multilateral), and global sourcing and
surge (a global-force management system for power projection).4 Thus, although the
main focus of this paper will be on bases/facilities, “global posture” does involve a
broader frame of reference that will be kept in view.
Basing in Historical Context
In the centuries-long history of the basing systems of the “great powers,” several major
areas of generalization and trend stand out, each of which is relevant to current prob-
lems. These are complex matters, and we can merely summarize them here:
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• The role of international system structure (bipolarity, multipolarity, and so forth)
and the presence or absence of ideological roots of rivalry between contending
major powers
• The basis for basing access: conquest or colonization versus formal alliances or
alignments versus tangible quid pro quos—that is, security and economic
assistance, arms transfers, and the like
• The impact on basing of ever-evolving technological change—especially for ship
propulsion, from sail to oared galleys to sail to coal to oil to nuclear power, but also
the reach and lethality of armaments
• The nexus of the security and economic functions of basing and how that has
shifted over time
• “Heartland” versus “rimland” as a basic pattern of rival basing structures through time.
The relationship of system structure and the ideological basis for conflict over many
centuries is a complicated story. The empire of the Mongols, who were predominantly
a land power, stretched across most of Eurasia but also exercised maritime and basing
dominance in the Far East in the thirteenth century. Subsequently, the Chinese Ming
dynasty, a regional hegemon, had uncontested access to bases throughout Southeast
Asia and around the Indian Ocean. In the Mediterranean, from the thirteenth to six-
teenth centuries first Venice and Genoa, then Venice (latterly Spain) and the Ottoman
Empire were locked in regional competition for maritime dominance and basing lo-
cales. Their respective bases, especially those of Venice and Genoa, were often cheek by
jowl, constituting interpenetrating systems. (The Venice-Ottoman rivalry and that of
Spain and the Ottomans were somewhat more demarcated between east and west.)
Portugal and Spain had rival but formally demarcated basing structures, with Portugal
acquiring bases all around Africa and the Indian Ocean and in the Far East and Brazil,
Spain mostly in Latin America but also in the Philippines and the western Mediterra-
nean. Some scholars do not rate Portugal a great power during the early modern era, as
it was a maritime power only, standing on the margins of a Europe then dominated by
the Hapsburg Empire. If so, we have somewhat of a divorce between great-power status
and the facts of basing structure. In the seventeenth century, the Netherlands was a
commercial and maritime hegemon, with the most elaborate basing structure of its day,
but it existed within a multipolar power structure in Europe, and its bases interpen-
etrated the systems of England and France, particularly in India. The British Empire had
maritime predominance and an unmatched global basing system, also in the overall con-
text of European multipolarity, wherein other powers—France, Prussia/Germany, Russia,
and Austria-Hungary—were major land powers in the eighteenth and nineteenth cen-
turies and on up to World War I.
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During the Cold War, the bipolar rivalry between the United States and the Soviet Union
saw a global competition for basing access, but an asymmetric one with respect to mar-
itime power, in which one side, the United States, was predominant throughout. Only
since the early 1990s, however, has the United States had complete maritime predomi-
nance and the only global basing presence, with no rival whatsoever. Generally speak-
ing, basing structures have correlated with the facts of relative national power (with the
exception, as noted, of Portugal).
Over time, bases and access in general have resulted from conquest and colonization,
alliances, or quid pro quos such as security assistance, though these have not been mu-
tually exclusive. The Mongols’ few bases were acquired entirely by conquest. Those of
Ming China seem to have been a mix of “forced entry,” also known as intimidation,
and agreements with local potentates interested in trade. The bases of the Venetian,
Genoese, Ottoman, and Spanish fleets of oared galleys in the Mediterranean were
mostly the results of conquest, but in some cases came of more consensual arrange-
ments. Spain’s basing structure accrued entirely by ruthless conquest and colonization.
Portugal’s involved some military conquest, but also a good deal of alliance building
among more advanced (relative to those of Spain’s domain) societies in India, East Af-
rica, and Southeast Asia. The Dutch took over most of the Portuguese basing structure
by conquest; the British built their empire and its attendant basing structure almost
entirely on the basis of conquest “beyond the line,” in what now is called the Third
World. But many British bases in Europe were acquired, often ad hoc, on the basis of
ever-shifting alliances in a multipolar European system sans ideology.
In the early part of the Cold War, the United States availed itself of a large number of
bases via alliances with the United Kingdom and France, before the possessions and
bases of the latter gradually dwindled as a result of decolonialization. After that, start-
ing in the 1960s, the United States (and also the Soviet Union) built global basing
structures on the basis of alliances with ideologically friendly client states, under-
pinned by protection and provision of security but also by extensive security assistance,
mostly in the form of arms transfers.
Throughout the past half-millennium or more, technological change has been a major
driver of basing requirements. Up to World War I and somewhat beyond, that pattern
pertained almost entirely to naval technology. The Mongols and Ming Chinese built
large sailing vessels that gave them long-range power-projection capability. In the Med-
iterranean from the thirteenth to sixteenth centuries, the contending powers used
oared galleys; their limited ranges and extensive logistical requirements translated into
the need by the Venetians, Genoese, Ottomans, and Spaniards for elaborate basing net-
works even in that relatively small theater.5 Portugal, on the basis of technological
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developments in shipbuilding, navigational equipment, and naval gunnery, was able to
move to the forefront of naval power and establish bases in a quasi-global system cen-
tered on the Indian Ocean.6 But travel was slow and dependent on prevailing winds
and currents; warships going from Lisbon to Goa around the Cape of Good Hope had
to travel west almost to Brazil to pick up winds favorable for the trip around Africa.
The Netherlands, France, and Britain improved the capabilities of sailing ships over
several centuries. In the nineteenth century the advent of coal-fired steam propulsion
resulted in faster and more direct travel for naval ships, but also in a requirement for
numerous coaling stations—a development of which Britain was able to take particular
advantage because of its global empire. The appearance of oil-fired ships (also of fleet
oilers and colliers) reduced these requirements; later, nuclear propulsion would reduce
them further.
But after World War I, developments in aviation produced entirely new requirements
for external air bases; as aircraft ranges were short, the number of bases required for
ferrying combat aircraft or troops and materiel was huge. Japan in 1941, for instance,
had numerous air bases on Taiwan and Hainan Island; Italy had them in Libya and
Somaliland.7 The submarine produced yet further requirements (for example, Franco’s
Spain gave German U-boats access to the Canary Islands for refueling). Beginning with
undersea communications cables before 1914, after World War I with radio relay and
intercept stations, a basing requirement arose for technical intelligence, surveillance,
and reconnaissance (ISR) purposes. After World War II, that became an important
matter. The United States constructed elaborate global networks of AUTOVON/
AUTODIN communications; DSP and other satellite downlinks; the DEW Line and
BMEWS; SOSUS; SIGINT (signals intelligence) ground installations; NUDETS; and
much more. Oiler refueling (for transfer to operating forces at sea) and constant ocean
surveillance produced still other basing requirements. But, paradoxically, oiler refueling
and increasing aircraft ranges greatly reduced the need for elaborate external networks
of air bases.
There had once existed a close nexus between the security and economic functions of
overseas bases. The Ming Chinese navy under Admiral Zheng Ho, which roamed the
Indian Ocean littoral, did so mostly with the purpose of advancing trade. Venetian and
Genoese bases in the eastern Mediterranean–Black Sea area likewise were colocated
with a variety of economic enterprises, and many of the Venetian and Genoese war gal-
leys were actually armed merchant vessels. Portuguese bases in East Africa, India, and
elsewhere were also entrepôts—hubs of commercial activity. A number of the Brit-
ish and Dutch bases in Asia were established by semiprivate trading companies
closely tied to and protected by their nations’ fleets and armies. By the heyday of
the British Empire, however, this colocation of military bases and entrepôts had
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largely been broken, and naval bases were obtained and operated more or less entirely
for military reasons.
During the Cold War, however, the critical issue of Persian Gulf oil became inextricably
linked to basing access. American bases along oil-tanker sea-lanes to Asia and North
America came to be viewed in the context of a possible Soviet effort (from bases in An-
gola, Guinea, Somalia, South Yemen, and elsewhere) to interdict them in case of war. In
the late 1980s, with the “reflagging” operation on behalf of Kuwait, the United States
established new points of access in the Persian Gulf. Today, the expansion of the U.S.
overseas presence must be viewed in the context of potential struggles over oil re-
sources, not only in and around the Persian Gulf but in places like Azerbaijan, Libya,
Algeria, Gabon, Angola, and Equatorial Guinea.8 Economics, then, in the form of access
to oil, has crept back into basing access and global presence.
Over the past five hundred years, the basing networks of the contending great powers
have corresponded closely with the geopolitical imagery of “heartland” and “rimland.”
As noted originally by Alfred Thayer Mahan, the successive maritime hegemons—Por-
tugal, the Netherlands, Great Britain, and the United States—all established a degree of
blue-water sea control based on superior main fleets and a ring of naval bases all
around the Eurasian supercontinent.9 Periodically, they were challenged by land powers
attempting to develop equivalent seapower: France under Louis XIV, Germany before
World War I, the Soviet Union during the Cold War.
The successive maritime hegemons typically inherited their predecessors’ basing struc-
tures, though with modifications.10 The Dutch took the Portuguese bases by force, but
Britain in its turn mostly acquired the Dutch bases peacefully, as did the United States
when it took over the role of rimland naval hegemon from Britain after World War II.
Certain bases or strongpoints astride key “choke points” or adjacent to strategically
important locales, and islands in strategic locations, have risen to importance with
noteworthy frequency over five hundred years: Hormuz, Gibraltar, Cyprus, Malta,
Mauritius, Aden, Trincomalee (in Sri Lanka), the Malabar and Coromandel coasts of
India, Singapore, Hong Kong, Taiwan—these places appear again and again in the his-
tory of naval warfare.
During the Cold War, the United States, sometimes relying upon the remnants of the
British Empire, established bases or facilities in Iceland, Norway, the United Kingdom,
West Germany, the Azores, Morocco, Libya, Spain, Italy, Greece/Crete, Turkey, Iran,
Diego Garcia, Thailand, Singapore, Australia, Taiwan, Japan, South Korea, and else-
where—in a pattern perfectly reflective of a rimland configuration around the periph-
ery of the Sino-Soviet bloc. Now, of course, analysts refer to a newer geopolitical
configuration focused on intersecting “arcs of crisis” from North Africa to South Asia,
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and from the Horn of Africa to Central Asia, reflective of a present emphasis on oil
politics and on combating Islamist terror and nuclear proliferation. The rimland bas-
ing structure has been retained at least in part, but the newer geopolitics spotlights the
importance of access to Eastern Europe, the Caucasus, Central Asia, the Horn of Africa,
and the Sahel (a narrow band of semiarid land south of the Sahara Desert), all around
the arcs of crisis. Also, of course, in view of U.S. naval dominance and the absence of a
maritime peer competitor, there is an emphasis on littoral warfare and control, in lieu
of Mahanian sea control.
Conflict Typologies, Scenarios, Contingencies: The Context of U.S. Global Presence
Recent Defense Department and other studies have focused on outright intervention
scenarios (Iraq, Iran, Korea, Taiwan, plus numerous smaller situations involving vari-
ous types of low-intensity conflict) as the core of the problem of forward presence, and
accordingly have emphasized the more ad hoc forms of access. That is appropriate, but
it may be worthwhile to present a more complex framework, with historical examples
and possible future scenarios. Hence, the following analysis refers to both bases and
other forms of access, with a (not always clear-cut) distinction between nuclear deter-
rence and the various levels of conventional power projection.
Nuclear Deterrence and Defense
During the Cold War, many bases served dual purposes with regard to prospective nu-
clear and conventional power projection—for instance, forward-based attack aircraft in
Germany, the United Kingdom, Japan, and South Korea; access for carriers in the Medi-
terranean and East Asia; attack submarine bases at La Maddalena, Faslane, and Sasebo;
aerial tanker bases in places like Thule, Gander, and Keflavik; land-based SIGINT stations
all around the Soviet periphery; U-2 and SR-71 surveillance aircraft bases; and others.
But some overseas access had functions that were primarily if not solely nuclear. Early
on there were Strategic Air Command B-47 bases in Spain and Morocco; medium-
range ballistic-missile bases in the United Kingdom, Italy, and Turkey, as well as on
Okinawa and Taiwan; DSP downlinks in Australia and Germany; SOSUS terminals in a
variety of places near choke points and Soviet submarine transit routes and “bastions”;
ground-launched cruise-missile and Pershing II emplacements in Europe (before the
Intermediate Nuclear Force Treaty); BMEWS sites in the United Kingdom and Green-
land; nuclear detection facilities (seismic arrays) in numerous countries, including
Norway and Turkey; signals-intelligence stations collecting missile telemetry data in
Iran, and later in China; bases for ballistic-missile submarines (SSBNs) at Rota
(Spain) and Holy Loch (Scotland); and the DEW, PINETREE, and North Warning Sys-
tem early-warning radars in Canada and Greenland. Much of this structure was
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dismantled as the USSR disappeared as a rival, but some of it (such as SIGINT and
DSP downlink facilities) remains.
Today the future of nuclear deterrence basing is somewhat indeterminate. The SSBNs
are now all based in the continental United States (in Georgia and Washington State).
Nuclear-armed forward-based aircraft, such as the F-111s in the United Kingdom, have
been stood down. But some technical facilities remain—again, for instance, the DSP
downlinks. American nuclear deterrence today has Russia in mind only in part; basing
in the context of nuclear deterrence today has mostly to do with ballistic missile de-
fense vis-à-vis China, North Korea, and Iran.
The main basing issues today have to do with the upgrading of the BMEWS radars in
the United Kingdom at Fylingdale Moor and at Thule, Greenland, under Danish sover-
eignty. For many years enhanced access to those sites was threatened by political forces
in Europe unhappy in general with U.S. ballistic missile defense schemes. But the exter-
nal basing of missile defense should be seen also in the context of the defense of allies.
In that connection, I have developed elsewhere the concept of “triangular” or “indirect”
deterrence, whereby nations targeted by a U.S. strategic or preemptive campaign that
are unable to respond against the American homeland or installations overseas may in-
stead threaten U.S. allies.11 The value of the deterrent depends importantly on Ameri-
can concern for the well-being of allies.
The 1991 Iraqi Scud attacks on Israel and Saudi Arabia (Iraq having no capacity to at-
tack the continental United States) constituted an early example. North Korean missile
tests over Japan imply a threat to strike Japan in response to American preemption
against Pyongyang’s nuclear facilities. Iran and perhaps Pakistan could do likewise;
both will be acquiring missiles that can reach throughout their respective regions—to
Israel, to the Central Asian states, etc. As nations acquire still-longer-range missiles, the
threatened area will expand—in the case of Iran, all over Europe. Hence the United
States must think in terms of comprehensive regional ballistic-missile-defense capabili-
ties. But some potentially threatened nations, such as Japan, may be wary of acquiring
such defenses as “provocative” (this is a widely held view among the Japanese left) and
may indeed decouple from the United States and withdraw access for U.S. forces.12
States intimidated by Iran or Pakistan could also decline offers of missile defense.
Europe may be less likely to block installation of theater defense systems under in-
timidation or for fear of provocation, but some similarities may exist. An “old” Eu-
ropean nation might now conceive of its grand strategy as one of building a
counterweight to the United States, taking advantage of U.S. support for Israel to
ingratiate itself with the Islamic world so as to attain preferential access to oil and
the greater use of euros to pay for it. That could lead such a nation to decouple
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itself from American defense policy, including theater missile defenses intended to
protect it from “triangular” retaliation.
Poland, in contrast, appears to be negotiating the possibility of basing American the-
ater antimissile systems within its borders, missiles that could cover much of Europe.
Britain has agreed to allow the United States to upgrade the Fylingdale Moor site and
install missiles. Of course, U.S. warships capable of antimissile defense could be sta-
tioned in the Mediterranean or Baltic seas, or off Europe’s Atlantic coast.
American antiballistic missiles could conceivably be used to “shut down” nuclear ex-
changes in progress in the Greater Middle East. That could be done by shipboard mis-
siles, but the possibility of doing so with land-based missiles somewhere in the region
(Persian Gulf, Central Asia, the Caucasus) cannot be ruled out.
Conventional Conflict
Before World War II, a more or less isolationist America had little in the way of over-
seas bases, mostly in colonial possessions or protectorates—the Philippines, Guam,
Wake Island, the Panama Canal Zone, Puerto Rico, and Cuba. The Lend-Lease Act of
1940 provided the United States use of a string of British bases reaching from New-
foundland to British Guyana. During the war, many other bases or facilities—in
Greenland, Iceland, the Azores, Acapulco, the Galapagos Islands, and Recife and
Fortaleza in Brazil, for example—were provided by a number of countries. After
World War II, the new NATO alliance system afforded the United States access to the
colonial possessions of Britain, France, Portugal, and the Netherlands, as well as a
large number of bases in Europe itself. The use of numerous allied bases all around
the Eurasian rimland was a virtual given. This made it easy for the United States to
operate in conflicts large and small.
In the Korean War, bases in Japan were about all that were needed. In the Vietnam War,
the United States relied extensively on air and naval bases in Japan, Taiwan, the Philip-
pines (the major naval base at Subic Bay as well as Clark Air Force Base), and Thailand.
Before and during DESERT STORM, access was available just about everywhere in Eu-
rope and the Middle East. For a variety of contingencies large and small, the United
States operated in a permissive environment for access because of numerous stable alli-
ance and other client relationships, all underpinned by security assistance.
Contemporary Conflict Scenarios
At present, and for the future, the security environment is much more ambiguous, as
are alliance relationships themselves. In place of a set and more or less stable twilight
struggle against the Soviet Union and its allies, there is now a multilayered and fluid
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threat environment featuring terrorism, weapons of mass destruction (WMD) prolifer-
ation, nation building, and peacekeeping in a variety of places, as well as a looming
hegemonic rivalry with China, maybe the European Union (EU), and maybe Russia
(again), in combinations and sequences not easily foreseen.
In fact, even with the best analytical work, conflicts—and hence basing or presence re-
quirements—are not always easily envisaged or predicted. Few people in the summer
of 2001 could have predicted the need within months for U.S. access in Central Asian
ex-Soviet republics to enable large-scale military operations in Afghanistan. Earlier, few
British analysts can have foreseen the need for a large-scale invasion of the Falkland Is-
lands, and a critical associated requirement for use of the (British-owned) air base on As-
cension Island. The critical role of the Lajes air base in the (Portuguese-owned) Azores
for arms resupply to Israel in 1973 (which arguably averted resort by the latter to nuclear
weapons) had probably also been only dimly perceived by American defense planners.
However elaborate or far-fetched the scenarios considered by planners, then, surprises
may be expected, including some that overwhelm “capabilities-based analysis.”
That said, scenarios for the future can be broken down into two basic categories, ge-
neric and specific. Most current open-source Department of Defense analyses rely on
the former, if only to organize the subject. The generic scenario types now commonly
utilized are traditional, irregular, catastrophic, and disruptive. “Traditional” refers to fa-
miliar force-on-force, large-scale engagements, such as the two world wars, the Korean
War, DESERT STORM, the Iran-Iraq War, and the 1967 and 1973 Middle Eastern wars. In
the academic literature—for instance, in the research emerging from the “Correlates of
War” project—the relative scale of such conflicts is gauged by the variables of magni-
tude (number of combatants involved), severity (number of combat deaths), and dura-
tion.13 Additionally, one can point to “moving fronts”—that is, an identifiable shifting
demarcation of large-unit forces, analogous to a football line of scrimmage. Some ana-
lysts speak of a spectrum running from all-out conventional war to various forms of
“limited” conventional war, Korea being an example of warfare characterized by tacit
geographical limits. Most traditional conflicts are interstate.
“Irregular” conflicts refer to a range of conflict types roughly similar to the spectrum
of low-intensity warfare, a term in vogue in the 1980s and 1990s. It comprises guerrilla
and insurgency warfare, civil wars (ethnic wars over territory and ideological wars over
control of governments), coups, terrorism, border friction, and the like.14 Most of these
wars (the latter example excepted) are of an intrastate nature. Over time, the dominant
frequency of Marxist insurgencies gave way to “Reagan Doctrine” anticommunist in-
surgencies and then, in the 1990s, to a heyday of ethnic warfare.
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“Catastrophic” conflicts comprise those in which large-scale casualties are caused by
weapons of mass destruction—nuclear, biological, chemical, and radiological warfare.
Hypothetically, some forms of environmental warfare might also be envisaged under
this heading. Catastrophic conflict can involve interstate warfare or terrorism. In the
former case, it could come in the form of “bolts from the blue” (premeditated attacks)
or could come through escalation of a conventional war to the use of tactical, theater,
or strategic WMDs.
“Disruptive” scenarios are more difficult to categorize than the others. Presumably they
could include such things as electromagnetic-pulse attacks that disrupt communica-
tions or “cyber warfare,” with or without an identifiable perpetrator. They might also
involve major political changes in nations via elections or significant shifts in foreign-
policy orientation that could heavily impact on U.S. global presence.
In the Cold War, U.S. government studies openly acknowledged expected, possible, or
actual scenarios, mostly related to the two “base cases”: war in Central Europe and in
the Persian Gulf, both expected to involve the USSR. War started in one of these the-
aters was thought likely to spread to the other (“horizontal escalation”). Korea was, in
addition, long an additional “mini–base case.” Specific scenarios, however, are politi-
cally sensitive in an ambiguous political environment in which the identities of friends
and foes are not always as clear as in the (in this respect) halcyon Cold War years. Now
the scenarios considered are far more varied, with respect both to type and location.
Political sensitivities put some within the classified realm, and again, there is a high
likelihood of the unforeseen, though most can be fitted into the aforementioned four-
way typology. Underlined in all of this is the global, diverse, almost open-ended nature
of potential problems and the uncertainty of access in the context of shifting, indeter-
minate, and contingent or ad hoc political relationships.
The Future of Global Presence
The United States has been reshaping its global presence to deal with new threats, ema-
nating often from new sources, in a very fluid and complex global environment. It is po-
sitioning itself according to new geopolitical emphases (arcs of crisis, African oil fields)
and also in line with its own “transformation”—an emphasis on smaller, lighter, more
mobile forces. There is a clear shift away from the residual Cold War global presence,
marked by heavy forces stationed where they would be expected to fight—in Central Eu-
rope and Korea. In the light of plausible scenarios of future conflict, the comparative
costs involved, the necessity to retain military personnel and attend to their families’
needs, and a desire to lower the intrusiveness of the American presence and infringement
on other nations’ sense of sovereignty, the U.S. global presence is increasingly being seen
in terms of trade-offs. The traditional option is forward presence/basing; a new option is
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“sea basing”; at the same time, both political and technological realities are making in-
creasingly attractive the option of basing military forces in CONUS itself. The latter two
broad options are, of course, linked.
As indicated in recent Defense Department publications, basing access is now officially
viewed along a spectrum embracing three distinct types of facilities: the “main operat-
ing base,” “forward operating site,” and “cooperative security location.” Main operating
bases involve “permanently stationed combat forces and robust infrastructure” and
“will be characterized by command and control structures, family support facilities,
and strengthened force protection measures.”15 Long-standing examples in the first cat-
egory are Ramstein Air Force Base (Germany), Kadena Air Base (Japan), and Camp
Humphreys (Korea). Newer examples that seem to fit the category are the air bases at
al-Dhafra in the United Arab Emirates and al-Udeid in Qatar. Guam and Diego Garcia
are in a category of their own as sovereign territories (British in the case of Diego Gar-
cia) and hence immune to future political threats.
A forward operating site is defined as “an expandable warm [i.e., kept in ready condi-
tion] facility maintained with a limited U.S. military support presence and possibly
prepositioned equipment.”16 Further, these sites “will support rotational rather than
permanently stationed forces and be a focus for bilateral and regional training.” Exam-
ples include the Sembawang port facility in Singapore and Soto Cano Air Base in Hon-
duras. Other air bases around the world that might qualify are Keflavik in Iceland, Royal
Air Force Stations Lakenheath and Mildenhall in the United Kingdom, Spangdahlem in
Germany, Aviano in Italy, Incirlik in Turkey, Utapao in Thailand, and Naval Air Station
Atsugi in Japan. The newer facilities being expanded and utilized in Bulgaria and Ro-
mania also fit this model, as do some in the smaller Persian Gulf countries. The U.S. fa-
cility at Sigonella in Sicily (during the Cold War mostly a U.S. Navy P-3 antisubmarine
patrol aircraft base) would presumably also quality as a forward operating site.
Cooperative security locations are facilities with little or no permanent American pres-
ence. Instead, they are maintained with periodic service, contractor, or host-nation
support. Cooperative security locations would provide contingency access and serve as
focal points for “security cooperation activities.”17 Dakar (Senegal) is one example;
there the U.S. Air Force has negotiated contingency landing, logistics, and final con-
tracting arrangements, and the facility in fact served as a staging area for the peace sup-
port operation in Liberia in 2003.18 Similar security arrangements of this sort are being
worked out with a substantial number of other African countries.19
The evolving trends are clear. Obviously, the main thrust is in the direction of a very
limited number of main operating bases, so as to lessen the American overseas foot-
print, and an increase in forward operating sites and cooperative security locations to
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accommodate lighter and more mobile forces for a variety of contingencies. There is,
first of all, a major drawdown of Cold War–era bases in “old Europe” (mostly in Ger-
many) in favor of forward sites in Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria, and Poland, either with
limited permanent personnel or forces rotated from Germany or the United States.20
The second trend comprises the maintenance of forward sites, cooperative locations,
and prepositioned materiel in the Middle East—in Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar, the United
Arab Emirates, and Oman (concurrent, however, with a dramatic reduction of force
deployments in Saudi Arabia). A third is the maintenance of bases in and relating to
Afghanistan—and this apparently in the face of mounting pressure from Russia and
China, which fear a permanent U.S. presence in the region. Washington has kept major
bases in Afghanistan at Bagram, Kandahar, and Mazar e Sharif, and has solidified access
to an air base in Kyrgyzstan (Manas); but the government of Uzbekistan has recently
refused to allow the United States continued access to its air field at Khanabad. Fourth,
Diego Garcia remains (with British permission) a critical U.S. base for prepositioning,
refueling, and crew rest for B-2 and B-1 missions. Finally, in East Asia, Australia con-
tinues to host important American intelligence and surveillance facilities (Exmouth,
Pine Gap) as well as offering American planes and ships access. Singapore, as noted,
hosts a major U.S. naval facility, and the Philippines now is resuming at least limited
military access for the United States after a long hiatus, prodded by the necessities of
cooperation on antiterrorism.
Japan (importantly including Okinawa) has, of course, long been a vital American bas-
ing hub. It was the primary springboard for the conduct of the Korean War. For decades,
the United States maintained there important air bases (Misawa, Yokota, Kadena,
Atsugi), naval bases (Yokosuka, Sasebo), and a variety of ISR facilities. In recent years,
however, with the Cold War over and with increasing Japanese sensitivities about sov-
ereignty and the conduct of some U.S. forces, there had appeared increasing pressure for
the reduction of the American presence, particularly on densely populated Okinawa.
Now that Japan faces a seemingly stronger and more hostile China, however, while
North Korea appears on the verge of testing and deploying nuclear weapons, Japan in-
creasingly appears ever more reliant on its U.S. security tie; but it has also made clear
that closer security cooperation with the United States will require some accommoda-
tion by the United States to Japanese political sensitivities, particularly concerning the
U.S. Marine garrison on Okinawa; protracted negotiations between the two parties are
now in their final phase, with a major restructuring of the U.S. presence in Japan to fol-
low over the next several years.
Both Australia and Singapore are vital components of the American posture in the Pa-
cific. The latter provides important naval facilities and air staging at a crucial point
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astride the strategic Straits of Malacca. The former has traditionally provided critical
ISR support and will now be providing additional access for training in northern Aus-
tralia in the face of possibly increasing Chinese naval activity in Southeast Asia and the
Indian Ocean. Finally, mention should be made of Guam. This sovereign U.S. territory
is currently getting another look as a way both to strengthen the U.S. air and naval
presence in the western Pacific in the face of a continuing Chinese military buildup,
and to lessen the political burdens of the American footprint, particularly in Japan.21
The retention of strong ties to Britain is a cornerstone of U.S. basing policy, not only
with respect to the large U.S. basing structure in the United Kingdom itself (major air
and submarine bases and an elaborate ISR structure) but also to the British-owned is-
lands of Diego Garcia and, to a lesser degree, Ascension and Bermuda. Diego Garcia
has been critical to U.S. military operations in Kuwait/Iraq and Afghanistan, involving
maritime prepositioning ships, refueling for B-1 and B-2 bombers, transporting of
cargo aircraft, etc. Presumably, that is a solid, enduring asset, but the possibility of a
leftward shift in British politics combined with EU pressures on Britain to modify its
security tie with the United States could conceivably change all that. Ascension too
could become critical to possible future military operations in southwest Africa, home
to increasingly important oil fields.
The Basis of Basing
As we have seen, historically speaking nations have acquired basing access in one of
three basic ways: by conquest or colonization, by providing security or protection for
the host via formal alliances or less formal arrangements that still imply protection, or
by tangible quid pro quos—security assistance, arms transfers, subsidies, or what
amount to “rents.” In the current context for the United States, conquest is more or less
irrelevant, precluded by emerging international norms or “laws”—though it seems un-
likely that the U.S. military will be abandoning the bases it has seized or created in Af-
ghanistan and Iraq any time soon.
As for bases acquired through the provision of security, during the Cold War a number
of nations provided the United States access at least in part because it provided assur-
ance against Soviet or Chinese aggression. The term “extended deterrence” was often
used to describe such a relationship. It may still be applicable in a number of cases—
for example, Japan, South Korea, perhaps again the Philippines, even Vietnam. Access
in Georgia and some of the ex-Soviet states in Central Asia might be included, in rela-
tion to a possibly resurgent and revisionist Russia. Around the Persian Gulf, the secu-
rity of friendly states is being enhanced by a U.S. presence against both possible Iranian
aggression and an internal Islamist threat. In addition, a growing number of nations—
again, the Philippines, and some in Africa—may see an American presence as deterring
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terrorists; and it is not inconceivable that the Philippines will at some point in the fu-
ture, in response to a rising Chinese threat in its waters, rethink its expulsion of the
United States from its bases there.
All of this represents extrapolation from current problems and scenarios. Perhaps ab-
sent here is the broader picture of a changing but indeterminate international systems
structure that may heavily impact future scenarios, formal and informal alliances, and
hence basing access. Cold War bipolarity based largely on an ideological divide has now
given way to a degree of unipolarity heavily influencing the facts of basing dominance,
mixed with an incipient though asymmetric multipolarity, the poles of which are the
United States, the EU, Russia, China, Japan, India, and perhaps a nascent radical “Is-
lamic world.” Save the remnants of communism and the growing ideological-religious
aspects of Islamic radicalism, the new system is largely devoid of an ideological basis
for enmity and friendship, a state of affairs that allows, as was the case in the Europe of
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, rapidly shifting alliances based on short-term
or medium-term expedience and balance-of-power considerations. Russia’s recent os-
cillation between China (arms transfers, coalescence vis-à-vis the United States),
the EU (ganging up on the United States), and the United States (common front
against Islamic terrorism) may be a harbinger of things to come as well as a re-
minder of the past. At another level, nuclear proliferation, juxtaposed to big-power
multipolarity, will be critical, and numerous new entrants to the “nuclear club” are
likely. North Korea (maybe later a nuclear-armed united Korea), Iran, Egypt, Tur-
key, Saudi Arabia, Taiwan, Japan, Australia, and Indonesia are all technically quali-
fied candidates.
What will be the impact of all of this on basing and, specifically, on the American
basing posture? In the past, multipolar systems devoid of long-term stable alliances
usually have obviated or limited large-scale basing systems; in such a world today’s
“friend” is tomorrow’s rival and someone else’s “friend.” Nuclear proliferation seems
to portend the decoupling of alliances because of the intimidation factor—unless the
protection/security factor drives cooperative missile defense systems. Will Japan,
China, Russia, India, and the EU develop effective ballistic-missile-defense systems?
Will some of these powers provide security assistance as quid pro quo for their own
bases or to deny access to the United States? On the whole, decoupling and a very
constrained environment for American basing—and hence further reliance on sea-
basing or CONUS-basing schemes—might be predicted, but all of this is uncertain.
The effective use of security assistance might alter the equation.
The third category, in the current context, relates primarily to the use of security assis-
tance as a quid pro quo for basing access. During the Cold War, some of the largest
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recipients of American security assistance—Turkey, Greece, Spain, Portugal, the Philip-
pines—were providers of critically needed access for the United States.
There are several categories of security assistance: the Foreign Military Financing Pro-
gram, the International Military Education and Training (IMET) program, and the
Economic Support Fund.22 Some seventy-four countries receive foreign military fi-
nancing, some 130 receive IMET money, and some twenty-six accept money from the
Economic Support Fund, which is also used to support multilateral programs concern-
ing regional democracy, regional women’s issues, administration of justice funds, and
other such initiatives.
Several points stand out regarding the current structure of U.S. security assistance. The
first point is the dominance of the numbers by Egypt and Israel. Another is the truly
remarkable number of countries receiving U.S. funds from one or more of these sources,
more than two-thirds of some 190 sovereign nations in the world. Many that now receive
such assistance are former Soviet allies and arms clients (or even former Soviet repub-
lics), many of which once provided Moscow basing access and overflight rights.
Regarding the Foreign Military Financing Program, Egypt and Israel are the largest re-
cipients, primarily as a result of supporting the Camp David peace process, though
Egypt has also provided the United States military access in recent times. In 2003–2004,
aside from Egypt and Israel, only Jordan, Oman, Morocco, Bulgaria, the Czech Repub-
lic, Hungary, Macedonia, Poland, Georgia, Turkey, Colombia, the Philippines, and Paki-
stan received over $20 million, modest sums. The United States once provided large
amounts of security assistance, as much as $500 million annually, to a small number of
key basing hosts: Portugal (the Azores), Spain, Greece, Turkey, Thailand, the Philip-
pines. Now, again aside from the billions for Egypt and Israel, as well as nearly $500
million for Jordan, this money is spread out to a much larger number of recipients in
smaller amounts.
Djibouti and the Philippines have the largest accounts in the Economic Support Fund,
each around $25 million, in each case reflecting American military access for the war on
terror. The IMET goes to a number of states, but the amounts are small, only a handful
above a million dollars per year: these include the Philippines, Senegal, Turkey, Oman,
Yemen, Kyrgyzstan, Bulgaria, Poland, and Romania. The relation to basing access is clear
in many of these cases. Hence, it would appear that in many cases all over the world, rela-
tively small increases in absolute levels of assistance would represent large proportional
jumps. Such increases could be used judiciously in exchange for enhanced access.
What potentially is involved has been illustrated in recent cooperative security and
training exercises in various African states, particularly in and around the Sahara
Desert and the Sahel, where the focus is on counterterrorist training. The amounts of
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IMET funds targeted for these countries range from around one or two hundred thou-
sand dollars per year on up to about a million for Senegal.
Access Permissiveness and Scenarios, Past and Present
As previously discussed, basing access has become more ad hoc and situational since
the end of the Cold War and, with it, the weakening of the formal alliance structure
constructed by the United States during that protracted struggle. During the Cold War,
the United States was almost always able to utilize its overseas facilities and the airspace
of friendly nations. For instance, air bases in Japan, the Philippines, and Thailand were
used to prosecute the war in Vietnam. U-2 aircraft were flown over the USSR from
bases in Turkey, Germany, the United Kingdom, Pakistan, and Japan. Germany was a
jumping-off point for American intervention in Lebanon in 1958. Various nations al-
lowed access for satellite downlinks in connection with nuclear early warning and sat-
ellite control: Germany, Australia, the United Kingdom, the Seychelles, even Madagascar
for a period. The United Kingdom, Turkey, Italy, and Taiwan allowed forward basing of
land-based missiles aimed at the Soviet Union and China. There were a few excep-
tions—denial of airspace by France and Spain for the raid on Libya in 1986 is one ex-
ample. Also, numerous nations tied in one way or another to the USSR allowed
Moscow access and denied it to Washington.
The keys in this prior period were systems structure (a bipolar struggle with ideological
cement on both sides), shared threats, protection of basing hosts, and perhaps a lower
level of the anti-Americanism that is now so common throughout much of the world.
After the end of the Cold War, permissiveness persisted at least through the first Gulf
War of 1990–91. There the United States led an effective coalition that was under-
pinned by the collective security mandate of the UN and that enjoyed strong support
from Saudi Arabia, hence also from most of the Middle East. Only Jordan seems to
have denied the United States relevant access, which was provided fully by the Saudis
and other Gulf states, Egypt, Turkey, all of the other NATO allies, and even the newly
“independent” Eastern bloc countries.23 (Some political problems arose, however, in In-
dia and Thailand, as a result of the granting of permission to stage U.S. Air Force trans-
port planes.)
In Operation ENDURING FREEDOM in Afghanistan, the United States also was provided
access almost everywhere necessary. The ex-Soviet states in Central Asia gave the United
States vital air bases and jumping-off points to the north of Afghanistan. Britain pro-
vided Diego Garcia. Saudi Arabia, Oman, Qatar, and others allowed the United States
to fly missions from their territory into Afghanistan. Nations in Eastern Europe and in
the Caucasus granted overhead-transit access. Perhaps the only problem (other than
Iraq and Iran, for obvious reasons) was Pakistan, and even that nation, under pressure
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from the United States (and fearing American encouragement of an invasion from In-
dia), allowed overflights and some access for heliborne ground operations. Intimida-
tion was a factor in that case. But overall, sympathy in the wake of 9/11 and perhaps
fear of an aroused and dangerous United States made for a permissive basing access en-
vironment. Enhanced security assistance and the promise of more were important.
In the invasion of Iraq in 2003, however, there was an overall less permissive environ-
ment for American access, for reasons of political disagreements with states in “old Eu-
rope” and pressure from the “Arab street” in the Middle East. Access to European bases
and overhead airspace was mostly maintained (Switzerland, irrelevantly, denied the lat-
ter). But reluctance by Saudi Arabia prompted the moving of air command and control
operations to Qatar (which, with Kuwait and Oman, was solidly favorable to American
access). Egypt quietly allowed overflights, refueling, Suez Canal transit, and use of a
major military hospital. But permission for the movement of the 4th Infantry Division
across Turkish territory was denied.
For the future, access may be even more situational and ad hoc. The keys are likely to
be alliance and security assistance relationships, the overall global level of support for
American policies on antiterrorism and WMD proliferation, the political specifics of
given situations, and the balance between reliance on U.S. provision of protection and
security and the counterleverage of foes of the United States or states pressured or in-
timidated by them. Europe’s growing divorce from the United States, and perhaps a
growing competition with the United States over access to Middle Eastern oil, may be-
come a larger factor. Pakistani and Iranian nuclear arsenals may increasingly be intimi-
dating factors. The Muslim “street,” in Africa and Southeast Asia as well as the core
Middle East, may be another. Japan’s fear of nuclear-armed North Korea, not to men-
tion China, may be a strong factor in the Far East. In general, and short of actual crisis,
U.S. access all over Africa, in the Persian Gulf area, and in Eastern Europe and Central
Asia seems to be growing and reasonably assured—but in specific situations things
may be different.
It is difficult to predict the extent to which permissiveness of access may vary by sce-
nario type—traditional, irregular, catastrophic, or disruptive, to cite again the current
Department of Defense terminology. This question involves a spectrum that can be
measured in terms of magnitude or impact—that is, ranging from a nuclear or biologi-
cal terrorist event to a peacekeeping operation—but also in technological terms, run-
ning from force-on-force military operations to, say, a cyber attack. Again, degrees of
access allowed may be scenario-specific, depending upon the identity of the foe (Islamic
or not, raising the issue of religious identification), fear and intimidation (in both direc-
tions), influence afforded by oil politics or other types of leverage (EU admission,
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security assistance, various quid pro quos), and the overall intensity of anti-Americanism
(perhaps with regional variations). Relatively small “disruptive” scenarios involving
peacekeeping, responses to coups, and the like would appear to be most permissive in
terms of access; likewise, catastrophic scenarios would probably result in sympathy for
U.S. operations, though perhaps counterbalanced by the fear and intimidation factor.
One may note here the extensive granting of access to American military forces en-
gaged in the recent tsunami rescue operation in places like Thailand, but also the skit-
tishness of the Indonesian government about American military activities on Sumatra.
It is worth pointing out that aside from broadly systemic factors and prevailing moods,
global or regional, the domestic politics in given nations may be a determining factor,
with respect either to electoral change or coups and revolutions. There are any number
of historical examples, even from the period of stable alliances during the Cold War.
France, under Charles de Gaulle in the 1960s, canceled U.S. access to air and naval
bases (Villefranche in the latter case) and to crucial petroleum pipelines running from
France’s Atlantic coast to Germany. Iran’s revolution in 1979 cut off important access
to telemetry intercept facilities in northern Iran (the Iraqi revolution in 1958 had
ended Western access to air bases there). In the latter part of the Cold War, American
access to Greek bases was curtailed when anti-American governments came to power.
Later, the United States had to withdraw from Spanish air bases, obtaining additional
access to Italian bases to offset the loss. The Turkish situation in 2003 has widely been
reported upon; it came in the wake of the accession to power of an Islamic party. In the
Philippines, post-Marcos politics expelled the United States from its major air and na-
val bases. On the other side of the coin, in recent years friendly governments in the
United Kingdom, Italy, and Australia have translated into very permissive access.
Shifting political winds could later cause problems in these countries, and in Japan and
South Korea as well.
CONUS Basing and Sea Basing
Alternatives to contingent basing access, or perhaps supplements to it, are CONUS bas-
ing and sea basing. Their utility will depend greatly on the scenario, both in terms of
distance and location, and also the sheer scale of operations required.
CONUS Basing. The option of relying more on basing within the continental United
States has been illustrated by, among other things, B-1 and B-2 bomber missions in
Operations DESERT STORM, ENDURING FREEDOM, and IRAQI FREEDOM, mounted from
Barksdale and Whiteman Air Force bases, the latter at least making some use of Diego
Garcia. Also, military transformation, translating into lower force levels and logistical
requirements for given operations, has resulted in greater optimism about being able to
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rely more, if not wholly, on CONUS basing. Operation from the United States might be
particularly applicable to preemptive missile strikes on WMD installations or terrorist
facilities, as well as to long-range air interdiction operations in a “traditional” conflict.
This option might be furthered by technological developments—faster aircraft with lon-
ger ranges and more accurate bombing systems, enhanced capabilities for conventional
interdiction by SSBNs, and the like. Also, satellite capabilities and reduced requirements
for overseas downlinks might in the future allow reduced dependence on foreign bases
for intelligence and surveillance. Better and faster sealift and airlift would also help, but
obviously only within limits, for traditional and disruptive scenarios at least.
Sea Basing. Over the last several years, the Navy and Marine Corps have promoted the
concept of “sea basing” on the argument or assumption that land bases may not so
readily be available for future power projection operations as they have in the recent
past. Much about this concept remains unclear, so that it is difficult to analyze its rela-
tionship to or implications for the American global posture generally. Fundamental
questions remain to be answered concerning the scope or scale of sea basing, the tech-
nological capabilities required (especially new ship platforms), its relationship to allied
forces as well as its larger impact on U.S. alliance relationships, and not least, its cost.
At a time when questions are being increasingly raised about the Navy’s ability to af-
ford its next-generation destroyer (the DD-X), it is far from clear that money would be
available to support an ambitious program to build what in effect would be support
ships with limited offensive capability.
Recent studies of sea basing have focused almost entirely on force structures and asso-
ciated budgets, with little reference to conflict scenarios—the possible locations and
sizes of conflicts, impact of coalition alignments, availability of land bases, and so
forth. Likewise missing has been any cross-referencing with the now-standard general
breakdown of conflict scenarios into traditional, irregular, catastrophic, and disruptive.
An agenda for further, broader world analysis involves such issues as these:
• The relationship of projected sea-basing capabilities to generic and more specific
scenarios
• Sea-basing capabilities in a variety of regions, littoral scenarios versus inland
scenarios, etc.
• The viability of force structure planning with a long (thirty-year) time frame
• The relative costs of sea basing and of enhanced security assistance to land-base
hosts, to the extent the latter is politically feasible.
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Connecting the Dots
The future of American force-projection capability is, of course, a maddeningly com-
plex subject. There are many unknowns—in contrast to the Cold War period, with its
known potential enemies, known and stable system structure and alliances, and a lim-
ited set of likely scenarios. Now, the enemy or threat may be large or small, a state or
something else, and may or may not have weapons of mass destruction. The identities
of allies or “friends” in myriad possible scenarios are contingent and unclear—hence
the confused set of possibilities for basing, ranging from land basing on the territories
of allies to sea basing to greater reliance on bases at home.
Much has been made of the (perhaps overdrawn or nebulous) distinction, in this con-
text, between threat-based and capabilities-based planning. Threats, of course, are only
partly predictable, but capabilities and resources have their limits, so planning for ca-
pabilities to deal with all possible threats would be unrealistic even if all could be
known. Also, at least in peacetime, capabilities can be acquired only over long stretches
of time. But over the next thirty years, just about anything could happen to alter threat
perceptions: terrorist WMD attacks on the homeland could occur; China could over-
take the United States as the world’s premier power; Japan could join China in an all-
Asia alliance; the European Union could become a hegemonic rival to the United
States; Russia might try to reconstitute the Soviet Union, or orient itself to the EU,
China, or parts of the Islamic world; Israel or Pakistan could in desperation use nuclear
weapons. Ever-rising oil prices, propelled by massively rising demand in China and In-
dia, could cause another worldwide depression, and with it military competition over
oil resources in the Persian Gulf, the Caspian Sea, North Africa, and the Gulf of
Guinea. Then again, a far more benign set of events (which extrapolation from the
present would in fact suggest is more likely) might occur.
Out of all these complex and contingent sets of scenarios and possible policies in con-
nection with the future of the U.S. global defense posture, a number of general points
deserve emphasis. The first is that the diverse, uncertain, and global nature of the
emerging threat environment requires a robust global basing and posture strategy.
Threats include terrorism, weapons of mass destruction, traditional warfare possibili-
ties in Iran, Taiwan, and Korea, perhaps hegemonic rivalry with China. But looming
quietly behind them may be a struggle for oil, natural gas, and nonfuel minerals, per-
haps to be linked to terrorism, WMD, and great-power hegemonic rivalry.
A second, related to the above, is the uncertainty surrounding the future of the interna-
tional system, specifically whether the current U.S. unipolar dominance and alliance
structure will hold up. In terms of basing, the issue is a continuing permissive environ-
ment for American basing access and presence versus a far more restrictive one marked
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by withering alliances, a systemic shift toward multipolarity, balancing against the
United States, and so forth. Historically, multipolarity has meant less stable alliances
and hence less durable, more contingent, and ad hoc basing access.
A third concerns the present and prospective state of the three historical routes to basing
access: conquest/colonization, alliances and provision of security umbrellas (extended
deterrence), and the quid pro quo of security/economic assistance. Conquest is mostly
now ruled out by prevailing international legal norms. Alliances and security guarantees
may be in jeopardy as sources of access, because of changing international system struc-
ture and intimidation related to WMD proliferation. Security and economic assistance,
however, may be at present an underutilized instrument of acquisition and maintenance
of bases—and a less expensive one than sea basing.
Fourth, while sea basing and CONUS basing are serious alternatives to land basing by
virtue of technological improvements in long-range strike systems, there are serious
questions of cost and of feasibility in relation to important categories of scenarios, es-
pecially for sea basing.
Perhaps the key point, however, is simply that the time has clearly come to move the
whole question of basing and presence from the periphery toward the center of the
American strategic debate. The Department of Defense has led a quiet revolution in
the global posture of American military forces that is still in the process of working it-
self out and is bound to have profound and perhaps revolutionary effects. American
strategic analysis has yet to catch up with this development.
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Transforming the U.S. Global Defense Posture
RYAN HENRY
At the end of 2004, the world was witness to an event that no one could have foreseen.
Even more startling than the shock of the Indian Ocean tsunami itself was the scale of
its impact. But the very suddenness and speed with which the tsunami struck gave a
glimpse of how valuable it is to posture our forces for uncertainty. Had the tsunami oc-
curred in 1985, at the height of the Cold War, it is difficult to imagine that the United
States could have surged the forces and logistical support needed to deliver food and
water to the areas of the eastern Indian Ocean that were the hardest hit. It is even more
difficult to imagine that the United States could have depended on an extensive net-
work of partner nations to assist us in exercising our global responsibility to act. Only
through the transformation of the U.S. military’s capabilities and the growing flexibil-
ity of our overseas posture was the United States able to respond as quickly and effec-
tively as it did during this crisis.
The security environment at the start of the twenty-first century is perhaps the most un-
certain it has been in our nation’s history. This chapter focuses on the strategic realities
that are driving the transformation of the American global defense posture to contend
with that uncertainty, and the resultant changes the Department of Defense is working to
bring about in our relationships and partnership capabilities around the world.
New Strategic Landscape
The impetus for the transformation that put us in a position to respond quickly and ef-
fectively to the Indian Ocean tsunami was the emergence of a new strategic landscape.
Since 2002, the U.S. military has been adapting the posture of its forces to address the
key security challenges that our country will face in the twenty-first century. Tradi-
tional, state-based military challenges—for which our Cold War posture was opti-
mized—will remain, but as the 11 September 2001 attacks revealed, a broader range of
security challenges has emerged. The events of 9/11 showed the destructive potential of
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It showed the effectiveness of asymmetric methods in countering U.S. conventional
military superiority and sounded an early warning of the approaching confluence of
terrorism, state sponsorship of terrorism, and proliferation of weapons of mass de-
struction (WMD) enabled by globalization. It focused our attention on a hostile ideol-
ogy that openly advocates the killing of innocents for political gain, and it proved that
globalization has made failed states and ungoverned areas in the most remote corners
of the world grave dangers to our security.
The Secretary of Defense’s 2005 National Defense Strategy provides a conceptual frame-
work for understanding this new strategic landscape, which may be said to span four
types of security challenges: traditional, irregular, catastrophic, and disruptive.
• Traditional: states employing military forces in well-known forms of military
competition and conflict (such as major combat operations employing conventional
air, sea, and land forces)
• Irregular: nonstate and state actors employing “unconventional” methods to
counter stronger state opponents (for instance, terrorism, insurgency, civil war, and
other methods aimed to erode influence and political will)
• Catastrophic: terrorists or rogue states employing WMD or WMD-like effects
against American interests (for example, massive attacks on the homeland,
collapsing global markets, or loss of key allies that would inflict a state of shock
upon political and commercial activity)
• Disruptive: competitors employing breakout technologies or methods that counter
or cancel our military superiority (e.g., advances in bio-, cyber-, or space war, ultra-
miniaturization, directed energy).
As recent experience has shown, these challenges often converge and overlap. Our ad-
versaries in Iraq and Afghanistan have employed both traditional and irregular ap-
proaches, and terrorist organizations like al-Qa‘ida are posing irregular threats while
actively seeking catastrophic capabilities.
The Broad View of “Transformation”
President Bush came to office in 2001 with an aggressive agenda for defense transfor-
mation. He charged Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld with transforming the De-
fense Department for the challenges of the twenty-first century. The administration’s
sense of the changed strategic landscape led to a new assessment of our needed global
defense posture. What is emerging from that assessment is the most profound reorder-
ing of U.S. military forces overseas since World War II and the Korean War. The key to
understanding this realignment effort is transformation.
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When he arrived at the Pentagon, Secretary Rumsfeld recognized the need for change.
He understood that the strategic and operational environment today is defined by un-
certainty, that the world is changing in relation to that environment, and that we need
to view that world as it is and adapt to it as necessary. The threat-based planning sys-
tem prevalent in the Cold War—through which we could project a seemingly prede-
fined and predetermined Soviet threat and how to posture against it—had become
obsolete. Overcoming our preconceptions of that era, Secretary Rumsfeld led the de-
partment in taking the first step of transformation by shifting away from threat-based
planning and toward a capabilities-based approach that addresses the full spectrum of
feasible threats. This approach posits that unlike in the Cold War, we no longer know
precisely what threats we will face in the future, who will pose them, and where, much
less when. However, we do believe there will be future challengers to American interests
and to the interests of our allies and partners, and that we must plan against the kinds
of capabilities potential adversaries may employ to exploit our vulnerabilities.
Revisiting the framework of the four security challenges, this approach means first rec-
ognizing that the Defense Department’s (and the nation’s) comfort zone has long been
in the realm of “traditional challenges.” Through transformation, the department has
moved beyond this traditional focus and begun applying its thinking and capabilities
to the other three sets of challenges—irregular, catastrophic, and disruptive. Our global
defense posture realignment will leave us in much better shape to face the uncertainty
that inheres within these nontraditional challenges.
Our sense of the new strategic landscape—and the opportunities opened up by emerg-
ing technologies—has led to a new way of measuring military effectiveness. Numbers
of troops and weapon platforms are no longer the key metrics. Rather, military effec-
tiveness is now a matter of capabilities—speed, stealth, reach, knowledge, precision,
and lethality. Thus, our defense planning should place less emphasis on numbers of
forward forces than upon capabilities and desired effects that can be achieved rapidly.
Transformation also calls for increased effectiveness and efficiency. Within the Defense
Department, it has strengthened jointness among military services through joint pres-
ence policy, as well as smarter business practices for managing the day-to-day workings
of the institution. At the interagency level, it has improved transparency and generated
new approaches to problem solving. Transformation has also strengthened momentum
for changing the relationship between the department and its people, by keeping faith
with their expectations of quality of life in a time of increased operational tempo.
If changing relationships is a hallmark of transformation, the greatest impact of all has
been on American relationships with allies and partners. The administration under-
stands that the United States cannot “go it alone” in world affairs. Among our country’s
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key strategic assets is the network of alliances and partnerships that allows us to enjoy
the benefits of international cooperation in virtually every endeavor we undertake. This
network is the most vital asset we have as a nation in the Global War on Terror. It is in-
strumental in developing a common understanding of shared threats and in working
jointly to contend with them, particularly through partnership capacity building.
We call the relationships dimension of transformation security cooperation. It is impor-
tant to understand that this term is not synonymous with “engagement”—or with
showing the U.S. flag overseas as an end in itself. Rather, security cooperation is the
means by which the Department of Defense encourages and enables allies and partners
to work with us to achieve common strategic objectives, thereby building the capability
and capacity of the partnership.
In a sense, security cooperation is capabilities-based planning as applied to relation-
ships with our allies and partners. Whereas during the Cold War we supported our
NATO and Pacific Rim allies against threats to their borders, today we work with allies
and partners who share our sense that security challenges transcend specific borders
and threaten societies on a global scale. Just as capabilities-based planning positions
the United States to contend with adversarial capabilities in an uncertain environment,
security cooperation enables the United States to confront a spectrum of threats to its
own security and that of allies and partners—anywhere, at any time. This invokes an
important, symbiotic relationship between security cooperation and our global defense
posture. Global posture serves as the platform for implementing security cooperation
activities. Conversely, security cooperation activities help develop and maintain the ac-
cess needed for posturing our forces to contend with future uncertainties.
In sum, transformation is far more dynamic than the common conception of applying
high technology in war. For the Defense Department, it is about:
• A command climate that swept away preconceived notions of strategic affairs and of
the department’s traditional role in those affairs
• The shift from a threat-based to a capabilities-based approach
• The need for increased efficiency and effectiveness
• The shift from engagement to security cooperation.
Transformational thinking respects the facts, rejects fixed ideas, and promotes new and
necessary relationships and capabilities that position us to contend with the uncer-
tainty of the new strategic landscape.
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The Genesis of the U.S. Global Defense Posture
Before turning to how this transformation has helped drive the strategy for realigning
our global defense posture, a bit of history is in order. In 1985, at the height of the Cold
War, the United States had 358,000 military personnel deployed in Europe, 125,000 in
East Asia, and nine thousand in the Persian Gulf. In Europe, ground, air, and naval
forces were stationed in support of NATO from Iceland in the northwest to Turkey in
the southeast. In the Pacific region, forces were stationed in Korea, the Philippines, and
Japan. Our defense posture at that time was the product of the collective legacy of the
wars of the mid-twentieth century, but our basing and operating patterns were rela-
tively well matched to the challenges of the Cold War era. Forces in Europe and Asia
were primarily designed to fight in place—potent for defensive operations close to gar-
rison, but difficult to deploy outside of the theater where they were stationed. Essen-
tially, we maintained forward-deployed forces that served as defensive tripwires.
The end of the Cold War dramatically altered the global landscape. As a result, during
the first half of the 1990s the United States closed or turned over to host governments
about 60 percent of its overseas military installations and returned nearly three hun-
dred thousand military personnel to the United States. During the 1990s the United
States also closed large military facilities in the Philippines, Spain, and Panama.
By the mid-1990s, although we had dramatically reduced the overall numbers of forward-
stationed military forces, they remained concentrated largely in Western Europe and
Northeast Asia. After the end of the Cold War, however, our operating patterns had di-
verged from our basing posture. Western Europe and Northeast Asia had become
springboards for operations in the Balkans, the Persian Gulf, and later, Central Asia.
The result was a shift in the rationale for our forward posture—forces were no longer
expected to fight in place. Rather, their purpose was to project into theaters that were
likely to be some distance away from their garrisons. In other words, while a primary
purpose of forward presence was to provide for the direct territorial defense of treaty
allies, this could no longer be the sole purpose. Threats to the security of our nation
and that of our allies had begun emerging in unexpected and faraway lands.
However, new necessities of geopolitics and operational flexibility overseas were not the
only motivations for transforming our global posture. The other major impetus was do-
mestic in nature. Stresses on our military forces and their families also dictated that we
review our posture globally. “Accompanied tours” (in which families moved with the ser-
vice members) designed in an era of static deployments had become more of a hardship
for families as service members deployed more frequently from their forward stations. In
increasing numbers, accompanying dependents faced “double separation”—separated
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both from their loved ones in uniform and from their communities and extended fami-
lies back in the United States.
In his 2001 review of our defense strategy and capabilities, Secretary Rumsfeld chal-
lenged the Department of Defense to change how it conceptualized and projected
American presence overseas so as to contend with uncertainty and surprise. Some re-
mained unconvinced of the need for change, but the terrorist attacks of 11 September
2001 abruptly dispelled any doubt. No one foresaw this catastrophic event, but our
administration had already made the mental leap—expect uncertainty and surprise—
inherently necessary to respond effectively. The attacks coincided in a tragic manner
with the defense transformation already under way.
The confluence of these transformational factors—the president’s sense of the new stra-
tegic landscape, the mandate for change from the 2001 review, and the shock of 9/11—
galvanized the forces of change. In the midst of these coalescing events, the secretary of
defense initiated the Global Defense Posture Review, a comprehensive, strategy-based
reassessment of the size, location, types, and capabilities of our forward military forces.
We surveyed the new strategic landscape and developed a global posture strategy that
hinged upon achieving geopolitically sound relationships and a disposition of relevant
capabilities forward to contend with uncertainty. This strategy was developed through
a wide range of consultations—with policy makers and military leaders throughout the
department, within the interagency realm, and with defense intellectuals. The secretary
then turned to his combatant commanders* to devise specific proposals for posture
changes to implement the strategy. This ensured that what seemed strategically sound
could be made operationally feasible. The development of these proposals largely re-
volved around three general areas of realignment:
• Adjusting our presence in Europe by shifting away from legacy Cold War structures
• Reforming our posture in the Pacific, with increased emphasis on key capabilities to
assure allies more effectively, dissuade potential competitors, deter aggressors, and
defeat adversaries if called upon to do so
• Developing the operational flexibility and diversity in options needed to contend
with uncertainty in the “arc of instability”—the vast region from North Africa
across the Middle East and South Asia to Southeast Asia.
In 2002, the president confirmed the change of direction in defense planning in the
National Security Strategy of the United States: “To contend with uncertainty and to
meet the many security challenges we face, the United States will require bases and
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stations within and beyond Western Europe and Northeast Asia, as well as temporary
access arrangements for the long-distance deployment of U.S. forces.”
The Defense Department’s strategy was exported to the U.S. government as a whole, so
that the Global Defense Posture Review would not be driven just by military consider-
ations. The Defense Department collaborated closely with its interagency partners—
particularly the State Department—from the start. The National Security Council, as
the body overseeing posture changes, provided high-level guidance and input. Thus the
global defense posture realignment became the strategy of the U.S. government.
The Defense Department also consulted extensively with allies and partners. In No-
vember 2003 the president formally announced intensified consultations with allies
and partners on the Global Defense Posture Review. Subsequently, senior Defense and
State officials held joint consultations in over twenty foreign capitals, many of which
are still going on in various forms.
Global Posture Strategy Unveiled
On 16 August 2004, in a culminating point for Defense Department planners, the sec-
retary’s new global defense posture strategy, molded by interagency input, was adopted
by the president in an announcement of the administration’s intention to move for-
ward: “Today I announce a new plan for deploying America’s armed forces. . . . The new
plan will help us fight and win the wars of the 21st century. It will strengthen our alli-
ances around the world while we build new partnerships to better preserve the peace.”
While the global posture strategy does not comprise everything the American defense
establishment is doing overseas, its implementation serves as the foundation for changing
U.S. defense policy abroad. It is the department’s vehicle for translating transformation
into relevant and effective defense relationships and capabilities for the emerging secu-
rity environment. The global defense posture strategy is composed of five key themes,
which emerged from the review and the evolving transformational thinking of the de-
partment described earlier. These themes now serve as the measures of effectiveness for
global posture changes.
Improve Flexibility to Contend with Uncertainty. Much of our existing overseas pos-
ture was established during the Cold War, when we thought we knew where we would
have to fight. Today, however, we often have to deploy to places that few people, if any-
one, would have predicted. Thus, we should plan in ways that mitigate surprise. Our
goal is to have forces positioned forward on a continual basis, with access and facilities
that enable them to reach any potential crisis spot quickly.
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Strengthen Allied Roles and Build New Partnerships. Changes to our global posture
aim to help our allies and friends modernize their own forces, strategies, and doctrines.
We are exploring ways in which we can enhance our collective defense capabilities, en-
suring that our future alliances and partnerships are capable, affordable, sustainable,
and relevant. At the same time, we seek to tailor our military’s overseas “footprint” to
suit local conditions, reduce friction with host nations, and respect local sensitivities. A
critical precept in our global posture planning is that the United States will place forces
only where those forces are wanted and welcomed by the host government and populace.
Create the Capacity to Act Both within and across Regions. During the Cold War, we
focused on threats to specific regions and tailored our military presence to those re-
gions. Now we are dealing with security challenges that are global in nature, relation-
ships that must address those challenges accordingly (e.g., Japan’s involvement in
Operation IRAQI FREEDOM, or NATO’s involvement through the International Security
Assistance Force in Afghanistan), and defense capabilities that must be global in reach.
We need to improve our ability to project power from one region to another and to
manage forces on a global basis.
Develop Rapidly Deployable Capabilities. We no longer expect to have to fight in
place. Our forces need to be able to move smoothly into, through, and out of host na-
tions. This puts a premium on establishing flexible legal and support arrangements
with our allies and partners. It also strengthens the demand for capabilities that pro-
vide increasingly global reach, such as the Army’s Stryker brigade combat teams, the
worldwide disposition of key prepositioned materials and equipment, and improve-
ments to global en route infrastructure and strategic lift.
Focus on Effective Military Capabilities—Not Numbers of Personnel, Units, or
Equipment. Our key purpose is to push relevant capabilities forward—capability being
defined as the ability to achieve desired effects under certain standards and conditions.
We now can have far greater capabilities forward than in the past, even with smaller per-
manently stationed forces. The Cold War practice of “bean counting” numbers of per-
sonnel in administrative regions is no longer the case. Capabilities matter, not numbers.
A Complex Undertaking
The implementation process for realigning our global defense posture is an enormously
complex undertaking. These changes are not happening in a static environment. Global
posture is a dynamic, rolling process that incorporates the transformational mind-set
described earlier—continuously assessing the geopolitical environment, incorporating
new ideas into the strategy, and making adjustments as necessary.
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The key to understanding this dynamic undertaking is the recognition that global pos-
ture is not monolithic—not just a matter of the physical military footprint of bases
and personnel overseas. It includes:
• Our relationships with host nations
• The presence of activities overseas
• The legal arrangements needed to support that presence
• Our capacity to surge forces
• Our prepositioned equipment
• The global sourcing (or “force management”) needed to meet competing demands.
The interrelationship among these posture elements is akin to an ecosystem. This “eco-
system” (see figure) is defined by interdependent layers of political, geographic, and
operational access that enable security cooperation and prompt global military action
when needed. Changes on one level can have secondary and tertiary effects on others.
For example, changes in the legal arrangements (an element of political access) that we
have with one host nation can affect our freedom of action (geographic access)
throughout a theater and, consequently, our ability to push relevant capabilities for-
ward for operations. Achieving and sustaining good political access through our
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relationships with host-nation partners ensures the desired geographic access and, sub-
sequently, the desired operational access to rotate forces in theater for security coopera-
tion activities or to surge forces when needed in support of contingency operations. The
challenge for global posture, which is akin to adjusting that ecosystem deliberately, is in
striking the right balance between our relationships and capabilities overseas on the one
hand and the dynamics of the complex and changing security environment on the other.
Each of these layers of access deserves a closer look.
Political Access
Building and sustaining the political access—that is, the will of host-nation allies and
partners to support U.S. military action when needed—requires two posture elements:
relationships and legal arrangements. Our ability to act around the world is supported
by key security relationships with allies and partners. These relationships involve inter-
actions at all levels—from heads of state to students studying together in the school-
houses that we and our allies provide. Changes in global posture seek both to strengthen
our existing relationships and to help cultivate new relationships founded upon com-
mon security interests and common values. These are critical to enhancing allied and
partner military capabilities in key areas, such as counterterrorism.
The set of bilateral and multilateral legal arrangements pertaining to our military per-
sonnel and activities worldwide constitutes the formal framework for our military
presence, access, and activities in other countries. It defines the rights and obligations
of the parties, sets the terms for military access and activities, and provides protections
for American personnel. Some of our planned posture changes require a foundation of
new and more flexible legal arrangements. Our new legal arrangements tend to be
more concise than the elaborate arrangements we entered into after World War II, ad-
dressing only key things the United States needs for an expeditionary (rather than per-
manent) presence. These include operational flexibility, training, logistics, financial
arrangements, and status coverage for our forces. Critical to our success in this effort
has been close collaboration by the State and Defense departments to develop a solid
interagency team and a good diplomatic structure for consultations and negotiations.
Geographic Access
Geographic access means having the necessary en route infrastructure to maintain our free-
dom of action globally; in posture planning it requires considerable versatility in overseas
facilities where our forces live, train, and operate. The realignment of our global defense
posture combines a network of traditional and new facilities to enhance our capacity for
prompt global action. This network consists of three types of facilities—main operating
bases (MOBs), forward operating sites (FOSs), and cooperative security locations (CSLs).
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Main operating bases, with permanently stationed combat forces, have robust infra-
structures such as family support facilities and strengthened arrangements for force
protection. Examples include Ramstein Air Base in Germany, Kadena Air Base in Oki-
nawa, and Camp Humphreys in Korea. We are retaining and consolidating many of our
MOBs in Germany, Italy, the United Kingdom, Japan, Korea, and elsewhere. We also
rely heavily on forward operating sites, expandable “warm facilities” maintained with a
limited U.S. military support presence, and, possibly, prepositioned equipment. Greater
use of prepositioned equipment, strategically located and globally managed, will sup-
port training with our allies and partners and facilitate the rapid deployment of forces
where and when they are needed. FOSs largely support rotational rather than perma-
nently stationed forces and are focuses for bilateral and regional training. Examples in-
clude the Sembawang port facility in Singapore and Soto Cano Air Base in Honduras.
We also will need access to a broader range of facilities with little or no permanent
American presence. Relying instead on periodic service, contractor, or host-nation sup-
port, cooperative security locations provide contingency access and serve as focal points
for security cooperation activities. A good example is Dakar, Senegal, where the Air
Force has negotiated contingency landing, logistics, and fuel contracting arrangements,
and which served as a staging area for the 2003 peace operation in Liberia. A June 2005
Atlantic Monthly article by Robert Kaplan discusses presence in the Pacific in a way that
captures the idea behind CSLs:
We will want unobtrusive bases that benefit the host country much more obviously than they bene-
fit us. Allowing us the use of such a base would ramp up power from a country rather than humili-
ating it. . . . Often the key role in managing a CSL is played by a private contractor[,] . . . [u]sually a
retired American noncom. . . . He rents his facilities at the base from the host country military, and
then charges a fee to the U.S. Air Force pilots transiting the base. Officially he is in business for
himself, which the host country likes because it can then claim it is not really working with the
American military. . . . [T]he very fact that a relationship with the U.S. armed forces is indirect
rather than direct eases tensions.
Operational Access
Finally, operational access comprises the presence, global management, and surging of
our forces overseas, all enabled by the political and geographic access we enjoy with host-
nation partners. Presence is defined by the permanent and rotational forces that conduct
military activities (training, exercises, and operations) worldwide, from security coopera-
tion to crisis response. That presence consists of both small units working together in a
wide range of capacities and major formations conducting elaborate exercises to achieve
proficiency in multinational operations. Second, our posture supports our new approach
to force management, which seeks both to relieve stresses on our military forces and their
families and to manage our forces on a global, rather than regional, basis. Combatant
commanders no longer “own” forces in their theaters; rather, forces are managed
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according to global priorities. Third, managing our military forces globally also allows us
to surge a greater percentage of the force wherever and whenever necessary.
Tempo of Global Posture Changes
There is another dimension of global posture that underscores its multidimensional
nature: the cycle of interdependent processes at work in the Defense Department—a
cycle that sets the pace for posture changes, including institutional transformation
within the services, the U.S. government’s deliberations with host-nation partners, and
the Base Closure and Realignment (known as BRAC) process. Global posture’s flexible,
rolling decision-making process must ebb and flow with these three processes.
Specifically, the process of consultations and negotiations with allies and partners es-
tablishes a tempo for bringing American forces home. Over the next ten years, from
sixty to seventy thousand military personnel (along with approximately a hundred
thousand family members and civilian employees) are to return to the United States
from overseas installations. This realignment will also entail a net reduction of approx-
imately 35 percent in our overseas facilities.
The pace for these changes is set through a deliberative diplomatic process with current and
potential host-nation partners in which we achieve common understandings of the security
environment, develop plans that ensure mutual benefits and reliable defense commitments,
and work to reduce any frictions attending upon the U.S. military presence. Multiple vari-
ables in negotiations—such as host-nation stability and sensitivity to American presence,
security challenges in the region, and existing levels of host-nation infrastructure and cost
sharing—are weighed across a diverse range of countries and regions.
U.S. forces that relocate as a result of this diplomatic process will be affected by the ab-
sorptive capacity of service transformation efforts and by BRAC. The planned posture
changes directly support service initiatives—such as the Army’s modularity and unit
rotation concepts, the Navy’s Fleet Response Plan, and the Air Force’s ongoing force
management improvements—designed to facilitate personnel management, provide
predictability in scheduling, and offer more stability at home. Returning forces meet
the services’ need to refit their units for increased modularity. These transformed units
then provide the combat power for prosecuting operations in the Global War on Ter-
ror, including Operations IRAQI FREEDOM and ENDURING FREEDOM. Of course, the
absorptive capacity of returning units is also directly impacted by BRAC, which sets the
pace for reconstitution of those forces in the continental United States.
Thus, a symbiotic relationship exists among global posture consultations/negotiations
overseas, service transformation, and BRAC, in which each informs and dictates the
pace of the others. Imagine a clock running on three wheels, each wheel’s gears
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interlocked with the others. Slowing one wheel would slow the entire clockwork,
thereby impeding the pace of transformation to support the war on terror and enable
our long-term realignment effort.
Region-by-Region Synopsis
Europe
Peace in Europe is no longer threatened by an enemy with tens of thousands of ar-
mored vehicles poised to invade across the North German plain. We no longer need
heavy maneuver forces as the central element of our defense posture in Europe. A
transformed posture—one that supports NATO’s own transformation goals—requires
forward forces that are rapidly deployable for early entry into conflict well beyond Eu-
rope. Such forces will continue to train alongside other NATO forces to improve
interoperability for twenty-first-century operations.
There are two basic components to posture changes in Europe: increasing rotational
presence toward the south and east of Europe, and pushing the most effective and rele-
vant capabilities forward for expeditionary presence and spurring allied transformation.
Our future posture in Europe will be characterized by lighter, more deployable ground
capabilities (for example, Stryker and airborne forces). Such ground forces will have
leaner command and support structures than they have today. They will rely on exist-
ing advanced training facilities (such as in Grafenwoehr, Germany) and high-capacity
mobility infrastructure (in Ramstein, Germany, for instance). Special Operations forces
will play an increasingly important role in our future European posture. They will be re-
positioned in the theater for training and operational efficiencies and for ease of move-
ment. Our naval and air capabilities in the theater will remain very robust and will
enable rapid movement of forces into, through, and from Europe. They too have al-
ready undergone transformations to leaner and more deployable command structures.
The Asia-Pacific
In the Asia-Pacific region, we seek to strengthen our ability to execute the National De-
fense Strategy and to solidify relationships that can help win the Global War on Terror.
We want to improve our ability to meet our alliance commitments by strengthening
our deterrent against threats such as that posed by North Korea while helping our allies
strengthen their own military capabilities. The forward deployment of additional expe-
ditionary maritime capabilities and long-range strike assets in Alaska, Hawaii, and
Guam will increase both our deterrent effect and our capacity for rapid response. In
this region—in light of the vast distances that military forces must traverse in crises—
deterrence also means increasing our ability to project military forces rapidly and at
long ranges, both to the region and within it. Where appropriate, we also will
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consolidate our facilities and headquarters for more streamlined command and control
and increased jointness. This facilitates a more expeditionary posture, as is the case
with the transformation of the U.S. Army’s Japan headquarters into a deployable joint
task force–capable headquarters. Finally, we seek to reduce the number of American mil-
itary forces in host nations where those forces abut large urban populations. We will
strengthen our relationships by reducing the frictions—accidents, incidents, and the
like—associated with normal military activities in urban settings.
In a related initiative, over the past two years we have engaged with our Japanese hosts
in a series of sustained security consultations. These talks were aimed at evolving the
U.S.-Japan security alliance to reflect today’s rapidly changing global security environ-
ment. The Defense Posture Review Initiative (DPRI) has focused on alliance transfor-
mation at the strategic and operational levels, with particular attention to the posture
of U.S. and Japanese forces in Japan. In the DPRI, we have negotiated several important
force realignment initiatives designed to relieve stresses in our relationship with Japan
while strengthening our deterrence and global flexibility. Among the more significant of
these initiatives are the consolidation of carrier jet aircraft based on mainland Japan, and
a significant reduction and reorganization of the Marine Corps posture on Okinawa.
Our current ground, air, and naval access throughout the Asia-Pacific region serves as a
basis for a long-term presence that will be better structured for more effective regional
and global action. For example, the Army’s modular transformation will streamline
headquarters elements and strengthen joint capabilities. The forward-deployed Air
Force Strike ISR (intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance) task force in the Pacific
will also enable greater regional and global reach. We also are establishing a network of
forward operating sites and cooperative security locations to support better the war on
terror and to provide multiple avenues of access for contingency operations. Such facil-
ities will serve to expand U.S. and host-nation training opportunities, helping our part-
ners build their own capacities in areas such as counterterrorism.
On the Korean Peninsula, our planned enhancements and realignments are intended to
strengthen our overall military effectiveness for the combined defense of the Republic
of Korea. Stationed forces are relocating away from the increasing congestion and
sprawl of the greater Seoul area and consolidating into two major hubs in the central
and southern sections of the country. Rotational and rapidly deployable combat capa-
bilities such as Stryker units and air expeditionary forces will complement these per-
manently stationed units. We seek to retain a robust prepositioned equipment
capability in Korea to support rapid reinforcement.
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The Middle East
In the Middle East, we seek to maintain a posture of “presence without permanence”—
prosecuting the Global War on Terror and assuring our allies and partners, but without
unduly heavy military footprints. Cooperation and access provided by host nations dur-
ing ENDURING FREEDOM and IRAQI FREEDOM provide us with a solid basis for long-
term, cooperative relationships in this region. We seek to maintain or upgrade—and in
isolated cases establish—forward operating sites and cooperative security locations for
rotational and contingency purposes, along with strategically placed prepositioned
equipment and forward command-and-control elements. Our posture also aims to
strengthen our capabilities on the peripheries of this region, including in the Horn of
Africa and in Central and South Asia. In addition, we continue to identify advanced
training opportunities with our regional partners for capacity building in such areas as
counterterrorism and for broader military interoperability.
Africa and the Western Hemisphere
Our aims in Africa and the Western Hemisphere are to broaden relationships, build
partnership capacity, obtain contingency access, and facilitate practical security coop-
eration activities, without creation of new bases or permanent military presence.
Ungoverned and undergoverned areas in vast swaths of sub-Saharan Africa and South
America can serve as breeding grounds not just for domestic insurgents but for inter-
national terrorists and other transnational threats that increasingly find their “home
bases” disappearing in other regions. We therefore seek an array of CSLs in these re-
gions for contingency access into remote areas. Often this access will take the form of
“gas and go” operations, as has been recent practice as formalized in the Air Force’s Africa
Fuels Initiative. Such CSLs will not require a permanent combat presence. They will be
focal points for combined training with host nations and other allies and partners, and
they will have the capacity to expand and contract on the basis of operational needs.
Though much work remains, the realignment of the U.S. global defense posture is well
under way, particularly through the ongoing strengthening of American military capa-
bilities in Europe and the Pacific. The 1st Infantry Division has commenced its rede-
ployment from Germany. A brigade from the 2nd Infantry Division in the Republic
of Korea will redeploy to the United States upon completion of its rotation in Iraq.
In Japan, the DPRI process has resulted in an agreement on specific force posture re-
alignments that will have far-reaching, beneficial impacts for the U.S.-Japanese alliance.
Also, the services are undergoing expansive transformation and consolidation of their
headquarters structures, the better to support expeditionary operations.
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The new U.S. global posture strategy is set to emerge as one of the most far-reaching of
the national defense legacies of this administration. It reflects the American commit-
ment to a global insurance policy for an emerging security landscape. Collectively, pro-
posed posture changes provide a framework for our alliance and defense commitments
overseas and for harmonizing our forces’ skill sets with the shifting uncertainties of
that new landscape. Global, geopolitical circumstances will continue to change, our re-
lationships with allies and partners will evolve, and our capabilities will mature. Well
beyond the tenure of this administration, our new global defense posture will provide a
foundation upon which the U.S. military and its supporting defense establishment can
build adaptively for decades to come.
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Politics and Diplomacy of the Global Defense
Posture Review
LINCOLN P. BLOOMFIELD, JR.
When historians look back on the Defense Department’s biggest undertakings during
its first six decades of existence, they will of course cite the prosecution of wars both
hot and cold, the fielding of powerful and complex weapons systems, and the promul-
gation of defense and security strategies to prepare for and deter threats to the national
interest. Rarely to be found among these major tasks will be any large-scale updating,
streamlining, or reconfiguration of an organizational empire that includes well over
two million soldiers and civilians, approximately five thousand facilities spread all over
the country and the world, and an annual budget now surpassing $400 billion. The
Global Defense Posture Review (GDPR) is such an undertaking.
At the same time, this massive exercise in managerial housekeeping by the secretary of
defense cannot be viewed exclusively as one cabinet executive’s effort to make more
productive use of the people, assets, and funding allotted to his department. For all the
calculations of greater efficiency and utility that commend the idea of reconfiguring
America’s global military footprint, this initiative is inescapably, indeed overwhelm-
ingly, political in terms of its effect on the rest of the world. To think otherwise would
be to overlook the belief, resident in allied populations in more than fifty countries by
latest count, that America is committed—via the North Atlantic Treaty, the Rio Treaty,
and bilateral security treaties with Japan, Korea, the Philippines, Thailand, and Austra-
lia—to come to their defense in extremis.
These are national commitments, solemnly made, and the sight of U.S. armed forces
standing the watch in almost every latitude and time zone has calmed regional rivalries
and dissuaded armed escalations for sixty years. A global posture realignment that in-
volves moving large numbers of those sentries and their weapons inevitably begs the
most urgent of security questions, excites foreign anxieties in many quarters, and
therefore runs the risk, depending on how the matter is handled, of perturbing the very
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An Ambitious Concept
The idea that U.S. military force units, their equipment, their facilities, and their sup-
port structure should be physically positioned according to the logic of global geogra-
phy is very appealing. Conceptually, an efficiently designed, globally managed force
posture would optimize the flow of combat power along sea, air, and land routes from
one region to the next, directly to the point of engagement, without overly taxing the
system. Such a concept would best allow future presidents to position viable military
options to employ anywhere in response to a sudden danger on the shortest of notice,
even when the nature and location of the crisis had not been foreseen.
Of all of Donald Rumsfeld’s actions during his headline-filled second tenure as secretary
of defense, his determination to rethink, redesign, and reposition the U.S. military’s pos-
ture at home and abroad according to a rational design reflecting contemporary security
conditions should stand as a positive mark in his legacy. That Mr. Rumsfeld took on
this monumental management task, braving the predictable resistance of settled con-
stituencies from one end of the globe to the other, is noteworthy; certainly none of his
predecessors seriously attempted it. That he did it during wartime is extraordinary.
Over the long term, a well-executed streamlining of the U.S. global defense posture
could profit the nation’s security, if not in monetary terms certainly in the ability of a
finite force structure to deliver the maximum military benefit through the greater effi-
ciencies and capabilities of the new global posture.
Big Change, Big Decision: Getting to “Yes”
What with the profound implications of a posture change for allied countries hosting
U.S. forces and the state of America’s diplomatic relations with them, the decision to
embark on a global realignment was the president’s to make, and it embodied major
foreign policy equities. The Department of State, and the allied governments them-
selves, would inevitably make their voices heard before the Department of Defense’s
new scheme based on geographic convenience and logistical efficiency could supplant
longstanding basing patterns in foreign localities.
One could well imagine the Pentagon’s potential misgivings about placing this hugely
ambitious venture at the mercy of other departments, never mind foreign policy bu-
reaucrats, whose reaction to any disturbance of the diplomatic status quo might be ex-
pected to be one of resistance to change, indeed opposition, even to discussing
prospective force reductions with allied countries. The concern was not imaginary;
there were indeed some in the State Department who wanted nothing more than for
the initiative to go away and who feared damage to alliances if it went forward.
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On the other hand, concerns in the State Department that some Department of De-
fense (DoD) officials, by their manner, might aggravate rather than defuse foreign anx-
ieties were also not entirely misplaced. In at least one country DoD doggedly sought to
announce and implement a drawdown of military assets against that ally’s wishes and
with an evident relish that required diplomatic damage control and led the president to
withhold to himself the withdrawal decision. Within the U.S. policy bureaucracy as a
whole, there were varying perceptions about whether the advertised merits of particu-
lar changes under the Global Defense Posture Review would indeed redound to the
long-term security benefit of the United States; such concerns were not limited to ex-
perienced regional specialists in the State Department.
Since this large, difficult project was not driven by exigencies of current military opera-
tions, there was also a temptation, whenever the issue was raised within senior inter-
agency circles, to ask “Why now?” and put it off for another day. What finally forced
the issue was the link between prospective overseas withdrawals of military assets and
units and the planned round of the Base Closure and Realignment (BRAC) Commis-
sion, which developed a final list of recommended domestic base closures during 2005.
Many in Congress, understandably fearful of losing home-district bases under BRAC,
had told the administration not to start that process until it had first scrubbed the
overseas basing system for other ways to streamline the global footprint. By mid-2003,
time was running short if GDPR decisions were to be in hand for the BRAC analytical
work that was to commence in early 2004.
By the fall of 2003, with the DoD worldwide realignment plan finally ready for top-level
interagency consideration, Secretary of State Colin Powell understood DoD’s concern
that the initiative could be subjected to death by a thousand cuts. When the principals fi-
nally engaged at the White House, Secretary Rumsfeld rolled out his map, articulated his
concept, and asked his aides to brief the rationale for this transformational initiative,
emphasizing the need to move past a World War II–era basing structure. Other agen-
cies offered their comments, and when they had finished, all eyes turned to the secre-
tary of state.
Secretary Powell said he thought the briefing had misstated the facts about European
bases being obsolete because of their relevance to World War II. A few hearts stopped,
and silence pervaded the room. The secretary continued, deadpan, that in some loca-
tions—including German facilities under his command in the 1980s—the bases dated
all the way back to the Franco-Prussian War. His point was effectively made—of course
we needed to update and rationalize our force posture. With that pithy intervention by
Secretary Powell, the administration found itself in consensus that the GDPR was
timely, worthy, and deserving of priority support subject to the president’s approval.
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Secretary Powell pledged his and the State Department’s support and assistance to the
Global Defense Posture Review under one condition, one that won quick endorsement
from DoD and the interagency realm—that this initiative had to be conducted in full
consultation with affected governments around the world. It must not be a fait accom-
pli imposed on allies from Washington. From there the issue went to the president,
who approved it to proceed to public rollout and consultation with other governments.
Specific force posture changes would require presidential approval at a later stage.
Rolling Out the Initiative
On 25 November 2003, the White House released President George Bush’s statement
announcing the new initiative, which said in part: “Beginning today, the United States
will intensify our consultations with the Congress and our friends, allies, and partners
overseas on our ongoing review of our overseas force posture.” The words were care-
fully chosen; none of the recommended changes in overseas American presence was yet
decided. From the president’s perspective, this review was “ongoing,” and consultations
were to be integral to his decision process.
Secretaries Powell and Rumsfeld launched diplomatic consultations on the GDPR at
the December 2003 NATO ministerial meetings. This was followed within days by a
joint appearance at the North Atlantic Council by Under Secretary of State for Political
Affairs Marc Grossman and Under Secretary of Defense for Policy Douglas Feith, fol-
lowing which these two officials, backed by respective interagency delegations, split up
and barnstormed a total of twelve European capitals. In March 2004 Under Secretary
Feith led a delegation (including the author) that briefed this initiative in Beijing, Can-
berra, and Singapore, while the author made a side trip to Manila for the same purpose.
Major allies Japan and Korea, already undergoing very careful, comprehensive posture
reviews on a bilateral basis, were of course part of the GDPR picture; however, as the
host governments in each case were deeply involved in discussions about potential ad-
justments, there was no requirement for a special briefing to either. High-level admin-
istration visitors to Asian capitals, such as Deputy Secretary of State Richard Armitage,
who visited Canberra, Beijing, and Tokyo during the winter of 2003–2004, readily re-
sponded to public and official queries about GDPR. Deputy Secretary Armitage was
able to calm negative foreign press speculation by, for example, assuring the Australian
public that the United States did not seek to base combat units in Australia.
This is not to say, however, that all these consultations in Europe and Asia divulged
specifics on planned movements and locations of units, closure of facilities, or timeta-
bles; in fact, none of this was included in the initial briefings. Instead, the approach was
to explain the merits of rationalizing the global U.S. military network so as to reflect
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the considerable changes over several decades in the way American soldiers, platforms,
and technologies now operated. Persuading allies that military operations had evolved
over time was not difficult. The recent examples of relatively lean forces dislodging
the Taliban regime from Kabul and then the Saddam Hussein regime from Baghdad
spoke volumes about conceptual leaps forward in the military arts by the United States
since World War II, indeed since Vietnam.
As this was truly a global initiative, the administration provided briefing points for am-
bassadors to scores of countries, and the State Department’s regional assistant secretar-
ies for Near East, South Asia, Africa, and Latin America, respectively, carried to those
regions the message that others had already given to Europe and Asia. Every geographic
combatant commander’s area of responsibility was slated to experience change.
Overall, allies and non-allies alike responded positively to the notion of a comprehen-
sive review and streamlining of the U.S. global defense posture. Countries hosting U.S.
forces were intensely interested in whether Washington planned to withdraw signifi-
cant units or assets. The answer, while not discussed initially, could be deduced from
American rhetorical references to the undesirability of maintaining “static, legacy
forces” in Europe whose only purpose was to defend against an invading Soviet and
Warsaw Pact army from the east—an army that now, mercifully, was no longer coming.
Allies understood that the United States would be investing in agile, mobile forces, par-
ticular units of which could be deployed in modular form as part of a force tailored to
specific missions or tasks.
In a number of capitals, including Berlin, the main concern was whether U.S. posture
changes would be managed in full coordination with planned facility closures. As it
happened, many allied governments were looking at their own military requirements
and facilities and were contemplating streamlining initiatives of their own. The fact
that several defense ministries were doing much the same thing as the Pentagon pro-
vided further validation of the overall American approach.
As the mid-May deadline for DoD’s initial recommendations to the BRAC panel ap-
proached in the spring of 2004, the administration sent State-DoD delegations (led by
the author) back to the United Kingdom, Italy, Germany, Spain, Turkey, Russia, and
other European states, as well as to prospective sites of new facilities being arranged in
the Caucasus and Central Asia. At these meetings, the more significant specific ele-
ments of DoD’s proposed posture changes were explicitly addressed. Without question,
there were political sensitivities in some places about closures and departures. In other
places, where the United States hoped to consolidate larger presences or increase its use
of facilities, there were local political sensitivities as well. In all cases, the administration
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took pains to emphasize that long-range planning was the driving logic, not short-term
pique with some allies over Iraq.
On 16 August 2004, President Bush, in a speech before a VFW convention in Cincinnati,
announced plans to bring home “about 60,000 to 70,000 uniformed personnel, and
about 100,000 . . . family members and civilian employees” from overseas bases over the
following ten years. Interagency officials, including the author, provided background
briefings to the Pentagon press corps, the international press corps, and defense experts
regularly seen on network and cable television. The president’s public endorsement of
these goals signaled that he was satisfied that allies had been briefed on the purposes of
the initiative and the changes it would bring over time.
Deeper Political Questions Raised by the GDPR
To have consulted allies about the nature and scope of the initiative and the long-term
reasons for it certainly blunted the negative reaction that could otherwise have greeted
this endeavor. It did not, however, altogether address to the satisfaction of America’s
many allies and partners deeper questions about what these changes might signify for
U.S. security policy. Putting to rest some of these questions will take time, and it will
require the example of American actions tested by events.
Will smaller U.S. forces stationed abroad mean a lessened American commitment to de-
fend allies? The concern arose in Europe, where the majority of force reductions were
proposed. While European officials and press correspondents did not dispute the stra-
tegic reality that the threat of military aggression against them had passed with the col-
lapse of the Soviet Union and Warsaw Pact, some wondered why U.S. forces that were
enjoying substantial host-nation support in first-rate facilities and had not been sub-
jected to constraints in deploying for missions elsewhere should be relocated. What was
it, they asked, that would cause Washington to spend, in all likelihood, considerable
money to relocate units to the United States after decades of welcome in host nations,
when such a move would lengthen the distances to trouble spots in the Middle East
and beyond?
Some assumed that such a move had to be driven by unhappiness in Washington with
what Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld had famously termed “the old Europe.” Nor was
such speculation dampened by DoD’s plans under the GDPR to create new training
hubs farther to the east, in the territory of new and strongly pro-U.S. allies such as Bul-
garia or Romania, since these latter countries lacked the financial wherewithal to pro-
vide host-nation support on any comparable scale. This European perception had to be
addressed, but an arguably deeper perceptual challenge lay in Asia. There the Pentagon
had for years maintained a declarative security posture defined by a promise to
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maintain a hundred thousand American troops as the embodiment of commitment to
the stability of the region and the defense of five treaty allies.
Central to the new initiative was the idea that capability and commitment could no
longer, and should no longer, be measured in numbers. It was not intuitively obvious
to a nonmilitary audience in Asia that, for example, anticipated reductions of forces
permanently stationed in the Republic of Korea would coincide with an actual
strengthening of the potential combat power the United States could bring to bear
against North Korea (or the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, the DPRK). As
South Korean newspapers wondered aloud whether Washington was reducing its secu-
rity commitment to their country, the North certainly grasped that the United States
was increasing its precision-strike power around the Korean Peninsula while reducing
its own forces’ exposure to DPRK firepower amassed just north of the Demilitarized
Zone, and it denounced the American reconfiguration. If potential adversaries were
quick to recognize the military advantages to the United States of the planned new
force posture, the larger Asian audience could not be made to think differently over-
night. America’s role as the essential stabilizing force in Asia had long encouraged the
region to equate numerical presence with commitment and capability.
To overcome lingering doubts in Europe and Asia, the United States will have to dem-
onstrate its commitment to the role of ultimate security guarantor through its actions
over several years as the GDPR posture changes are implemented.
Is the United States devaluing alliances in general, and NATO in particular, as the mecha-
nism of choice for addressing security issues, in favor of a unilateral or “coalition of the
willing” approach? The logic of the Global Defense Posture Review is consistent with
the National Security Strategy (NSS) promulgated in September 2002. This document
described the changing threats of the new century, underlining the imperative that de-
fenses be raised against the combination of extremist ideology and destructive technol-
ogy. Terrorists seeking access to weapons of mass destruction were the new priority
concern, with their ability to evade detection and strike almost anywhere without
warning. The NSS stated that “as a matter of common sense and self-defense, America
will act against such emerging threats before they are fully formed.”
In Washington, there was little serious resistance to the notion that the transnational
terrorism threat required a faster, more agile defense, able to respond to intelligence
warnings in minutes or hours rather than weeks or months. But the idea that the
United States would reserve the right to act preemptively or preventively in response to
such threats, however sensible an idea to many American security experts, created a
backlash overseas. The concern was that the United States might be asserting an un-
bounded prerogative to use force without respecting traditional norms—that is, that
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force be a last resort, that it be employed consistently with recognized precedent under
international law, and that it be employed preferably with the support of other states,
ideally under an explicit alliance or United Nations mandate. International disagree-
ment surrounding the U.S. decision to launch Operation IRAQI FREEDOM in 2003 fur-
ther stimulated concern in some capitals about the evolving role of U.S. military power.
Even as NATO was undergoing a second round of expansion, the administration un-
derstood that questions hung over the future of transatlantic security cooperation. To
American policy makers, the need for a capacity to stop a deadly terror attack through
preemptive action seemed unarguable; indeed, allies readily acknowledged the wisdom
of having the military capability to prevent another 9/11-type attack, if the intelligence
warning time permitted such action. With the spotlight so much on the changing U.S.
security policy, the question of whether America’s allies were rethinking their own poli-
cies did not enter the transnational discussion.
The reality for most European members of NATO was and is that they are, by law and
policy, bound by twentieth-century norms regarding the authority to commit military
forces to hostilities. These norms are centered around the exercise of proper authority,
as manifested by a formal mandate from NATO, the European Union (EU), or the UN,
or in the absence of multilateral authorization, a parliamentary vote (which may re-
quire more than a simple majority). All of these processes, while conferring unques-
tionable legitimacy on the use of force, do not account for the scenario of a potentially
imminent and deadly terrorist act. Were intelligence to indicate that a terror group
might be commencing a major attack operation, it is entirely possible that an effective
military interdiction could not wait for a NATO, EU, or UN mandate or for parliamen-
tary authorization.
This is a gap that, as of this writing in 2005, continues to separate U.S. and allied Euro-
pean security doctrines.1 There remains much room for useful introspection within
NATO on the alliance’s ability to act against the most likely and deadly contemporary
security threats on its territory. That said, the question generated within the NATO alli-
ance by the GDPR initiative was not whether European constitutions would need to be
revised to make it easier for their militaries to join in preemptive actions against ter-
rorism. Rather, the primary political dynamic was whether Washington was shifting its
reliance away from formal alliance structures in favor of ad hoc “coalitions of the will-
ing.” In this atmosphere, allies looked for signs of American disaffection with the ar-
rangements that had secured the peace in Europe for half a century.
As the Pentagon readied plans to pull heavy forces from Europe and reposition quick,
expeditionary forces close to jump-off points along major Mediterranean transport
routes, senior DoD officials emphasized the “usability” of American forces stationed
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abroad, referring to political constraints that host countries might place on them in a
crisis. The Defense Department’s aversion to such constraints was understandable; its
rhetoric seemed to equate freedom of action with the degree of “welcome” being ex-
tended to forces. “We want to have our forces where people want them. We have no de-
sire to be where we’re not wanted,” said Secretary Rumsfeld in Singapore on 5 June
2004. There was no misunderstanding the message—host countries that would impose
nettlesome constraints on the out-of-country deployability of U.S. forces should not
expect to be significant hubs in the new American defense posture.
As the GDPR moves toward the implementation phase, it will serve the United States
and its traditional allies best if the sides come to a mutual understanding on how to
meet the needs of all. European governments will do well to revisit their ability to act
immediately on time-sensitive intelligence, even when there is no formal mandate from
NATO, the UN, the EU or their parliaments. The United States will do well to work out
with allied governments modalities to satisfy host countries’ legitimate needs for infor-
mation and consent, regardless of the urgency, as American military power is staged
from their territories in future crises.
Is the United States moving its military power farther “east” from Western Europe, using
its closer relationships with NATO’s new members and countries in the Caucasus and
Central Asia as a check on Russian influence? Russia’s perception of the GDPR was un-
derstood from the beginning of policy-level interagency deliberations as deserving spe-
cial attention. Interest on the U.S. side in promoting military-to-military contact with
America’s newest NATO allies among the former Warsaw Pact states was natural, espe-
cially given an ongoing combat operation in Afghanistan that involved a substantial
flow of U.S. forces and supplies through Central Asian bases. Nonetheless, some Rus-
sian government officials found it convenient to paint these activities in a sinister
light—in their parlance, as an effort to encircle Russia within its own traditional sphere
of influence.
The reality was the very opposite—after half a century of posturing military force for a
conventional war against the Soviet army, the threat of such a war was gone. The U.S.
European Command was enthusiastically turning the page with Russia, holding some
thirty military exercise activities per year with its former foes. The only conclusion one
could draw from the heavy force reductions, base closures, and consolidations in West-
ern Europe was that the United States no longer perceived a need for such combat
power to defend Europe. In fact, Washington had shifted its threat focus away from
continental Europe and Russia, toward destinations farther to the south and east.
Washington officials recognized that dark fulminations by some government and
Duma figures about the GDPR may have had more to do with Moscow politics than
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any objective reading of strategic developments. Nevertheless, the administration in
June 2004 sent State and DoD officials, including the author and Deputy Assistant Sec-
retary of Defense for Strategy Andrew Hoehn, to Moscow to brief Russia’s deputy for-
eign minister, national security adviser, and other officials on the initiative.
This briefing was received cordially; it became evident, however, that Russian offi-
cials would be quite concerned about the stationing of U.S. forces in certain sensitive
areas proximate to Russia’s borders, not least because such moves would be taken as
validating the view that encirclement and containment of Russia was the American
purpose. Andrew Hoehn, as Secretary Rumsfeld’s point person on the GDPR project,
gave authoritative responses to specific questions, often with straight “yes or no” an-
swers, and thus went far to advance Moscow’s understanding that the GDPR was not
aimed at Russia.
Further, the administration has publicly and privately made clear its adherence to ex-
isting conventional arms control commitments, starting with the NATO-Russia
Founding Act of 1997, which contained specific measures to ensure that NATO and
Russian militaries would no longer be postured as mutual adversaries and could build
relationships of partnership. Additionally, the United States pledged to maintain its
commitments under the Agreement on Adaptation of the Treaty on Conventional
Armed Forces in Europe (the so-called Amended CFE). This instrument referred to
mutual American and Russian numerical restraints in troop and equipment deploy-
ments within each state of the NATO alliance and the former Warsaw Pact, and to a re-
quirement for the consent of the host country to any such deployments. The Amended
CFE, agreed at the November 1999 Istanbul Summit of the Organization for Security
and Co-operation in Europe, requires Russian withdrawals from Georgia (some of which
have occurred as of 2005) and Moldova in order for its terms to become binding upon
the United States. The American commitment to adhere to the Amended CFE, despite
being conditional on Russian compliance that remains incomplete, was and is firm.
These policies further reassured Moscow that while the United States will need the in-
frastructure to train with its new NATO allies and to transit friendly states farther to
the east and southeast en route to the Middle East and Afghanistan, it does not seek to
base combat forces on Russia’s strategically sensitive periphery. Given the continued
American interest in the security of energy supplies from the Caucasus and the Persian
Gulf, Iran’s nuclear activities, and Afghanistan’s emergence as a democracy, Russia will
see regular U.S. military presence and engagement in nearby areas. Even so, the new
posture is solidly based on the premise that Russia is no longer an adversary of the
United States; one hopes this will be Moscow’s understanding as well.
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How can allies view their host-nation support to U.S. troops and equipment that may have
duties outside their territory as integral parts of a “global” force? Early in his tenure, Sec-
retary Rumsfeld promulgated the notion that no geographic commander “owns” any
military forces—all American forces belong to the president. This position is consistent
with the GDPR’s central operating principle that the twenty-first-century U.S. military
will be more productive against more threats if it is managed globally. Capabilities
brought to bear against any adversary can be, and are today, drawn from whatever loca-
tion represents the optimal use of the asset at the time.
This concept, reflecting as it does an important new reality about information technol-
ogy and advances in logistics management, is also a sharp departure from the declara-
tory policy and supporting logic that has underpinned the American overseas defense
posture in Europe and Asia for fifty years. The combatant commands are able to adapt
to change when guidance from the civilian chain of command so directs, and the glob-
ally managed force can become a functional reality rather quickly. However, the politi-
cal impact on foreign partners is complex, important, and not to be overlooked.
Very simply, for decades the presence of American “boots on the ground” was the
physical manifestation of the defense commitment extended by the United States to
NATO, Japan, South Korea, and other countries in Europe and the Pacific Rim. In re-
cent years, the Pentagon has issued an annual East Asia strategy document formalizing
security guarantees through the maintenance of a military presence in Asia numbering
a hundred thousand troops. After the 1991 Gulf War, “one hundred thousand” also be-
came the benchmark number for fulfilling America’s enduring security commitment to
its transatlantic allies. Can the “coin of the realm” of the U.S. security commitment be
changed? The answer has to be yes, since what allies in Europe and Asia need most
from the United States is credible, available combat power to deter and, if necessary,
defeat those who threaten them. Were it to freeze in place obsolescent patterns of bas-
ing and employing units, the United States would court higher risks.
Still, a major change in defense doctrine and practice requires a significant public di-
plomacy effort if it is to be accepted abroad. European and Asian foreign-policy ex-
perts, journalists, and officials need to be not simply told but persuaded that America’s
commitments to them, and capabilities to fulfill those commitments, are no longer
usefully measured by numbers of troops. The foreign press has focused on troops
scheduled to be pulled back to U.S. bases or consolidated in other locales. There re-
mains a need for allies, particularly in Asia, to have a clear and compelling vision of
how the new global defense posture—embracing U.S. forces outside as well as within
their borders—will ensure their security as before. Precision strike, mobility, and
stealth, among other advances, make possible this assurance.
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As if persuading allied governments and public opinion of the advantages of the new
posture to their own security were not challenging enough, there is a second dimension
that will have to be managed, namely the monetary and in-kind contributions to the
U.S. presence by host governments. Japan and South Korea, for example, each provides
substantial host-nation support in amounts that are painstakingly negotiated on a reg-
ular basis, and such arrangements are taken by the U.S. Congress as a critical bellwether
of the health and strength of these alliance relationships. A reduction in stationed U.S.
forces begs the question of whether host-nation support should be reduced in some
like proportion. The Pentagon’s (correct) answer will be that the American security
commitment and warfighting plans draw more on U.S. assets outside the host’s terri-
tory than ever before, and hence that there would no diminution of American security
support meriting a reduction in host-nation support. Yet under the GDPR, American
forces—even those stationed within an ally’s territory, enjoying host-nation support—
are considered available for duty anywhere. It remains to be seen whether allied gov-
ernments and legislatures are prepared to continue their funding at previous levels
once the size of the American force stationed on their respective territories declines.2
What Security Conclusions Should Allies Draw from the GDPR?
The foregoing touches on political issues that have meant a great deal to the fabric of
international stability since the middle of the twentieth century. The questions and
concerns from allied countries hearing of prospective large changes involving U.S.
troops on their territory had common themes: “Will America still defend us?” “Is
Washington still committed to our alliance as the primary instrument of security?” “Is
the new American posture aimed at hemming in Russia, or perhaps China?” “Should
we continue to provide so much financial support in hosting the residual U.S. presence
once reductions are carried out?” To list these questions is to appreciate the sensitivity
of the changes involved.
One question that was not made explicit is nonetheless perhaps the most consequential
issue on the minds of allies as they contemplate the picture of a more nimble, agile,
globally managed U.S. military establishment: “Where do we fit in?”
The pronouncements of Secretary Rumsfeld and other top Defense Department offi-
cials focus, quite naturally, on getting forces to the fight—wherever that may be—and
doing so fast enough to allow them to succeed in their missions. The threat of terror-
ism potentially involving weapons of mass destruction has placed a premium on
speedy response to intelligence information.
Just two years prior to 9/11, the United States engaged in combat operations within the
very structured organizational framework of the NATO alliance. For some in the Bush
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administration when it first took office, Operation ALLIED FORCE in Kosovo—like the
broad international coalition approach President George H. W. Bush had pursued with
DESERT STORM in 1991—represented an example of how not to respond to the new
threat. The new thinking was that seeking to form coalitions would signal that the
United States lacked confidence that it had the right to use force on its own, unilater-
ally. After 9/11 the point was made repeatedly by DoD officials in the interagency arena
that the nation, having been attacked, had all the authority it needed to conduct what-
ever military operations it saw fit to undertake.
The message to the State Department was to resist its allegedly habitual impulse to look
for allies to plug into the war effort as American forces began staging toward the Af-
ghanistan theater. Due to interagency paralysis on this point, allied offers of assistance
after 9/11 were acknowledged very belatedly. Only after the need arose to stabilize Af-
ghanistan and then Iraq following the takedowns of the Taliban and Saddam Hussein
regimes did the Pentagon’s senior leadership exhibit an interest in coalitions beyond
the core British and Australian allies and very capable units from a few other countries.
So it was that as the GDPR was rolled out in 2003, to a backdrop of admonitions from
Washington about the “usability” of American forces stationed abroad, allies could be
forgiven for wondering what exactly they were expected to do in a future crisis other
than sit tight and allow their facilities, territory, airspace, and waters to be plied at will
by the United States.
Since U.S. forces remain on foreign bases at the invitation of host governments, their
activities governed by agreements covering criminal jurisdiction, exposure to foreign
taxation, conditions for permission to import and carry weaponry, and many other
sovereign legal issues, a “don’t ask, don’t tell” foreign basing arrangement, while allur-
ing, was not a realistic basis for a defense posture for the new century. What makes it
unrealistic is that governments take an appropriate interest in how their territory is used
and accord special political significance to any scenario in which another country’s forces
launch combat operations directly from their territory. There is an implied complicity
on the part of the host nation in the military objectives of the forces’ mission. Host
governments—democracies above all—can be expected to require prior consent.
Many of these governments operate under constitutional frameworks that limit their
latitude to commit their own forces in the case of non-NATO, non-UN, and non-EU
military operations. The chances are, then, that a given government will not be com-
fortable permitting the American use of its territory to launch operations without par-
liamentary approval. Fast-breaking counterterrorism or WMD operations might be
seen as exceptional, and indeed, the United States should urge doctrinal and legislative
changes in allied capitals consistent with the practical realities of the war on terrorism.
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But the fact is that countries hosting American forces will always be loath to write the
equivalent of a political blank check to the United States or anyone else. Particularly
cooperative presidents or prime ministers may be able to deliver for Washington, but
only so long as they remain in office—as was seen when President Jose Maria Aznar’s
Spanish government lost at the polls in March 2004.
If the ability to flow American forces globally in the most economical manner, as envi-
sioned in this initiative, depends on making long-term arrangements only with govern-
ments that will reliably provide instant consent or are content to be informed after the
fact of combat operations originating from their territory, the GDPR may encounter
some disappointments before its vision can be fully realized. This is not to suggest that
U.S. forces should be encumbered by bureaucratic processes like those that character-
ized NATO’s prosecution of the 1999 Kosovo campaign—not when success may require
effective military action within a very few hours of obtaining actionable intelligence.
However, it would make no more sense to place the U.S. military on an evolutionary
path that separates it farther from longtime allies whose people share America’s values
and security interests, if not in every instance its foreign policy views.
I conclude that the Defense Department was right to harvest the lessons of recent opera-
tions and to seek to optimize a military establishment upon which most of the world’s
democracies and key economies ultimately rely for their own security. I further conclude
that America’s European allies, in particular, should seriously revisit the legal frameworks
upon which their own latitude to use military force relies. Similarly, NATO would do well
to explore new modalities to invoke Article 5 without requiring a unanimous affirmative
vote among its expanded membership. Just as the United States took dramatic steps to
develop a new national security strategy after 9/11, so should its allies make it possible for
their forces to take immediate action—preemptive action—to intercept illicit WMD in
transit or otherwise protect allied populations against an imminent terrorist attack.
A dialogue aimed at harmonizing the legal and doctrinal basis for the use of force among
the United States and willing allies would go a long way to cementing the political foun-
dations for the new U.S. global posture. Already the United States and its NATO allies
have formally embraced the goals of pursuing transformation together and modernizing
their forces with interoperable weapons systems. The GDPR can advance these and other
military-partnership initiatives in order to give future American presidents the best pos-
sible chance of moderating the high price of securing America’s worldwide security inter-
ests by bringing more than just American combat forces to bear in a crisis.
An administration whose Defense team, in particular, came into office in 2001 believ-
ing that American military power should be less fettered by international norms and
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influence has had its way for a few years. At the political level, a world in which the
United States bears the brunt of the most arduous security duties is one in which allies
that have not similarly committed “boots on the ground” increasingly view policy is-
sues differently, as they cannot relate either to the hard responsibilities that come with
military intervention or to the expense in blood and treasure that the American people
experience on a continuous basis.
It is probably an understatement that most Americans and their elected representatives
would now like to see future security burdens borne to a greater degree by other coun-
tries along with the United States. Moreover, they would not consider robust information
sharing and sensitive security dialogue with other governments too high a price to pay—
not if it led, five to ten years hence, to an international security architecture with more,
and more highly capable, responders closely tied to U.S. command and control systems.
In all democracies, the decision to take military action against an external threat is
nothing if not political, as is the decision by allies to support the United States when
the president decides to act. Political solidarity among allied leaders and their peoples
is in fact the bedrock of American security, the essential enabler of the success of such
programmatic ventures as the GDPR and transformation initiatives generally.
Aspiration to secure itself against future threats, in close partnership with other coun-
tries, is a recognition in the United States that influence among nations—even more
than superior weaponry and training—is the source of America’s true power in the
world. A country that sees itself as a leader will do well to bear in mind that the
strength of its leadership is ultimately measured by the readiness of others to follow.
By seeking to foster greater solidarity with allies on security issues, and building influ-
ence within their publics, as President Bush has been doing in foreign capitals during
2005, the United States will find that over time its allies become less resistant to the use
of American military power and more inclined to commit their own forces and re-
sources alongside those of the United States when serious threats arise. This ap-
proach—active security engagement at political as well as military levels—holds the
best prospect of fulfilling the promise of the Global Defense Posture Review.
Notes
1. Australia, by contrast, embraced the same
notion of preemption. As Prime Minister
John Howard said on 31 October 2002, nine-
teen days after a terrorist bomb in Bali, In-
donesia, killed 202 people, including many
Australians, “Imagine a situation where we
in Australia knew that there was a direct
threat to us and that Australian lives would
be lost if we decided for doctrinal reasons we
would not interfere to try and stop that
threat. The public would say we were derelict
in our duty.”
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2. The Defense Department provided Congress
with broad funding estimates for a fully real-
ized GDPR. While it was possible to make a
very rough overall estimate of costs for relo-
cating units and constructing new infra-
structure at American facilities to which
units may be moved subject to the BRAC
process, there are some costs that cannot be
estimated: not only potential reductions in
existing host-nation support but expenses
related to any new activities in the new NATO
countries or in strategically situated states in
the Caucasus, Central Asia, Africa, and Asia,
countries whose ability to pay for new facili-
ties or share operating costs may be low.
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A Place and a Base
Guam and the American Presence in East Asia
ANDREW S. ERICKSON AND JUSTIN D. MIKOLAY
Rising threats to American national security in East Asia coincide with growing uncer-
tainty concerning the future of local support for U.S. basing access there. There is little
reason to expect this situation to improve substantially in the foreseeable future. Amer-
ican planners have finally recognized the imperative to build up Guam as a sovereign
anchor of America’s force posture in East Asia, to protect American interests in that
strategically vital region. In what follows, we examine Guam’s potential importance as
a forward operating base for the U.S. Navy and Air Force.
We first detail American interests in East Asia, with particular emphasis on the new na-
tional security strategy and potential sources of regional instability. Second, we criti-
cally evaluate the 2004 Global Posture Study and the call of the 2001 Quadrennial
Defense Review for “places, not bases.” Third, we review the various political con-
straints on U.S. military activities in the region. Finally, we explain the importance of
strengthening port facilities in Guam, to transform it into a hub fully capable of sup-
porting operations throughout East Asia.
America’s Emerging Asian Anchor
The U.S. military is developing Guam as the anchor of its future force posture in the
strategic East Asian region. China’s rising comprehensive national power, coupled with
political changes in host countries Japan and South Korea, call into question the long-
term utility of local American bases. Meanwhile, the ongoing North Korean nuclear
crisis, periodic Taiwan Strait tensions, and potential disruption of strategic sea-lanes by
terrorism or conflict in the South China Sea make American interests in East Asia in-
creasingly vital. But, as assessments of the Chinese military emphasize, “dependence on
foreign-hosted bases and extended lines of logistical support for sustained combat op-
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To address this weakness, American planners are developing Guam as a sovereign for-
ward base to anchor an increasingly complex constellation of both allied cooperation
and access rights and American sea basing and crew rotation. Although Guam is far-
ther from some key regional flash points than previous, current, or possible future
bases on foreign territory, it is still close enough to play a critical supporting role. In-
deed, it is a strategic hub at the center of the U.S. Pacific Command’s enormous area of
responsibility: 169,000,000 square kilometers over sixteen time zones, encompassing
forty-three nations comprising 60 percent of the world’s population, the six largest
armed forces, five of the seven American mutual defense treaties, and 35 percent of
U.S. trade (over $550 billion).2 “Guam’s geo-strategic importance cannot be over-
stated,” Admiral Thomas B. Fargo, former commander of the Pacific Command, testi-
fied before Congress in 2004.3 Since Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld visited the
island on 14 November 2002, the military has considered dramatic increases in force
levels on Guam.4
As one of only two sovereign American overseas bases as well as America’s nearest port
to East Asia, South Asia, and the Middle East, Guam combines foreign proximity with
domestic flexibility.5 It is closer to East Asian flash points than any other U.S.-based fa-
cility. Guam also gives the U.S. Navy an excellent deep-water port with room for pier
expansion and a magazine capable of holding a substantial volume of conventional and
nuclear munitions. The 209-square-mile island provides the Air Force with its largest
aviation-fuel storage depot (sixty-six million gallons), its largest Pacific weaponry stor-
age site (a hundred thousand bombs), and the region’s only live-fire bombing range.
Guam’s patriotic population produces the most military recruits per capita of any area
under American jurisdiction;6 further, 80 percent of registered voters support the fu-
ture homeporting of an aircraft carrier battle group. Clearly, the U.S. military can de-
pend on Guam.7
Enhancing American naval presence in the Pacific Rim means more time on station
without a proportionate rise in operational tempo for an already strained Pacific Fleet.
Therefore, Guam will increasingly be utilized to decrease transit times to strategic ar-
eas. Routine deployments of U.S. bombers to Guam since 2004 have allowed Pacific
Command planners to integrate these strategic assets thoroughly into exercises.8 As Ad-
miral Fargo emphasizes, Guam is “key to our military operations across the full spec-
trum of our capability.”9
Guam: A Place and a Base
Guam has long served American strategic interests. After becoming a U.S. territory in
1898 following the Spanish-American War, Guam first served the Navy as a mid-Pacific
coaling station. Alfred Thayer Mahan argued that converting Guam into “a kind of
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Gibraltar” would secure America’s “every interest in the Pacific.” He led a “Guam
lobby” in Washington in an attempt to further this cause, but Congress proved un-
willing to invest heavily in fortifying Guam.10 Gradually surrounded over the ensuing
decades by Japanese economic and military expansion, Guam was easily overrun by
Japanese forces in December 1941. Following its recapture by American forces in July
1944, Guam became a critical logistics base, supporting American operations against
Japan in the western Pacific. During the Cold War it was also one of the first Polaris
missile–support bases and provided a crucial communications and intelligence link.
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B-52s flew missions over Southeast Asia from Guam during the Vietnam War, and
minesweepers from Guam cleared Haiphong Harbor at the conclusion of that conflict.
Following the Vietnam War—the island having, ironically, given its name to President
Richard Nixon’s 1969 “Guam Doctrine,” calling upon Asian allies to see to their own
defenses—the island’s military presence lessened, and its infrastructure declined.11
As promising as Guam is, it has its inherent problems. As the map on the facing page
shows, Guam is farther from all strategic areas in Northeast Asia than is Japan, Korea,
Vietnam, or the Philippines. Guam is three times farther from the Taiwan Strait than
is Okinawa. Ships cruising from Guam at twenty-five knots could reach the Taiwan
Strait in two and a half days, whereas they would need only one day from the Philip-
pines. However, Guam’s distance from East Asia does offer one benefit—proportion-
ately smaller vulnerability to Chinese and North Korean ballistic missiles. In
addition, while the island is often affected by adverse weather, including typhoons,
which sometimes disrupt operations and damage infrastructure, Korea and Japan are
similarly vulnerable in this regard.12
As the result of Guam’s general proximity to East Asian hot spots and of persistent lob-
bying by Vice Admiral Albert H. Konetzni (as Commander Submarine Force, U.S. Pa-
cific Fleet), in September 2002 the Navy transferred two Los Angeles–class attack
submarines from homeports in the continental United States to Guam.13 One result of
this change has been to increase the total number of available in-theater mission days
for these submarines. Navy officials contend that submarines based in Guam will be in-
theater from eighty-eight to 123 days per year, three times as long as the thirty-six-day
average of submarines based in the continental United States.14 “Doing more with less”
means that operations tempo will stay the same even while added requirements are
met. This, in turn, reduces the overall number of ships that the Navy requires; in recent
congressional testimony, the former Chief of Naval Operations, Admiral Vernon Clark,
cited forward basing of ships in Guam as a key factor for maximizing use of naval as-
sets.15 Another benefit from basing ships in Guam is improved response time. Subma-
rines operating from Guam take four days at twenty knots to reach the East Asian
littoral, in contrast to the fifteen days required from San Diego.16 Aside from obvious
utility during crisis, this fact carries peacetime benefits. The shorter distance to East
Asian hot spots reduces fuel consumption, and not inconsiderably, a fact that also helps
to prolong the lives of the nuclear cores of submarines.17
Basing ships in Guam also reduces their crew’s personnel tempo, the rate and dura-
tion of military deployments. This feature allows ships’ crews to spend more time
with their families, which in turn produces better retention and reduces recruiting
costs. Offsetting this advantage, however, is Guam’s distance from the United States
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and the isolation that
results. One former na-
val officer stationed on
Guam in the 1970s re-
flects that fewer than
half of his peers chose
to have their families
accompany them on






and stay on the island
or in the region when
on leave. Enhanced in-
frastructure ashore for
families will help here
but will bring its own








expense would be off-




more persistent presence. Total infrastructure improvement costs to homeport six
to eight additional submarines at the island would probably reach $200 million. At
less than 10 percent the cost of one $2.3 billion Virginia-class submarine, this fig-
ure is far below expected procurement costs for U.S.-based vessels, with their lesser
access to this critical operating theater.19
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Infrastructure and asset improvements could provide a variety of operational and
strategic advantages. Although unprecedented, it would be possible to base an air-
craft carrier at Guam. Together with Hawaii, Guam has been under consideration
as a location for a carrier battle group and its 5,500 personnel.20 Guam has suffi-
cient territory to accommodate additional U.S. forces. Ongoing American troop re-
ductions in South Korea may facilitate the long-term goal of moving U.S. assets
from politically and strategically vulnerable foreign bases to the sovereign territory
of Guam.
Military commanders need airlift capabilities and tankers ready and able to deploy
in-theater quickly. For these missions, America needs a secure airfield from which
it cannot be denied access; political area denial could allow China to push Ameri-
can forces out of the region before or during a crisis. Guam has the advantage of
being American territory, reducing the political difficulty of building and operat-
ing assets there.21 Furthermore, Guam, with its pro-military population and 7.7
percent unemployment, is unlikely to offer local opposition to increased military
infrastructure. Indeed, support for additional military presence on Guam is in-
creasing among residents.22 While Guam already boasts a deep-water port, revital-
ized repair dry dock, and proximity to the region’s only live-fire bombing range,
Apra Harbor is capable of significant physical expansion to support additional na-
val ships.
The Air Force also has a potentially important role to play in Guam’s future. Andersen
Air Force Base features three-thousand-meter runways and can easily accommodate
any of the Air Force’s planes, making Guam a unique contender to become a main op-
erating base for tactical missions.23 In a provocative article, Robert Kaplan even claims
that “Andersen Air Force Base, on Guam’s northern tip, represents the future of U.S.
strategy in the Pacific. It is the most potent platform anywhere in the world for the
projection of American military power.”24
In addition to operational assets, however, the twenty-one-thousand-acre air base
needs increased support resources. Existing Air Force infrastructure and support per-
sonnel will continue to require upgrading to sustain newer-generation bombers or
strike aircraft; stealth aircraft, for instance, require special hangars. Repair and mainte-
nance shelters can be augmented to serve carrier strike groups, and training centers
would allow personnel to remain on station longer. In spring 2005 twelve F-15E fight-
ers were rotated to Andersen from the continental United States for training.25 B-1, B-2,
and B-52 bombers are also rotating through;26 further, “Guam-based bombers have car-
ried out missions against targets in Iraq.”27
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Andersen is slated to become a hub for Air Force intelligence, surveillance, reconnais-
sance (ISR) and strike, with the potential addition of two tactical aviation squadrons,
bomber rotations, and a Global Hawk (unmanned aerial vehicle) detachment. Accord-
ing to the Overseas Basing Commission, this will provide “critical capabilities for most
operations in the [Pacific Command area of responsibility],” including “a China-Taiwan
conflict.” Moving assets from the continental United States to Guam “permits more
persistent ISR coverage, peacetime intelligence gathering/tracking and prompt strike
capability.” By contrast, crisis deployment of U.S.-based assets “would not only require
scarce airlift sorties to deploy squadron support packages but could also be viewed as
provocative and complicate crisis management.”
Guam’s Impending Infrastructure Renaissance
Guam’s new role will clearly require significant infrastructure and equipment up-
grades. Already three nuclear-powered attack submarines (SSNs) have been stationed
in Guam.28 Up to six additional submarines may join them;29 these would include “both
SSNs and soon-to-be-converted nuclear-powered cruise missile boats.”30 This would
make Guam home to roughly a fifth of the entire U.S. attack submarine fleet and
would thus give it the platforms “required to track China’s emerging SSBN [ballistic-
missile submarine] capability.”31
Although further asset deployment decisions await consultation with allies on the
basis of the base realignment and closure process completed in December 2005, it is
clear now that major changes are afoot.32 The Air Force is considering the construc-
tion of a concrete hangar for two B-2 bombers, in addition to two ongoing construc-
tion projects: an $85 million air refueling facility and a $12.8 million housing
refurbishment at Andersen Air Force Base.33 In 1999, the Navy selected the Raytheon
Corporation to upgrade and maintain support facilities, awarding a $324 million
contract over the following seven years.34 Guam will also receive the III Marine Expe-
ditionary Force from Okinawa, which will necessitate $2.9 billion in infrastructure
development.35 See the sidebars for a list of current assets and additional assets rec-
ommended by the authors.
American Interests: Why Should the Navy Invest?
Building up Guam is not only an essential component of a long-term strategy to main-
tain America’s preeminent position in the global security environment; it also responds
to East Asian threats that Washington cannot afford to ignore.
In coming years, military bases on American territory, particularly naval bases, will be-
come central to America’s force posture.36 Advances in foreign navies’ ability to target
U.S. surface vessels will make submarines increasingly important platforms for force
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projection.37 Having sufficient numbers of submarines deploy in a timely fashion to
critical areas will be essential to maintaining a strong American presence in East Asia.
Guam’s sovereign status makes it a vital center for such operations.
Operational considerations as well as future politics could increasingly circumscribe
American deployment options, making it all the more essential to take full advantage
of Guam’s ability to support American military assets without delay. In East Asia, three
regional developments make forward U.S. bases increasingly significant. America faces
economic, political, and potentially military competition from China; political and se-
curity challenges associated with the global war on terror; and a clear and present mili-
tary threat from North Korea.
First, the growing ambitions of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) depend on in-
creasingly assertive naval power. As China moves closer to developing blue-water naval
capability, the U.S. Navy finds it necessary to be ready not only to respond quickly to a
contingency in the Taiwan Strait but also to counterbalance growing Chinese regional
military reach. Second, localized Southeast Asian terrorist organizations—Jemaah
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CURRENT AMERICAN NAVAL ASSETS IN GUAM
USS Frank Cable (AS 40)
USS City of Corpus Christi (SSN 705)
USS Houston (SSN 713)
Mobile Security Unit Guam
U.S. Naval Forces Marianas Support Activity
Helo Combat Support Squadron 5 (HC 5)
U.S. Naval Hospital Guam
U.S. Naval Computer/Telecomms Station
EOD Mobile Unit 5 (EODMU 5)
EOD 5 Detachment Marianas
Naval Special Warfare Unit 1
Naval Mobile Construction Battalion
Naval Airborne Weapons Maintenance Unit 1
Military Mine Assembly Unit 1 (MOMAU 8)
Command Military Prepositioning Squadron 3
Military Sealift Command Office Guam
Fleet Imaging Center Pacific
Space and Naval Warfare Systems Facility Pacific
Naval Satellite Operations Center Guam Detachment Charlie
B-1, B-2, and B-52 bomber aircraft rotation to Andersen AFB
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Islamiah in Indonesia, among others—have demonstrated their capacity for regional
violence. These organizations have to be uncovered and pursued, particularly where
they are actively collaborating with al-Qa‘ida or other terrorist groups with global
reach. Third, despite the 1994 Geneva Agreed Framework by which North Korea re-
joined the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) in exchange for U.S. delivery of
heavy fuel oil, Pyongyang recently revealed its clandestine production of nuclear weap-
ons.38 This flagrant violation has further destabilized an already fragile political situa-
tion in Northeast Asia.
The Navy has a critical role to play in East Asia, given the region’s extensive coastlines,
islands, land barriers, and consequent susceptibility to maritime force projection. As a
great power engaged in offshore “balancing” (like Britain in Europe during the nine-
teenth century), the United States does not need the capacity to win land wars in East
Asia in order to maintain its preponderant position. Instead, its preeminence hinges on
control of the sea.
In East Asia, naval forces play a preventive role that is of equal importance to their offen-
sive function. These dual processes can be categorized as “shaping” and “responding.”39
Forward presence enhances American ability not only to respond to regional events but
to shape them before they occur. Ships on station are launch pads for the war on terror,
platforms for theater missile defense, and barriers to the proliferation of weapons of
mass destruction (WMD), and they are stabilizing political forces in themselves. The
Navy plays a special role in safeguarding American interests. As one reporter notes,
“[Unlike the basing and staging–dependent Air Force or Army,] . . . the Navy can
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STRENGTHENING GUAM
Enlarge and deepen Apra Harbor
Widen breakwater entrance to Apra Harbor
Repair and enlarge damaged and unused wharves
Allocate additional resources to dry-dock/repair facilities
(recent efforts have bolstered repair capabilities)
Enlarge Submarine Squadron 15
(two additional attack submarines)
Add Helicopter Anti-Submarine Squadron 4 to Andersen AFB
(currently in NAS North Island, San Diego)
Homeport USS Sacramento (AOE 1) for on-station support
Enlarge Agana Harbor for use as secondary naval port
Preposition theater missile defense ships
Enlarge ammunition site at Kilo Wharf
(maximize use of Military Sealift Command
and USN Prepositioning Squadron 3)
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establish a long-term presence without infringing on anyone’s borders. It can be sent at
a pace that allows diplomacy to cool a crisis even as the ships proceed.”40 Naval forces
also enjoy the advantage of operating in international waters, as close as twelve miles to
another nation’s coastline.41
To maximize these naval strengths, the Navy needs to arrange assets for highest avail-
ability in times of crisis. Such a strategy calls for forward presence of ships operating
from bases that are not politically constrained. Washington would thus improve its ca-
pacity to stabilize the Taiwan Strait by improving its rapid-response capabilities,
thereby deterring Chinese offensive actions in the first place. A strengthened American
position in Guam would also increase American political leverage in that region. Guam
is, for instance, well suited to host joint military exercises. In fact the island was used in
the 1990s as a premier training ground for the 31st Marine Expeditionary Unit exercise
TRUE (TRaining in an Urban Environment).
American military force planners now work within the framework of a broad new na-
tional security strategy calling for proactive responses to unpredictable threats. Because
neutralizing WMD is among Washington’s highest priorities for national defense, the
announcement of an ongoing nuclear weapons program in North Korea has drawn the
renewed attention of American policy makers to Northeast Asia. Current American
priorities in the Middle East make it unwise to provoke North Korea now, but in the
future, building a more credible American deterrent that does not hinge on Japanese or
South Korean participation may be essential in pressuring Pyongyang.
North Korean aggression remains a possibility should détente with the South fail. But a
war with North Korea would likely be far bloodier than has been the war in Iraq, for
several reasons. First, in Iraq a slow diplomatic buildup allowed for massive troop
prepositioning; this would not happen in the Koreas. The North, in a time of rising
tensions, could preempt major troop deployments by threatening Seoul with artillery
or Japan with missiles. Second, the coalition in Iraq had bases in neighboring Kuwait
from which to launch an attack, with no restrictions on their use; public opinion in
South Korea might not permit similar use of U.S. bases there. Third, North Korea has a
far greater potential to inflict a “sea of fire”—unacceptable, even mass casualties
among American troops and allied civilians—than Iraq ever did, a possibility that
greatly constrains U.S. options for applying pressure. Moreover, South Koreans might
well oppose even a defensive American military buildup on the peninsula. Another
place or base, such as Guam, could help alleviate these problems, especially if the
United States was limited for political reasons in its use of bases on Japanese soil.
A conflict on the Korean Peninsula could rapidly escalate into a terrible war that
could well involve the use of chemical, biological, even nuclear weapons. Therefore,
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such a conflict must be deterred. For decades the need for America to respond to a
full-scale invasion kept a permanent land force near the Demilitarized Zone. But
the Pentagon is now moving beyond this “tripwire” approach, under which forces
stationed within range of North Korean artillery actually undermine the American
threat of preemptive strike. Moreover, the more likely contingency of heightened
tensions, as opposed to immediate, full-scale war, suggests the need for a quick-reaction
force. A naval quarantine to prevent Pyongyang from exporting missiles (in viola-
tion of the Missile Technology Control Regime), nuclear material (in violation of
the Non-Proliferation Treaty), or related military technologies could also be im-
portant. Naval and air assets stationed in Guam would be well positioned to per-
form these roles.
Tension in the Taiwan Strait deserves separate consideration, because it will drive
American basing strategy in the near and middle terms. At present, U.S. military as-
sistance is geographically far removed from Taiwan; rapidity of response depends on
what forces happen to be nearby. The transit time is approximately sixteen days for a
carrier strike group stationed on the West Coast, a week from the Indian Ocean, and
twelve days from Hawaii.42 If an additional carrier were forward deployed to
Yokosuka, Japan, or if a battle group were on station in the Pacific or in port at
Guam, the transit time would be reduced to between three and five days. America’s
ability to respond to a Taiwan Strait crisis is also constrained by political forces in the
region. Although many American analysts believe that Taiwan could still defend itself
in a military engagement against China, calamitous economic damage to the island
would be a virtual certainty. If the United States failed to respond early and effec-
tively, Taipei might sue for peace.
Any course of Chinese action against Taiwan would produce a series of ambiguous in-
dicators that would have to be compared with previous assessments of Chinese naval
operations in peace and during crises. The monitoring of such indicators would be fa-
cilitated by a stronger permanent American military presence on Guam.
Implications for U.S. East Asian Presence
Developing Guam as a forward hub is the key to a larger American strategy for
maintaining influence in East Asia, which in turn will fundamentally affect China’s
regional position. For this reason, some planners in each nation envision a zero-
sum competition for regional status, particularly through naval development.
While Guam will become a vital anchor to America’s East Asian force posture, it is
hardly a panacea. China closely follows American military deployments on its pe-
riphery and is observing with “a high degree of attention”43 the American buildup
of nuclear submarines44 and other assets45 on Guam.46 Guam is frequently described
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as an American strategic “chess piece.”47 A scholar affiliated with the Chinese Com-
munist Party Central Committee Party School describes Secretary Rumsfeld as or-
dering a “massive buildup and extension of Guam” as “an important component of
America’s strategic military adjustment.” Such a buildup is part of a larger plan to
“increase strategic pressure against China” and to “increase America’s ability to in-
terfere in the Taiwan problem.”48
Chinese analyses of Guam’s strategic role are typically framed in terms of the “island
chains” concept notably articulated by Admiral Liu Huaqing, former Chinese navy
commander.49 Chinese analysts view the “island chains” as American fortifications; bar-
riers that China must continue to penetrate to achieve freedom of military maneuver;50
and demarcations of Chinese progress in naval force projection.51 Liu and others define
the First Island Chain as comprising Japan52 and its northern and southern archipela-
gos (the latter disputed by China),53 South Korea, Taiwan, and the Philippines. In 2004,
a National Defense University professor, Zhang Zhaozhong, declared on Chinese na-
tional television that the United States is building up troops and military assets on
Guam as part of a new focus on strengthening its “forward reserve” on the Second Is-
land Chain (from the Japanese archipelago south to the Bonin and Marshall Islands,
including Guam) to contain China.54
One Chinese source refers to Guam as the “Second Island Chain’s nucleus.”55 Rein-
forcing this idea, Zhang characterizes Guam as a “springboard” from which America
“can immediately send out aircraft or dispatch submarines, in order to put power into
the war zone,” which he apparently envisions as centering on the Taiwan Strait.56 Some
unofficial Chinese publications refer to a “Third Island Chain” centered on America’s
Hawaiian bases;57 this would be in effect a “strategic rear area” for the U.S. military.58
Perhaps in response to America’s military preponderance in East Asia, Beijing is devel-
oping land-attack cruise missiles, which are inherently offensive.59 China views its
antiship-cruise-missile buildup as inherently defensive in nature;60 nonetheless, rapidly
improving capabilities of submarines,61 satellites62 and over-the-horizon radar63 may
afford increasing offensive options. Chinese cruise missiles, particularly submarine-
launched variants, represent a growing threat to U.S. forces in Guam and elsewhere
in the Pacific theater. In support of this effort, China is developing its own rudi-
mentary Beidou satellite navigation system;64 it is also seeking to maximize its
civilian65 and military applications.66 Together with increasing access to Europe’s
developing Galileo system, this may help China avoid overreliance on the American-
controlled Global Positioning System (GPS) during crises while increasing its ability
to threaten Guam.67 In November 2004, a Han-class nuclear submarine reportedly
transited waters near Guam.68 As China’s maritime and aerospace capabilities
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increase, its military may monitor, challenge, and even attack U.S. forces in unprec-
edented areas.
To prepare for the worst of such contingencies, Guam’s facilities should be protected
from ballistic missiles as well as from submarine- and air-launched cruise missiles.
Avoiding over-concentration of Guam’s assets, particularly submarines, during crises
will be important. Concentration of assets leaves them vulnerable to a decapitating
strike; dispersal based on strategic warning and the threat of nuclear retaliation can
to some degree offset that risk. Adequately hardened submarine pens are a possible,
if expensive, option. America’s best strategy may be at-sea dispersal, drawing on Cold
War experience.
Although fortifying Guam highlights the key national interests at stake, that outlook
obscures the positive-sum benefits from a strong American presence. The U.S.-Japan
alliance helps to prevent destabilizing competition in a region that is even today still re-
covering from World War II. Further, by guaranteeing the security of East Asian sea-
lanes—a public good that China is not yet able to provide—America facilitates the flow
of energy and trade in a region that depends on both to maintain its impressive eco-
nomic growth.
Deploying additional U.S. forces to Guam would also generally support growing
American interests in Asia and would most likely be less provocative than selling ad-
ditional armaments to Taiwan. In the longer term, America and China will have to
reach an understanding concerning their respective roles in the world’s most dy-
namic region. “As [China grows], there’s going to be an inevitable push as they take
advantage of their economic ability to improve their military capabilities,” Admiral
William J. Fallon states. “We ought to recognize that as a reality. This is not a zero-
sum game.”69
On 22–25 October 2003, the Chinese navy made its first-ever port call to Guam. Rear
Admiral Xue Tianpei brought the guided-missile destroyer Shenzhen and supply ship
Qinghai Lake, with 550 sailors aboard, into Apra Harbor.70 This historic event was part
of a reciprocal exchange in which two U.S. warships had visited China’s Zhanjiang Port
the month before. China’s official press stated that “the Chinese naval fleet sailed into
Guam on the currents of warming Sino-U.S. relations” and credited the visit with
demystifying America’s military presence in Guam.71
The Quadrennial Defense Review and the Global Posture Study
The 2001 Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR) declared that “places, not bases” are
necessary to reduce the political restraints on U.S. military operations. The Global Pos-
ture Review is a sweeping effort to realign American overseas operations to best
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address emerging post–Cold War security threats.72 Major components include redis-
tributing 82,500 troops from Germany and South Korea back to the continental United
States, deploying new assets to maintain specific capabilities as opposed to arbitrary
troop numbers, strengthening existing alliances, and building new partnerships.73 A key
element of this process will involve addressing unanticipated threats, possibly with out-
of-region assets.74
While affirming the goals behind the Global Posture Review, the Overseas Basing
Commission judged that—especially given America’s current military commitments
and budget deficit—implementation of its recommendations is underfunded and
outpacing infrastructure and technological capacity. This may undermine recruiting
and lead to vulnerabilities and other unintended consequences, particularly in Eu-
rope and Japan.75
Although the QDR makes a compelling case that traditional basing options are not a
panacea, in the context of evolving American priorities in East Asia a more nuanced
view of the utility of full-fledged military bases is possible. Some observers contend
that large fixed bases have declining military value and rising disadvantages. Certainly,
bases are increasingly at risk from terrorist attacks, which is one of many vulnerabili-
ties that lead potential host nations to view the prospect of new American bases less
than enthusiastically. However, this danger already applies to existing land bases, par-
ticularly in the Middle East, for which, despite efforts to improve sea basing, there is no
substitute.76 Moreover, permanent land bases are important military tools during a
conflict and are perhaps even more important for their political value. “We cannot hope
for much influence without presence,” emphasizes the Overseas Basing Commission.
“The degree of influence often correlates to the level of permanent presence that we
maintain forward.”77 Two excellent examples of the political value of bases in general and
of Guam in particular are Joint Task Force PACIFIC HAVEN, which received and tempo-
rarily housed over 6,500 Kurdish refugees escaping Iraq after government crackdowns in
1997, and the large tent city on Guam that sheltered South Vietnamese refugees in 1973.
A second vulnerability of bases, one more relevant in East Asia, is the growing danger
of missile attacks. Indeed, the QDR emphasizes that “saturation attacks with ballistic
and cruise missiles could deny or delay U.S. access to overseas bases.”78 Some analysts
have cited a growing PRC missile threat as a reason not to establish new bases any-
where in East Asia. They argue that China’s CSS-3 missiles were designed to destroy
facilities on Guam using nuclear warheads. Submarine-launched cruise missiles—
with their potential for small radar cross sections, low-altitude flight, continually ad-
justable trajectories, and potential avoidance of GPS constraints through reliance on
terrestrial imaging—could emerge as a particularly lethal threat.
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The susceptibility of Chinese leaders—while they are generally regarded as rational de-
cision makers—to deterrence might be situational. Irrespective “of the degree and na-
ture of American military superiority,” Beijing might become “impossible to deter” in
the event of a Taiwanese declaration of independence.79 In such a situation, China
might view surprise attacks on U.S. forces in Okinawa or Guam as a credible means of
disrupting and even restraining American attempts to support Taiwan.
China certainly has “done the math” and has made a concerted effort to acquire of-
fensive capabilities that could be used against U.S. bases. But by this logic, American
bases in Japan and Korea are even more vulnerable, given their closer proximity. Yet
despite growing missile threats from North Korea and even China, Japan continues
to value American bases as a key element of its own defense. South Korean public
opinion may be more easily manipulated by North Korean propaganda, but U.S.
forces are moving out of range of North Korean artillery. Additionally, aggression by
Pyongyang might be counterproductive politically—inaccurate North Korean mis-
siles aimed at American bases in South Korea put civilians at risk. For both opera-
tional and political reasons, South Korean bases would not likely play a major role in
a Taiwan crisis and hence would not be a target of Chinese missile coercion. U.S.
bases in Japan are more relevant to a Taiwan conflict and are hence a more likely tar-
get of PRC pressure. It is therefore imperative that the United States not rely on un-
restricted access to them in such a scenario.
As for Guam, China will probably not soon be able to trap U.S. forces there with air-to-
surface missiles or tactical nuclear weapons. While Guam’s target value would rise with
infrastructure and asset improvement, Beijing knows that attacking a U.S. base, espe-
cially on sovereign territory, would invite a devastating American response. As one ana-
lyst points out, “Presidents would not encounter major domestic opposition in
reacting to aggression against U.S. forces or civilians at home. The question is not
whether, but what form the response would take.”80
Dispersion and the use of missile defenses are particularly relevant for reducing
Guam’s vulnerabilities. Dispersion could entail a periodic rotation of assets such as
nuclear submarines at sea away from Guam, thereby exploiting the island’s poten-
tial as a useful hub while preventing a Pearl Harbor–style surprise scenario. At-sea
dispersion might be augmented with specific access arrangements with nearby is-
lands such as Palau, to be used in time of crisis. While American ballistic-missile-
defense architecture may not be able to neutralize fully a PRC missile attack, it
might at least introduce uncertainty and thereby alter Beijing’s calculus. There are
even cross-cutting factors in Guam’s favor, such as the potential for increased
defensibility of concentrated assets under a TMD system.81 Stationing SM-3 ships
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in Guam could provide both a localized deterrent and as prepositioned regional
protection.
American “base structure is not merely a derivative of strategy,” counsels the Over-
seas Basing Commission, “it is a driver in its own right.” As the Global Posture
Study acknowledges, while emerging threats are not fully predictable and may be
addressed from out of area, they must be roughly anticipated in order to inform
properly the architecture of the new American global basing footprint. The need
for foresight and flexibility, particularly given the reality of finite resources, places
a premium on maximizing U.S. capabilities in locations such as Guam that offer
minimum political restraints, maximum utility, and ready access to areas with mul-
tiple anticipated threats.
Regional Political Constraints: The Need for Flexibility
Because of the limitations of geography and politics, there are only a few potential Amer-
ican bases in the Asia-Pacific region. Some places, like the southern end of the Japanese
Ryukyu island chain near Taiwan, Cam Ranh Bay in Vietnam, Ranai in Indonesia, or
Subic Bay in the Philippines, are geographically desirable but as base locations are either
domestically unpalatable, too provocative for China, or both.82 Others, though well situ-
ated and politically permissible—like Yokosuka and Sasebo, Japan; Pusan and Chinhae,
South Korea; and Sembawang and Changi naval bases in Singapore—might be of only
limited use during a crisis because of Chinese pressure or domestic constitutional issues.
Still others, like Australia and Diego Garcia, lack political constraints on their use but are
too far from regional flash points to allow sufficiently rapid response.
These challenges have prompted analysts to consider creative operational plans.
Many analysts now prefer a “portfolio approach” to basing, spreading out supply and
repair facilities to maximize flexibility in consonance with “security cooperation,”
one of the basic objectives of the National Security Strategy of 2002. Sea basing and
crew rotation have moved to the fore in order to overcome reliance on uncertain re-
gional partners.
Formalized agreements to guarantee access to a constellation of “places, not bases” re-
duce the problem of overdependence.83 Such ad hoc base usage has obvious advantages
in the politically constrained East Asia Pacific region, but it is not foolproof, especially
in a crisis. Permanent bases act as important political tools before and during conflict;
in contrast, guarantees of even limited access to foreign facilities could be nullified by
outside pressure.84
Establishing new bases in East Asia would thus be the most effective U.S. option logisti-
cally, but current political and economic hurdles are so high as to make the establishment
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of new permanent bases impractical. Washington should not forswear such options if do-
mestic political conditions change in potential host nations. However, current realities
bear out the QDR-driven movement toward flexible basing. Let us consider here the
prospects of American access to Hawaii, Diego Garcia, Korea, and Japan.
Hawaii: Homeland Hospitality
Hawaii is already a major American military hub, but there is still room for expansion.
Indeed, Oahu contends with Guam for America’s second Pacific carrier group, and
thanks to better existing infrastructure and formal representation in Congress it is cur-
rently the favorite in that competition. Other Oahu bases are slated to receive an Air
Force warfighting headquarters and a Stryker brigade with attendant C-17 lift.85
Hawaii, however, suffers from even higher real estate and living costs and worse
traffic congestion than does Guam, and it is at least 3,700 miles farther from Asia’s
hot spots.86 A carrier battle group steaming at twenty knots from Pearl Harbor
would take over twelve days to reach the East Asian littoral, closer to the sixteen
days from San Diego than the mere three days required from Guam.87 With the USS
Buffalo’s transfer, Hawaii will have fourteen Los Angeles–class submarines to
Guam’s three. This ratio may shift in Guam’s favor, especially when one considers
that there are no major areas of U.S. security concern between Hawaii and Guam,
and that submarines risk shortening the lives of their reactor cores when repeat-
edly covering such distances.
Diego Garcia: Deliberately Decommissioning
Located in the center of the Indian Ocean, Diego Garcia is a British colony populated
primarily by U.S. Navy and Air Force personnel. Started as a naval communications
station in 1973, the dependency was rapidly transformed into a full-fledged naval sup-
port facility that enabled numerous bombing runs during the first Gulf war and the
2001 war in Afghanistan.
While tiny Diego Garcia has recently played a disproportionate role and survived
the December 2004 tsunami, it has limitations. It is extremely remote, over one
thousand miles from any other landmass, and even farther from East Asia’s strate-
gic flash points. The horseshoe-shaped reef, only thirty-seven miles long, is essen-
tially a permanent aircraft carrier with no room for major new facilities. Despite
extreme vulnerability to typhoons, the island provides virtually no wind protec-
tion, because its maximum elevation is only twenty-two feet.
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Japan: Avoiding Tough Choices
In a Taiwan crisis, resupply from Japan might not work. Despite solid infrastructure
supporting fifty-two thousand American uniformed personnel stationed at 158 sites in
Japan and a wide variety of joint military exercises, actual combat scenarios raise issues
of concern.88 The U.S.-Japan alliance, despite its strengths, has limitations. A variety of
causes, including the stoning of the Japanese consulate in Shanghai by Chinese protest-
ers in April 2005, ongoing territorial disputes with China, and growing concerns about
China’s military89 and economic rise—particularly in the maritime dimension90—have
fueled recent increases in Japanese nationalism. Japan remains in a difficult position
and wants to avoid making controversial decisions. It will honor its commitments to
assist American forces under the U.S.-Japan Security Treaty—including $4.4 billion in
annual cost sharing;91 nonetheless, it would doubtless prefer not to become directly in-
volved in a Taiwan crisis. Japan fears Chinese economic sanctions and, in an extreme
case, military retaliation.
Japanese constitutional issues (and the resulting political debate) might prevent any
support, even air refueling or other forms of combat support from Kadena Air Force
Base.92 Although U.S. ships would not be constrained by such problems, the overall sit-
uation could become needlessly complicated. Defensive capability remains a gray area
of the Japanese constitution and subject to interpretation. Even preparations for the
adoption of theater missile defenses against the growing North Korean threat might re-
quire extensive constitutional revision.93
An issue of special sensitivity for Japan is the stationing of U.S. nuclear-powered air-
craft carriers at Yokosuka, already home to fourteen thousand American personnel and
eighteen ships.94 The USS Kitty Hawk (CV 63) and John F. Kennedy (CV 67) are slated
for decommissioning by 2008, leaving the United States with only nuclear-powered
carriers. During IRAQI FREEDOM the Kitty Hawk battle group deployed to the Persian
Gulf. The nuclear-powered Carl Vinson assumed responsibility for the Korean theater
and made several port calls at Yokosuka. Tokyo has officially agreed to accept a home-
ported U.S. nuclear carrier in 2008.95 Given historical sensitivities, however, anti-nuclear
opposition could develop political traction, making a strong fallback option in Guam
all the more attractive.
There are no significant American naval assets in Okinawa, and there is no possibility of
any. For its eighteen thousand Marines, Okinawa is geographically and topographically
constrained; the island lacks live-fire artillery ranges and has no areas for tank-infantry,
close air support, or battalion or regimental training. The Sakishima Islands (the
southernmost islands of the Ryukyu group) are geographically attractive but politically
problematic. An American presence there would be particularly provocative for China,
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given the extremely close proximity to Taiwan. Okinawans are already upset with exist-
ing U.S. bases; if not for the pressure from Tokyo, local residents would have rejected
them long ago. American deployment to Okinawa is also subject to the same domestic
political problems as are other parts of Japan. The bottom line is that there is a danger
that American regional capabilities could become excessively linked to Japanese poli-
tics. Indeed, perhaps as part of a larger American effort to relieve political pressure on
the U.S.-Japan alliance, Guam is already scheduled to receive seven thousand Marines
slated to be moved from Okinawa;96 it is also to receive the headquarters of III Marine
Expeditionary Force.97
South Korea: Developing Domestic Dissent
Basing in Korea has many significant disadvantages. First, the Korean Peninsula is highly
unstable because of uncertainty over the future of North Korea and its nuclear weapons
program. Second, South Korea has growing economic interdependence with China,
giving Beijing leverage. China also has great control over Pyongyang’s future and thus
generally serves as a “power broker” on the peninsula.98 Given the magnitude of both
Pyongyang’s threat and Beijing’s leverage, Seoul may be resistant to using South Korea–
based assets for extra-peninsular missions.99 The U.S. Navy’s Korea-based assets number
only 293 sailors and fifty-two Marines; they include no dedicated seagoing forces at all.100
Moreover, anti-American demonstrations in South Korea over the past few years and
increasing anti-American sentiment across East Asia suggest that the United States may
not forever enjoy basing rights in South Korea or even in Japan. Secretary of Defense
Donald Rumsfeld suggested in testimony to the Senate Armed Services Committee in
February 2003 that U.S. troops in South Korea might be better “oriented toward an air
hub and sea hub.”101 Under the Land Partnership Plan, which is to cost Seoul $5.4 bil-
lion and Washington $2.6 billion, U.S. “forces will relocate away from the increasing
congestion . . . of the greater Seoul area and will be consolidated into two major hubs
in the central and southern sections of the country.”102 This is in addition to Seoul’s
$843 million cost-sharing contribution.103
These measures will bring U.S. troops out of the range of North Korean artillery and
reduce the societal impact of America’s presence in South Korea.104 The sooner the
American military restructures its force deployment footprint in East Asia to address
host-country realities and emerging security threats, the more effectively it will be able
to maintain a strong and stable presence in this vital but volatile region.
Go West—to Guam
All along the Pacific Rim, political and military forces combine to challenge American
influence, and the future looks only worse. If America does not better prepare to face
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the challenges ahead, an inappropriate force posture—or worse, an inadequate deploy-
ment of assets to East Asia—will reduce both its leverage in peacetime and its flexibility
in crisis. An effective response will require political and geographical diversification of
the U.S. naval presence in the region, with a chain of overlapping bases and access
rights. The linchpin can be a strengthened base in Guam. American naval planners rec-
ognize the need to move resources westward to Guam as a first step in a long-term ef-
fort to pursue American interests in the region in a flexible way. Such investment
should continue, strengthening the sovereign anchor of the American presence in East
Asia. As yet, Guam remains a small base, in need of both capital investment and height-
ened respect from planners. Improving Guam’s infrastructure is a necessary first step
toward correcting these deficiencies.
At its core, the George W. Bush administration’s national security strategy calls for de-
cisive—and if necessary, preemptive—action to protect primary U.S. interests. Existing
political and geographical problems with current Pacific basing options cast doubt on
the nation’s ability to conduct such actions in times of crisis. In Operation IRAQI FREE-
DOM, regional military cooperation was difficult to obtain (even through coercion), a
fact that starkly reminds American policy makers of the need for diplomatic and mili-
tary flexibility. Washington therefore must be ready to act, as a last resort, with a small
coalition of partners, or even alone. To retain freedom of action in East Asia, American
planners would do well to establish a presence for strike and deterrence not wholly de-
pendent on outside support.
Current basing arrangements and operating patterns in the Pacific Fleet seem to reflect
excessive optimism about getting “more from less.” They strain U.S.-based naval assets,
slow response time to the region, and rely too heavily on access rights that could evap-
orate during a crisis. Such problems are hardly unique to East Asia; American forces
everywhere are stretched thin. But it would be a mistake to underestimate the growing
need for increased presence in-theater or to keep extracting more from a burdened Pa-
cific Fleet. Policy makers rightly conceptualize U.S. force posture in East Asia as a chain
of overlapping bases and access rights. Fortunately, American planners have already
committed to reducing long-term dependence on these foreign bases through a signifi-
cant expansion of Guam’s facilities.
Along with cosmetic and structural improvements on Guam, America needs to expand
its portfolio of military assets in East Asia. U.S. force posture should reflect not only a
capability to respond without delay to problems in the Korean Peninsula, the Taiwan
Strait, and critical sea-lanes in Southeast Asia but also to check the scourge of terror-
ism and the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction. These distinct but related
tasks require a layered military strategy. In the event of a crisis on the Korean
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Peninsula, for instance, such a strategy would involve the use of bases in Korea as the
front line, bases in Japan as the ready reserve, and a base in Guam as the deep reserve.
In a region where basing options are hamstrung by domestic politics, America needs
access if it is to have influence. Operational readiness without support structures can-
not be long maintained. But access to the Asia-Pacific theater is not enough. America
needs a reliable center of operations, including supply, repair, logistics, and training, to
“walk on stage” prepared to act. Deteriorating port facilities and infrastructure in
Guam need to be expanded and updated. The recent assignment of three Los Angeles–
class attack submarines on the island is a good first step. Increasing power projection
into East Asia, however, will require that the U.S. Navy continue to “move west,” shift-
ing operational and support assets from San Diego and Pearl Harbor closer to their
main area of operations, to an available site—such as Guam.
There are no new islands or new access points in East Asia;105 therefore, the United States
must use existing access points and bases. Building up the American presence on Guam is
the single most important step that can be taken to effect this crucial transition. To maxi-
mize its ability to deter hostility, gather information, and overcome aggression, the Navy
should continue to develop Guam as a forward base. A diversified and expanded American
military presence on Guam will offer maximum flexibility in times of crisis and will help
ensure that such future scenarios as the rise of a belligerent China, a change in Japanese for-
eign policy, or a reunification of the Koreas do not create a missing or weak link in the
chain of American capabilities. Moving assets westward across the Pacific and maintaining
a flexible and growing constellation of facilities and access rights in East Asia would keep
that chain strong; anchoring the chain on Guam would render even the most determined
enemies unable able to dislodge it.
Clearly, America’s national interests call for maintaining a strong East Asian presence.
Both current conditions and emerging long-term trends underscore the importance of
building up Guam as a sovereign forward base to ensure American regional influence.
But this significant strategic move merits careful consideration. It has already triggered
significant scrutiny by China. One-fifth of the U.S. attack submarine fleet may soon be
stationed at Guam. What level of forces on Guam would represent an over-concentration
of assets?106 How defensible is Guam from surprise attack? How easy, for instance, would
it be for China to launch a surprise attack with cruise missiles several years from now?
Could Chinese submarines hide in the waters around Guam? Will the United States sta-
tion P-3 aircraft in Guam to protect submarines? Given their responsibility to prepare for
worst-case contingencies, American defense planners must address these and other
equally challenging questions.
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On Sea Basing
ROBERT O. WORK
The Impetus for Sea Basing
A Return to an Expeditionary Posture
The abrupt end to the Cold War, marked by the maintenance of powerful U.S. forward
garrisons along the frontiers of the Soviet empire, took American defense planners by
surprise. Even in 1989, after the dismantling of the Berlin Wall and the ensuing turmoil
in Eastern Europe, the Joint Chiefs of Staff still believed the Soviet Union would remain
the most serious threat to the United States through the 1990s.1 As is typical of all tran-
sitions from one strategic era to the next, the period leading up to the final implosion
of the Soviet Union in 1991, and just after, was one of enormous strategic uncertainty.
One thing was certain, however—that the need to maintain strong U.S. garrisons
overseas would diminish over time. Some of the forces assigned to these garrisons
would be relocated to the continental United States (CONUS); others would be de-
mobilized altogether. The pace and scope of the drawdown would be determined less
by existing threats than by the need to reassure allies that America would not retreat
from world affairs.
Sixteen years into this new strategic era, the drawdown of forces stationed overseas
continues, and the U.S. global posture is increasingly settled. The broad outlines of this
posture should be quite familiar. Just as in the period from roughly 1890 until the end
of World War II—a period I will refer to as the “Expeditionary Era”—the primary base
and jumping-off point for most overseas U.S. expeditions will be the continental
United States. CONUS-based forces will be augmented by rotational, forward-based
forces, but for major power-projection operations most U.S. forces will originate from
American soil. These expeditions will continue to be supported by the residual Cold
War basing infrastructure. However, these bases will increasingly represent “coaling
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U.S. expeditionary operations have occurred with steady frequency since the end of the
Cold War. Freed from the requirement to be immediately ready for full-scale war
against the Soviet Union, American leaders have employed the military for a variety of
tasks, and operational tempo for all of the armed forces has climbed dramatically. In
just sixteen years the United States has fought two major wars; conducted armed inter-
ventions in Panama, Somalia, Bosnia, Kosovo, and Afghanistan; and committed armed
forces in a variety of other places and circumstances. During this period the term “ex-
peditionary” gradually infused the lexicon of all the services, much to the chagrin of
the Marine Corps, which felt it had cornered the (expeditionary) market during the
Cold War.
Whether or not this high pace of military activity diminishes over time, as it did in the
third and fourth decades of the Expeditionary Era, this new national security era shares
several striking similarities with that earlier era. As it did then, the focus of U.S. defense
strategists and military planners is gradually shifting away from Europe and toward
Asia, albeit with a wider aperture. Today’s national security focus is on the Greater
Asian littoral, which extends from the Persian Gulf (Southwest Asia) to North Korea
(Northeast Asia)—an area now often referred to as the “arc of instability.”
The emerging American overseas basing network is eerily similar to that of the Expedi-
tionary Era: Hawaii, Alaska, Midway and Wake islands, and Guam continue to play ei-
ther major or supporting roles. The United States no longer has the sovereign hub it
had in the Philippines, but it does have strong bilateral security treaties with Japan and
South Korea that give it similar access to major sea, air, and ground facilities in the
western Pacific. Although it no longer bases troops in Australia, the United States has
ready access to that nation’s superb ports, logistics support facilities, and training
ranges. The two key additions to the U.S. naval overseas basing structure along the
Asian littoral are the Fifth Fleet support facilities in Bahrain and on the island of Diego
Garcia in the Indian Ocean.
Just as defense planners worried incessantly about the loss of forward Pacific bases in
the Expeditionary Era, defense planners are increasingly worried about maintaining fu-
ture forward base access when and where it is needed . This problem was first raised in
a serious way by the 1997 National Defense Panel (NDP), an independent body tasked
by Congress to critique the 1997 Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR) and to provide
an alternative strategic review. The panel warned that future access to forward bases
would be less assured over time, for two key reasons. First, absent a compelling, unify-
ing threat like the expansionist Soviet empire, political access would have to be negoti-
ated on a case basis and could not be counted upon. Depending on the circumstances,
even reliable allies might balk at the prospect of U.S. forces mounting combat
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operations from their soil in a crisis. Second, the vulnerability of fixed forward bases to
ballistic and cruise missiles, possibly armed with weapons of mass destruction (WMD),
would likely increase over time. At best, then, the NDP warned, U.S. forces operating
from forward bases could be subject to preemptive or incessant attack by guided weapons
or WMD. At worst, the United States might lose access to forward land bases altogether.2
Juxtaposed against the similarities between the current national security policy era and the
first Expeditionary Era are several striking differences The most evident is that unlike dur-
ing that earlier period, the United States is now the sole global “superpower.” Accordingly,
and despite the implosion of the Soviet Union, American global responsibilities continue to
require substantial military capability. The standing “peacetime” U.S. armed forces are thus
larger and far more capable than those maintained in the Expeditionary Era.
A second difference is that the current U.S. Navy is the most capable naval power in the
world—by a wide margin. It is sufficient to say here that the Navy now enjoys uncon-
tested command of the high seas; it no longer needs to concern itself about fighting its
way across any ocean, as it did throughout the Expeditionary Era.
A third difference is that the U.S. military now consists exclusively of volunteers, cou-
pled with the fact that the costs of continuing that force continue to increase. Growing
manpower costs now influence how the force is used, designed, and structured in ways
unimaginable during the Expeditionary Era, when peacetime forces were small and
poorly paid and the majority of wartime troops were conscripts.
As just one example of how the volunteer force has changed U.S. force management, all
the services have been obliged to make concerted attempts to keep the tremendous
stresses created by the high operational tempo of the past sixteen years from impacting
force retention. In this regard, all the services either have developed or are developing
unit rotational bases to help manage the amount of time servicemen and women spend
overseas. The Department of the Navy (DoN) rotational deployment model developed
during the Cold War continued to work well with little modification for the Navy and
the Marines after that competition was over. However, the Air Force and Army, both of
which had adopted garrison deployment and reinforcement models during the Cold
War, took some time to find approaches that worked in the new environment. For its
part, the Air Force adopted in the middle to late 1990s a variation of the DoN model
for its Aerospace Expeditionary Force (AEF) concept. The Air Force organized ten
AEFs, of which two are always ready for immediate deployment at any time.3 As for the
Army, it took the stresses of the “global war on terrorism” to spur an ongoing transition
to a modular brigade reorganization, which will result in a rotational base comprising
forty-three active brigades and thirty-four National Guard brigades and capable of main-
taining twenty brigades forward at any one time.
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A fourth key difference between the current strategic era and the Expeditionary Era is
that in the earlier period warfighting strategies centered on dominant industrial capac-
ity and the massing of firepower and forces. In contrast, current warfighting concepts
revolve much more around distributed operations, “information superiority,” and the
discrete, precise application of firepower, forces, and effects. There are many reasons
for this, but perhaps none is as important as the maturation of guided weapons and
munitions and of their associated planning and targeting networks.
A key characteristic of all guided weapons is accuracy independent of range. This
characteristic turned weapons that mostly missed into weapons that mostly hit,
with consistently impressive combat results. The first guided weapon—an air-
dropped acoustical homing torpedo—was employed in combat in March 1943.
Over the next four decades, guided weapons were introduced into more and more
tactical operating regimes: surface-to-air, air-to-air, antisubmarine, antisurface, an-
titank, and air-to-ground warfare. Generally, whenever guided weapons were pur-
sued or introduced, planning and targeting networks followed, as manifested by
the rise of continental air defense networks, integrated air defense networks, and
air battle management networks.
By the early 1980s, Soviet military theorists had concluded that the combination of
these networks into coherent “reconnaissance strike complexes” would spark a military
technical revolution. The impressive American victory in Operation DESERT STORM
appeared to confirm this conclusion, despite the relatively small number of guided
weapons employed. After the war, many American military officers began to speak of a
broader “revolution in military affairs” (RMA) based on better guided weapons, sen-
sors, and information, and improved networking of forces.4
Of course, the uniquely American RMA was not due solely to improved guided weap-
ons and networks. Equally important were the improved quality of the men and
women in the U.S. all-volunteer armed forces and the revolution in joint military af-
fairs sparked by the Goldwater-Nichols Act. The rise of “jointness” has had a profound
effect on U.S. military operations, in that it has greatly lessened the power and inde-
pendence of the individual services and spurred increasingly effective joint battlefield
cooperation and collaboration.
The major-combat phase of Operation IRAQI FREEDOM (OIF) came as close as any op-
eration to date to achieving the visions associated with Soviet military theorists of the
Cold War, the Goldwater-Nichols Act, and post–DESERT STORM American military
thinking. In OIF the U.S. armed forces moved over a quarter of a million men and
women and their equipment from bases in the continental United States and from re-
sidual Cold War bases and prepared a major invasion, all in less than six months. Once
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the invasion began, thoroughly linked U.S. air, ground, sea, space, “cyberspace,” and
special operations forces operated in relatively smooth, synchronized fashion, and their
actions were thoroughly integrated in a fast-moving, hard-hitting, multidimensional
campaign built around massed guided-weapons fire and opportunistic maneuver.
Indeed, OIF suggests the basic warfighting model for U.S. expeditionary operations in
the current strategic environment, as well as the powerful positive influence that im-
proved jointness has had, and will continue to have, on American combat performance.
Together with the “new” expeditionary posture now adopted by the U.S. military, these
concepts provide an apt label for the new post–Cold War strategic period—“the Joint
Expeditionary Era.”
Initial Naval Course Changes during the Joint Expeditionary Era
The shift to the Joint Expeditionary Era had a profound impact on the thinking of all
American strategists and planners, including those in the Navy. With the collapse of the
Soviet Union and its powerful navy, there was no longer any credible threat to U.S.
maritime dominance. When combined with radical improvements in combat efficiency
facilitated by the growing maturity of guided weapons and distributed, joint operations,
this circumstance spurred DoN planners to shift their attention from open-ocean sea
control operations toward power-projection operations designed to influence decisively
events ashore.
Less than a year after the Soviet Union ceased to exist, DoN strategists were thinking
seriously about how the Navy needed to be resized and reshaped in response to the new
national security era, as indicated in the 1992 DoN vision document . . . From the Sea:
Our ability to command the seas in areas where we anticipate future operations allows us to resize our
naval forces and to concentrate more on capabilities required in the complex operating environment
of the “littoral” or coastlines of the earth. . . . As a result, our national maritime policies can afford to
deemphasize efforts in some naval warfare areas. But the challenge is much more complex than simply
reducing our present naval forces. We must structure a fundamentally different naval force to respond to
strategic demands, and that new force must be sufficiently flexible and powerful to satisfy enduring na-
tional security requirements.5
In other words, DoN strategists anticipated that the locale for the future naval compe-
tition would shift from the high seas into the world’s littorals.6 From this new operating
environment, the Navy needed to be resized and reshaped for a new mission—deliver-
ing joint goods and services ashore.7
The initial DoN moves to resize and reshape the fleet satisfied almost no one. Even
among proponents of the Navy, some fretted about the extent of the fleet’s inevitable
post–Cold War demobilization. Between 30 September 1989 and 30 September 1997,
the Navy fell from 592 to 365 ships, with additional cuts planned.8 That year the QDR
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set the post–Cold War “floor” at approximately 305 ships. This reduction represented a
hefty 48 percent shrinkage in less than a decade.9 These observers considered the dis-
mantling of the Cold War “six-hundred-ship Navy” a mistake of monumental propor-
tions, and they constantly disparaged the size of the Joint Expeditionary Era fleet in
comparison to that of the Cold War.
Meanwhile, other critics, outside the service, charged that this smaller Navy was not the
“fundamentally different naval force” promised by DoN leaders. They pointed out that
the QDR target fleet—twelve aircraft carriers, fifty nuclear-powered attack submarines,
and 116 surface combatants—was merely a shrunken version of the Cold War force,
which, they argued, would be unsuited to the demands of the new national-security
era.10 Consistent with this line of thinking, some critics argued for a dramatic reduc-
tion in the size of the carrier fleet, others for a far larger submarine fleet, still others for
a fleet made up of small, fast combatants. Underlying all these proposals was a belief
that the Navy was in danger of becoming a relic of the Cold War.
Despite criticisms both inside and outside the service, one thing stayed constant
throughout the initial decade and a half of the fleet’s post–Cold War reshaping and
resizing—the U.S. Navy remained the world’s most powerful naval force in the world
by a wide, and steadily growing, margin. Though it is smaller than the Cold War fleet
in numbers, the U.S. fleet’s current capabilities are unmatched. Moreover, comparing
the fleet’s current and previous sizes provides no indication of the Navy’s current dom-
inating position in the global naval competition. The U.S. Navy operates a war fleet
that displaces some 2.85 million tons; the entire rest of the world operates a combined
war fleet of 3.03 million tons. Only seventeen nations operate fleets with aggregate dis-
placements greater than fifty thousand tons, and fifteen of these are friends, allies, or
strategic partners of the United States. The contemporary U.S. battle fleet is a force
without equal, and it enjoys a competitive advantage in combat capabilities perhaps
unparalleled in naval history.11
The charge that today’s Navy is just a smaller version of the Cold War force is also
questionable. Although contemporary fleet platforms may look familiar, they have
been substantially modified, the better to exploit guided weapons and to share data and
information with other fleet units and joint forces. For example, as both the number of
carrier aircraft capable of dropping guided munitions and the quantity of these muni-
tions in shipboard magazines increased, carriers have gained vastly more powerful ca-
pabilities. Moreover, by virtue of substantial improvements to their information and
planning systems, carrier air wings can now be seamlessly integrated in joint air
campaigns. Similarly, the rapid and extensive introduction of vertical-launch mis-
sile systems in American surface combatants and submarines during the 1990s has
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transformed the fleet into a large, operationally mobile missile battery capable of
projecting enormous firepower in support of joint forces. If today’s fleet looks gener-
ally the same as the Cold War fleet, it is in fact a far different and more capable one.
Beat to Quarters: Preparing for Future Naval Challenges
Despite the logic of the initial course changes made by DoN planners during the first
decade after the Cold War, and despite the commanding position now enjoyed by the
U.S. Navy, it is fair to say that further alterations to the fleet’s course and speed will be
necessary. The character and demands of the emerging Joint Expeditionary Era are far
clearer than were the challenges of the early 1990s. For example, it seems increasingly
apparent that dominating scale and capabilities in the guided weapons warfare regime
have given the Navy and the other U.S. armed services an excess capacity over that
needed to deal with “traditional” military challengers.12 At the same time, it also is in-
creasingly apparent that the Navy lacks the full range of capabilities needed to cope
with three new “nontraditional” challenges that are emerging as natural responses to
the crushing American advantage in guided weapons warfare, multidimensional plan-
ning. and targeting networks.
One observed response to American dominance in high-technology force-on-force
warfare has been attempts to avoid it. As demonstrated in operations in Afghanistan
and Iraq, many future challengers—especially nonstate actors—will elect not to mass
and directly challenge the U.S. military. Instead, they will opt to wage irregular warfare,
to employ terrorism, guerrilla tactics, and other means of indirect combat. These chal-
lengers will often fight in small, cell-based tactical organizations, favor close-in ambush
tactics, and conduct operations that aim to inflict “death from a thousand cuts.” The
goal of these “irregular challengers” will be to frustrate the superior firepower of the
U.S. military, cause the United States a steady level of pain, and simply survive long
enough to exhaust American staying power.13
A second observed response to American conventional military dominance has been
attempts to outflank it by seeking weapons of mass destruction, particularly nuclear
weapons. Possessing an ability to inflict “catastrophic” damage on U.S. interests is seen
by some governments, especially autocratic regimes like North Korea and Iran, as the
only way to deter U.S. attacks—and, in the event of a confrontation, to overcome the
huge American lead in conventional guided weapons. Similarly, nonstate actors see nu-
clear weapons as a means to attack U.S. territory, forces, and interests directly. As a result,
protecting the homeland from catastrophic attacks and conducting power-projection op-
erations under threat of nuclear attack will be key requirements during the Joint Expe-
ditionary Era.14
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A third likely response by future “near-peer competitors” will be to try to leap over U.S.
conventional dominance with a combination of “disruptive” strategies and technolo-
gies.15 The development of asymmetric, multidimensional battle networks as powerful
as our own or of high-end counter-network weapons might represent one type of dis-
ruptive challenge.16 Other types might be new forms of robotic warfare, space warfare,
or low-cost, long-range, weapons that make extended-range barrage attacks against
U.S. forces feasible.17 New types of information warfare, biological warfare (“bio-war”),
war using nanotechnology (“nano-war”), and the introduction of directed-energy
weapons (DEW) might also qualify as serious disruptive challenges. Any of these possi-
bilities would create a very different warfighting regime, one in which the United States
might no longer have a clear advantage.
None of these three emerging challenges would necessarily entail a broader naval com-
petition on the open ocean. Therefore, a continued driving impetus for further change
will be the requirement to meet these challenges in the shallow and constricted waters
along the world’s littorals. Indeed, given its total command of the high seas, for the
next several decades the Navy’s value will be defined primarily by the degree to which it
can contribute to joint campaign objectives after an uncontested transoceanic voyage.
In other words, the Navy’s value will primarily depend on the ease with which it can
operate “right up to within a few miles of the enemy’s shores.”18
Said another way, the speed with which U.S. naval power can be brought to bear will be
determined largely by its degree of littoral access.19 Littoral maritime access can be de-
scribed by one of four general conditions:
• Unimpeded access, in which the enemy has no credible naval forces or land-based
defenses that threaten the advance of naval forces into littoral waters. Under these
conditions, the Navy can immediately establish itself adjacent to the coast and
provide appropriate support to joint expeditionary forces operating ashore. While
U.S. naval forces might be subject to irregular surprise attacks, these attacks likely
would have little impact on American strategic operations.
• Guarded access, referring to conditions in which the enemy has a coast guard or an
irregular navy whose primary function is to guard maritime approaches and warn
of an impending attack from the sea. In these circumstances, although the enemy
might be able to subject U.S. naval forces to minor attacks or perhaps threaten them
with mines, it would not be able to deny them freedom of action.
• Defended access, where the enemy can mount multidimensional attacks against
naval forces, has maritime defensive capabilities credible enough to deter
intervention, or is able to prevent American freedom of action in regional waters.
Only U.S. assets designed to penetrate a defended battle space would initially
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venture into the waters immediately adjacent to the enemy’s coast. The bulk of the
force would remain farther out to sea until defenses were reduced; only then would
it move closer to the shore.
• Contested access, the most severe condition, is a situation in which the enemy has a
robust, redundant, and survivable naval anti-access/area-denial (A2/AD) network
capable of conducting long-range, over-the-horizon sensing and of controlling
intense and sustained multidimensional guided-weapon attacks to the limits of its
sensor range. Here, U.S. maritime access would be seriously contested; extensive
counter-A2/AD operations would be required to mitigate the threat. While these
operations were going on, the bulk of the naval force would need to remain in a
high-seas sanctuary.20
The number of nations capable of mounting a serious defense of their maritime ap-
proaches or contesting American littoral maritime supremacy is today declining rather
than increasing.21 Naval analyst Norman Freidman concludes from a review of world-
wide defense expenditures that there is no compelling evidence to suggest that high-
end maritime defenses or A2/AD networks are now being broadly pursued. Given the
increasing costs and difficulty in employing sophisticated weapons in a way that would
seriously contest the Navy’s ability to establish itself in regional waters, uncontested
and guarded access are the most common conditions. The bottom line, then, is that for
the foreseeable future few countries will be able to deter an advancing U.S. naval battle
force, and fewer still will be capable of seriously contesting its operations in close-in
littoral seas.
A key unknown is how soon this favorable condition will change, and how. A second
key unknown is how the three aforementioned operational challenges will begin to
manifest themselves in the Joint Expeditionary Era. What is known, however—and
what will remain constant—is that in an era of sustained, high-tempo expeditionary
operations and of uncertain forward base access, exploiting the littoral seas as a joint
base of operations in support of U.S. campaigns and objectives will be a key, enduring
requirement. The various degrees of littoral maritime access will simply dictate the ini-
tial extent of U.S. naval freedom of action and the speed with which naval expedition-
ary forces will be able to exploit the sea as a base of operations.
This explains the central position senior DoN leaders now place on the importance of
“sea basing.” As Vice Admiral Charles W. Moore, Jr., USN, and Lieutenant General Ed-
ward Hanlon, Jr., USMC, explained in 2003:
Sea basing is the core of “Sea Power 21.” It is about placing at sea—to an extent greater than ever be-
fore—capabilities critical to joint and coalition operational success: offensive and defensive firepower,
maneuver forces, command and control, and logistics. By doing so, it minimizes the need to build up
forces and supplies ashore, reduces their vulnerability, and enhances operational mobility.22
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In championing this line of thinking, Admiral Vern Clark made clear the impact he ex-
pected the new emphasis on sea basing to have when he wrote in 2002, as Chief of Na-
val Operations (CNO):
Beyond its operational impact, the Sea Basing concept provides a valuable tool for prioritizing naval
programs. Sea-Based forces enjoy advantages of security, immediate employability, and operational
independence. All naval programs should foster these attributes to the greatest extent feasible. This
means transforming shore-based capabilities to sea-based systems whenever practical, and improving
the reach, persistence, and sustainability of systems that are already afloat.23
Back to the Future
One might think, given the emphasis now placed on “sea basing” in the DoN’s plans
and preparations, that the idea represents some dramatically new, “transformational”
naval capability. However, the idea of using “floating bases” for transoceanic power-
projection is well over a century old. As early as 1901, Marine planners envisioned the
need for basing “offensive and defensive firepower, maneuver forces, command and
control, and logistics” at sea.24
These early ideas—tied to seizing advanced bases for the purposes of establishing sea
control in forward theaters—started to take more definitive shape during the interwar
period. As planners grappled with the problem of how to force a decisive sea battle
with the imperial Japanese fleet, the unstated concept of a sea-based sea-control fleet be-
came an important part of Navy war plans. The armored battle line would be a mobile
naval artillery base, the primary arm for Battle Force offensive action. Newly developed
aircraft carriers would be mobile aviation bases, from which aircraft could scout for the
enemy’s battle line, protect the U.S. battle line from air attack, and conduct inde-
pendent raids. The amphibious assault fleet would form mobile assault bases from which
to attack and seize forward operating bases. Underway replenishment ships would oper-
ate as mobile resupply bases; tenders and other vessels would act as mobile fleet logistics
bases. In practice during World War II this vision proved to be remarkably prescient, ex-
cepting only that the expected roles of the battle line and aircraft carriers were reversed.
These floating bases were originally conceived to support sea control operations, but by
the end of the war, with both the Japanese and German fleets in ruins, naval planners
recognized that the broad oceans had been transformed into an uncontested U.S. joint
operating base, from which naval forces could project joint power and decisively influ-
ence combat operations ashore. Accordingly, by the end of the Second World War the
heart of the U.S. Navy had transformed itself into a sea-based power-projection fleet,
composed of equally capable strike and operational maneuver fleets supported by a mo-
bile and flexible logistics sea base.
The Power-Projection Fleet was designed primarily to support what are now referred
to as “joint forcible-entry operations” (JFEOs) in contested theaters, as well as
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subsequent joint campaigns ashore. Its power was amply demonstrated during the
1945 invasion of Okinawa, the prelude to what would have been the final invasion of
Japan.25 By late 1945, the Sea-Based Power-Projection Fleet was prepared to land 1.3
million men (including six Marine divisions) on mainland Japan and to support them
with thousands of combat aircraft, hundreds of mobile artillery bases (surface combat-
ants), and a vast sea-based logistics support network.
The Power-Projection Fleet was backed up by a huge transoceanic cargo fleet. During
the war the U.S. Maritime Commission built, and the American merchant marine
manned, 5,777 ships, including 2,751 Liberty ships and 531 Victory ships. Together,
they transported 85 percent of all troops, equipment, and cargo hauled overseas during
the war.26 In the Cold War, however, the requirement to project joint combat power
from the sea took a decided turn. With large standing garrisons maintained overseas,
the requirement to project intact, ready-to-fight combat units was replaced by a re-
quirement to deliver garrison reinforcements rapidly through established ports and
airfields. The most efficient way to accomplish this task was a combination of
prepositioned equipment sets and supplies on land and sea; combat aircraft flown di-
rectly to forward main operating bases; troops delivered from the continental United
States by airlift; and additional equipment and supplies delivered from CONUS by
sealift. All of this was facilitated by a robust forward theater logistics infrastructure, in-
cluding numerous ports and airfields.
As a result, as the Cold War progressed the likelihood of forcible-entry operations be-
came ever more remote, and all joint combat forces and operations became more and
more “access dependent.” Over the course of the Cold War, DoN attitudes about the
Power-Projection Fleet gradually changed to adjust to these new strategic conditions.
With little need to seize joint access or to support maneuver from the sea, Navy officers
came to conflate the idea of power projection with strike operations and to view the
sea primarily as a base from which to carry out air and missile attacks against targets at
sea and on shore. By 1964, and especially after the Vietnam War, many Navy officers
viewed the amphibious landing fleet as an expensive legacy of a bygone era.
For the Marines—the nation’s so-called 911 force—the name of the game became be-
ing constantly ready to fight, able to get to a fight as rapidly as possible by whatever
means available. Given that forward access was generally assured, the Marines worried
less about fighting their way into a theater and more about sustaining operations once
there. The sea became more an avenue for global patrolling and transport than a base
from which to fight. The Amphibious Landing Fleet was viewed as a rotational pool for
small, sea-based crisis-response forces. Large-scale, combined-arms fire and maneuver
from the sea became an increasingly lost art.
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The legacy of these Cold War attitudes is reflected in the makeup of today’s Navy. The
Power-Projection Fleet now consists of a sea-based strike fleet that requires no theater
access “permission slips” and a sea-based transport fleet that does. The current Sea-
Based Strike Fleet includes eleven “deployable” aircraft carriers (with an additional car-
rier in long-term overhaul) and seventy-one major surface combatants. Under the new
Fleet Response Plan (FRP), this force can theoretically assemble six aircraft carriers and
thirty or forty surface combatants anywhere in the world within thirty days.27 Once in
position, the carriers’ embarked air wings can provide defensive “fires” for joint forces
at sea and ashore, attacking thousands of aimpoints per day for as long as there is ord-
nance to drop or fire. Carrier aviation would be augmented by the surface combatants,
which would bring to the fight as many as three or four thousand veritcal launch sys-
tem (VLS) cells, filled with a variety of missiles, many devoted to land attack. This
powerful naval force would be defended by a number of submarines, which themselves
could conduct land attack strikes from their covert underwater sanctuaries. The strike
fleet could be sustained at sea indefinitely, with little need for access to forward bases.
In contrast, and as will be discussed in detail in a moment, within the same thirty-day
period, by using maritime prepositioning ships, the contemporary Sea-Based Transport
Fleet could deliver the equipment and thirty days of supplies for three Marine and one
Army combat brigades through deepwater ports or protected anchorages in the theater.
Surge sealift forces could move approximately eleven additional sets of equipment for
Army brigade “units of action” (UAs) through ports or anchorages—provided, once
again, that access to those ports had been secured either politically or militarily. The
preponderance of the personnel required to man this equipment would arrive on com-
mercial air transports, through established foreign-government-controlled airfields.
The Sea-Based Transport Fleet retains a vestigial amphibious lift capability. The current
force of thirty-five amphibious assault ships can lift approximately 2.0 fully constituted
combat brigades with both their personnel and equipment. This is the smallest level of
amphibious lift that the United States has maintained since World War II. Unlike the
fifteen brigade equipment sets outlined above, these brigades require no port or airfield
to facilitate their entry into a theater. They would leave their ships fully ready to fight
their way ashore, if necessary.
The fleet’s supporting Logistics Fleet has also been dramatically reduced since World
War II. Today, underway replenishment capability resides in a small but capable thirty-
three-ship Combat Logistics Force (CLF). Forward theater repair and salvage capability
has been reduced to two submarine tenders, five fleet tugs, and four salvage ships.
Moreover, naval logistics forces are sized to support forward operations of the Sea-
Based Strike Fleet only, not larger joint forces.
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This Sea-Based Transport Fleet, while ideally suited to the strategic conditions of the
Cold War, is woefully inadequate for the emerging conditions and challenges of the Joint
Expeditionary Era. The U.S. military and its allies are fighting a persistent, global irregu-
lar war in which repositioning and support of scarce ground forces is as important as it
was in World War II. They are also faced with the possibility of confronting regional ad-
versaries with nuclear weapons, which may be used to coerce regional neighbors into de-
nying access to U.S. forces and to threaten fixed theater points of entry. Moreover, they
confront the prospect of increasingly powerful littoral defenses or A2/AD networks using
conventional guided weapons, which will require sustained operations from the sea in or-
der to conduct progressive roll-back and theater break-in operations. Finally, the U.S.
military may be tasked to provide logistics support to joint forces operating ashore to a
degree not required since World War II. All of these circumstances call for the recreation
of operationally independent, sea-based fire, maneuver, and logistics forces.
It would thus be most accurate to say that “sea basing” is an idea whose time has come
again. With deference to Admiral Clark, it hardly seems likely that the future Navy will
support joint combat power from the sea “to a greater extent” than it did during World
War II or Korea. However, it is certainly true that it will need to be able to project and
sustain joint combat power from the sea to a far greater degree than was necessary in
the Cold War. Therefore, the former CNO was exactly right to conclude that thinking
about sea basing and how it should shape the future Navy should be the first priority
for DoN strategists, planners, and fleet platform architects.
As a starting point, the Navy should resurrect the idea of a Sea-Based Power-Projection
Fleet with three distinct components: a Sea-Based Strike Fleet, consisting of aviation
power-projection platforms and VLS-equipped surface combatants and submarines; a
sea-based expeditionary maneuver fleet, designed to exploit the sea as a broad maneuver
space and to mount combined-arms attacks from the sea; and a mobile Logistics Sea
Base, including both combat and mobile logistics forces. While each of these three com-
ponents plays a critical role in the Sea-Based Power-Projection Fleet, the remainder of
this chapter will focus on the future requirements for sea-based expeditionary maneuver.
Said another way, it will concentrate on the steps needed to transform today’s Sea-Based
Transport Fleet into a flexible and effective Sea-Based Expeditionary Maneuver Fleet.
Current Thinking about Sea Basing
Start Point: The Contemporary Sea-Based Transport Fleet
As discussed earlier, the current Sea-Based Transport Fleet is a legacy of the Cold War.
It includes three major components, backed up by a modernized, albeit much smaller,
version of the World War II fleet of transoceanic cargo vessels.
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The transport fleet’s first component is a thirty-six-ship sea-based prepositioning fleet,
optimized for rapid response missions in conditions of assured access, including rapid
reinforcement of forward-based or deployed joint forces.28 This fleet includes:
• The Maritime Prepositioning Force. The MPF consists of sixteen ships organized
into three squadrons. Each squadron is preloaded with the equipment, supplies,
ammunition, and fuel to support a single Marine expeditionary brigade (MEB) in
sustained combat for thirty days. With squadrons located in the Mediterranean,
on Diego Garcia, and on Guam, MPF ships are within ten to fourteen days’
steaming time from any accessible port in Europe, the Indian Ocean, or the
western Pacific.29
• The Combat Prepositioning Force. The CPF, known in the Army as Army Prepositioning
Afloat or Army Prepositioned Stock 3 (APS-3), resulted from a 1995 congressionally
mandated Mobility Requirements Study.30 This study recommended that the Army
develop the means to transport a heavy brigade anywhere in the world within fifteen
days. APS-3 is patterned after the MPF program: it consists of ships preloaded with
equipment, supplies, ammunition, and fuel associated with an Army “2 x 2” mechanized
brigade (i.e., a brigade with two armored and two mechanized infantry battalions), an
artillery battalion, an engineer battalion, a combat support battalion, and a theater army
logistics package designed to support heavy Army forces until a theater logistics
infrastructure can be developed. The CPF currently consists of eight large, medium-
speed roll-on/roll-off (RO/RO) ships (LMSRs) and two container ships filled with
ammunition—a total of ten ships.31
• The Logistics Prepositioning Force. The LPF also consists of ten ships. Two are
tankers converted by the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) into offshore petroleum
distribution platforms—sea-based fuel farms. Four carry weapons and supplies to
support U.S. Air Force operations, and one logistics support ship carries Navy
ordnance. All are stationed at Diego Garcia. An additional three ships support the
Marine Corps. Two aviation logistics ships (T-AVBs) each carry an intermediate
maintenance activity (IMA) for a Marine expeditionary brigade’s aviation
squadrons. The ships are berthed on the east and west coasts of the continental
United States. The third ship is a high-speed transport that supports the Marines
based on Okinawa.32
All thirty-six ships in the Maritime Prepositioning Fleet are operated by the Military
Sealift Command (MSC) and are manned by civilian contract mariners.
The second component of the Sea-Based Transport Fleet is the nineteen-ship surge
sealift fleet (SSF), which is optimized for the rapid transoceanic transport of joint
ground combat equipment from CONUS. These ships are operated by the MSC, which
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maintains them in American ports at a high state of readiness (with activation times of
ninety-six hours or less). They are designed to load and transport mechanized and ar-
mored combat units. Eight of the ships are former high-speed merchant ships built in
the early 1970s; although relatively old, they remain the world’s fastest oceangoing
cargo ships, with speeds in excess of thirty knots. Together, these eight fast sealift ships
(FSSs) are capable of lifting nearly all the equipment associated with a legacy Army
mechanized division.33
The remainder of the SSF consists of eleven LMSRs. These eleven ships—along with
eight sisters in the CPF and one in the MPF—are the largest, most capable military
RO/RO ships in the world. They were built on the recommendation of the aforemen-
tioned Mobility Requirements Study. Each ship is capable of lifting over 390,000 square
feet of vehicles and cargo at speeds of twenty-four or twenty-five knots. Their large ca-
pacity allows them to carry every vehicle in the joint force, as well as an armored bat-
talion task force that is approximately 75 percent the size of a new Army brigade-sized
UA. It would require between thirty-eight and fifty-two C-17 transport sorties to carry
a similar load.34
The ships assigned to the Prepositioning and Surge Sealift fleets all require a deepwater
port or anchorage to discharge their cargos. They are optimized for pierside unloading,
using their roll-on/roll-off ramps; however, they all have cranes and can off-load their
cargos “in stream”—up to four miles from the shore—albeit at much slower rates than
is possible pierside.35 The personnel associated with the equipment carried by the MPF,
CPF, and Surge Sealift Fleet are flown to a nearby airfield to marry up with the equip-
ment and prepare for combat in a procedure known as “reception, staging, onward
movement, and integration” (RSOI). This process can take a week or longer. In other
words, the forces associated with these ships are not ready to fight when delivered to a
distant theater. 36
The Sea-Based Transport Fleet’s final component, the vestigial remnants of the large
World War II Amphibious Landing Fleet, are designed to carry intact combat units—
including their personnel, equipment, and cargo—and land them ashore in a ready-to-
fight condition. The fleet consists of thirty-five active Navy amphibious ships. These
ships were all developed during the Cold War and are capable of sustained speeds of
between twenty and twenty-two knots. They include:
• Twelve “big deck” amphibious assault ships. These ships are the largest (forty
thousand tons full-load displacement) and most capable amphibious warships ever
built. They have large well decks and expansive aviation facilities, and they can carry
up to 1,700 Marines and a considerable amount of landing force equipment. Five of
the ships are aging Tarawa-class LHAs, commissioned between 1976 and 1980.
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Seven belong to the newer Wasp class of LHDs, commissioned since 1989. An eighth
LHD will be commissioned in 2007 to replace the oldest of the LHAs, maintaining
the big-deck amphibious force—at least in the near term—at twelve ships. The
remaining LHAs are to be replaced by new big-deck “LHA replacements,” or LHARs.37
• Twelve relatively young dock landing ships, or LSDs. The first LSDs were developed
during World War II and were among the most innovative amphibious ships of that
war. They introduced the floodable well deck, from which a number of landing craft
can be preloaded, stored, transported, launched, and recovered. Today, the eight
ships of the LSD 41 class and the four ships of the LSD 49 class are the primary
carriers of the high-speed “landing craft air-cushion” (LCAC), which delivers heavy
Marine equipment from ship to shore. All twelve LSDs were commissioned after
1985. The ships were not then expected to be replaced until the late 2020s; however,
because they were not well maintained in the 1990s, they are in poor shape for their
age today and are increasingly expensive to operate.38
• Eleven aging Austin-class landing platform docks, or LPDs. The LPD is a further
development of the original LSD concept, in effect trading well-deck space for
improved helicopter support facilities. These eleven ships are the oldest in the
amphibious landing fleet, having been commissioned between 1965 and 1971. They
are to be replaced by the new San Antonio (LPD 17) class.39
During the Cold War, the U.S. Navy regularly deployed forces to maintain mobile “na-
val garrisons” along the periphery of Europe and Asia. Three-to-five-ship amphibious
ready groups (ARGs) routinely each carried a Marine Corps battalion landing team
(BLT) on a six-month patrol. Over time, the standard amphibious patrolling unit be-
came a three-ship ARG consisting of one big-deck LHA or LHD, one LPD, and one
LSD. The ARGs carried a Marine expeditionary unit (special operations capable, or
MEU[SOC]), consisting of an infantry battalion, a composite air group with helicop-
ters and later vertical/short takeoff and landing (V/STOL) jets, a logistics group, and
other attachments. During the Cold War, with no need to worry about a requirement
to seize forward access, supporting rotational patrols of ARG/MEU(SOC)s became the
most important task of the Amphibious Landing Fleet.
A major post–Cold War development was the partial integration of the amphibious
fleet into the strike fleet. So-called expeditionary strike groups (ESGs) combined a
three-ship amphibious ready group and its embarked MEU(SOC) with three missile-
equipped surface combatants, a nuclear-powered attack submarine (SSN), and other
forces. The ESGs allowed the Navy to create a more dispersed naval global strike net-
work and provide presence in areas where a carrier strike group (CSG) was either un-
available or inappropriate. Given their balanced strike and maneuver capabilities, the
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twelve ESGs rapidly became the DoN’s preferred quick-response force for the global
war on terrorism.40
For major power-projection operations, the ESGs would combine to form an amphibi-
ous task force. The total lift requirement for an amphibious task force is expressed in
terms of five lift-related “fingerprints”: number of troops carried; vehicle storage area,
expressed in thousands of square feet (“vehicle square”); cargo stowage area, expressed
in thousands of cubic feet (“cargo cube”); number of aircraft parking and operating
spots, expressed in CH-46 helicopter parking spot equivalents (“deck spots”); and the
number of LCACs carried.41 Today, the combined thirty-five-ship Amphibious Landing
Fleet can carry 3.0 Marine expeditionary brigade equivalents with respect to cargo
cube, helicopter deck spots, and LCACs; 2.5 MEB equivalents in troops carried; but
only 1.9 MEB equivalents in vehicle square. As the force lift is limited by the smallest of
these five fingerprints, the Amphibious Landing Fleet can technically carry only 1.9
MEB equivalents.42
The combined ninety-ship Sea-Based Transport Fleet (thirty-six prepositioning ships,
nineteen surge sealift ships, and thirty-five amphibious ships) is backed up by a fifty-
eight-ship ready reserve fleet. The RRF, the modern version of the World War II fleet of
transoceanic cargo vessels, is maintained and operated by the MSC and optimized to pro-
vide sustained logistical support for U.S. expeditionary operations. RRF ships are main-
tained in a reduced operating status in American ports; they can be activated in four, five,
ten, or twenty days. The RRF includes government-owned tankers, auxiliary crane ships,
roll-on/roll-off ships, and heavy lift ships. Because of their configurations, these ships are
especially suitable for transporting and off-loading bulky, oversized military equipment.43
The RRF provides the essential sustained logistic support for all joint power-projection
operations. For example, between 1 January and 1 May 2003, in support of OIF, the
combined force—augmented by ships from the Prepositioning and Surge Sealift
fleets—delivered 25.9 million square feet of combat cargo, including nearly two hun-
dred thousand pallets of munitions and food, and 261 million gallons of fuel to U.S.
forces in the Persian Gulf.44
A Question of Deployment and Employment
As is readily evident from the foregoing discussion, and consistent with the strate-
gic requirements of the Cold War, the contemporary Sea-Based Transport Fleet is
an “access-sensitive” force optimized for unimpeded and guarded access scenarios but
heavily dependent on the availability of deepwater ports and airfields in forward the-
aters. This is a far cry from World War II, when the operational maneuver fleet was de-
signed primarily for conditions of contested or uncertain access.
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The distinction between the Sea-Based Transport Fleet and a sea-based operational ma-
neuver fleet is best explained by envisioning expeditionary maneuver operations as in-
volving three basic steps: the deployment of combat units, the employment of combat
units, and the sustainment of combat units.45 A force designed for uncertain access con-
siders the first two steps—deployment and employment—as one seamless step, requir-
ing that the units be transported and inserted in ready-to-fight condition. In other
words, the units must be capable of conducting long-range operational maneuver over and
from the sea—transitioning from deployment to direct combat operations with little pause.
In contrast, a force designed primarily for assured access considers the deployment and em-
ployment steps as separate and distinct. This allows units to be broken up and deployed as
separate packets of personnel, equipment, and supplies and then reassembled for employ-
ment in a forward theater. Only after the units are reassembled are they ready for combat.
With this in mind, compare the Sea-Based Operational Maneuver Fleet of World War
II with the contemporary Sea-Based Transport Fleet. By the end of World War II, the
Army had assembled sixty-seven infantry, sixteen armored, two cavalry, and five air-
borne divisions; the Marines had an additional six amphibious assault divisions.46 The
Sea-Based Operational Maneuver Fleet consisted of 2,547 amphibious landing ships of
all types. This was over three times the total number of surface combatants in the 1945
Navy and fully 38 percent of the entire battle force.47 This large fleet could transport
and support the attack from the sea of thirteen full combat divisions, or 14 percent of
the existing ninety-one nonairborne divisions.48 Viewed another way, nearly one-fifth
of the entire U.S. division-based ground force could be projected into a distant theater
without access to forward land bases (thirteen by sea, five by air).
In comparison, the basic ground unit of action today is the brigade. Assuming that the
ongoing modular Army reorganization results in forty-three active and thirty-four re-
serve brigade UAs—six of them airborne—and that the Marines can field a total of
eight active and three reserve regimental combat teams, the current Sea-Based Trans-
port Fleet can lift just less than 2.0 intact brigade equivalents (personnel and equip-
ment) in ready-to-fight condition out of a joint brigade-based ground force structure
of eighty-two nonairborne brigades.49 This represents only 2.4 percent of the entire
force. Moreover, there are only eight forcible-entry brigades (two by amphibious lift,
six by strategic or tactical airlift)—that is, 9 percent of the force. Assuming that a port
or protected anchorage and a nearby airfield are available, the force can quickly trans-
port and deliver another fifteen or so complete brigade sets of equipment—an impres-
sive 18 percent of joint ground-force equipment sets—to a distant theater. The
personnel assigned to the equipment would need to be transported via either strategic
or commercial airlift to the theater, where they would go through the RSOI process be-
fore they could be employed as combat units.
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The shift in emphasis from a sea-based operational maneuver force, focused on power
projection under conditions of contested access, to one focused on the delivery of
troops and equipment under conditions of assured access is apparent. The question for
joint and DoN planners, then, is this: Is the current access-sensitive Sea-Based Trans-
port Force—which was constructed primarily to aid the deployment, not the employ-
ment, of forces—an appropriate one for the Joint Expeditionary Era?
The Road to Sea Basing
As the conditions of the Joint Expeditionary Era became clearer, an ever-increasing
number of analysts and strategists concluded that the answer to the foregoing question
was no. As a consequence, they believed that the DoN needed to reshape its sea-based
maneuver capabilities so as to provide the nation with much greater global freedom of
action. In essence, they argued that future sea-based maneuver forces must be better
able to exploit the sea as maneuver space; be more capable of creating joint access, even
if confronted by a determined adversary; and be better able to support joint power-
projection operations without reliance on land bases.
These arguments struck a chord with Admiral Bill Owens, who as vice chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff could direct the services to respond to them. Indeed, he went even
farther, directing the Joint Staff in 1994 to consider the development of “mobile offshore
bases” (MOBs). As envisioned, these large, modular, ocean megastructures would be de-
ployed to a joint operations area (JOA) to provide aviation, maintenance, supply, logis-
tics, and operational support for U.S. and allied forces. Some concepts envisioned
MOBs as large as a mile long and four hundred feet wide, enabling the takeoff and
landing of C-17 and C-130 transport aircraft and housing complete combat brigades.50
The MOB concept was subject to intense scrutiny by both the Joint Staff and industry
throughout the mid-1990s, but due to technical uncertainties and high costs (up to
eight billion dollars) the MOB was ultimately scuttled.51 However, the mere fact that
the concept received such attention was evidence of the great changes in both the stra-
tegic environment and American strategic thinking. It is important to note, however,
that the MOB was strongly influenced by Cold War thinking that separated the deploy-
ment and employment steps. It envisioned transporting separate MOB modules,
stuffed with equipment, to a JOA and assembling them there into complete MOBs. U.S.
combat forces would then be flown to the base, where they would marry up with their
equipment and prepare for combat. In other words, the concept merely moved the port
and airfield necessary for RSOI to sea, off an enemy’s coast.
As the Joint Staff pondered the MOB, Marine planners concluded they should concen-
trate less on the rapid reinforcement of forward garrisons and allies and more on
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arriving in-theater ready to either seize access or inject ready-to-fight combat forces
into a rapidly developing fight. The initial Marine thinking was reflected in Operational
Maneuver from the Sea (OMFTS) and Ship-to-Objective Maneuver (STOM), published
in 1996 and 1997, respectively.52 These two publications offered “new” concepts built
explicitly on launching intact combat units directly from ships at sea toward objectives
ashore and on creating joint force access. Importantly, both concepts explicitly rejected
the idea of conducting amphibious assaults directly across defended beaches, embrac-
ing instead the model espoused and practiced by the Army during the World War II
Southwest Pacific campaign—that is, to land where the enemy wasn’t and then to ex-
pand access for follow-on operations from there.53
Soon after the publishing of these concepts, the 1997 National Defense Panel (NDP)
wrote about the increasing threats to land bases:
Even if we retain the necessary bases and port infrastructure to support forward deployed forces, they
will be vulnerable to strike that could reduce or neutralize their utility. Precision strikes, weapons of
mass destruction, and cruise and ballistic missiles all represent threats to our forward presence, partic-
ularly at stand off ranges. So, too, do they threaten access to strategic geographic areas [of importance
to the United States].54
The NDP’s key point was that the U.S. dominant lead in guided-weapons technology
would undoubtedly diminish over time, making all future American power-projection
operations more difficult and costly. However, naval advocates found the opportunity
to emphasize the vulnerabilities of land bases too tempting to pass up; they began to
assert that “for the most part, sea basing will likely prove more . . . operationally useful
in the emerging strategic environment than land bases.”55
Accordingly, just as the NDP published its final report in December 1997, the Marines
followed up both OMFTS and STOM with Maritime Prepositioning Force (MPF) 2010
and Beyond.56 The leases on the three MPF squadrons were scheduled to expire starting
in 2009. The Marines—fully aware of the NDP’s deliberations—were anxious to make
the follow-on MPF squadrons less dependent on deepwater ports and airfields. One
way to do this would be for MPF units to conduct the RSOI process onboard ships
while they made their way to a JOA, thereby combining the deployment/employment
phases. This thinking, known as “at-sea arrival and assembly” of MPF forces, was
spurred, no doubt, by plans to use MPF squadrons in support of amphibious landings
during Operation DESERT STORM.57 However, it was also in line with both the NDP’s
work and the Marines’ broader thinking on improving their ability to conduct opera-
tional maneuver from the sea.
However, the MPF 2010 and Beyond concept was much more expansive than just
“RSOI at sea.” Once the forces were ashore, the MPF ships would logistically support
them directly from sea, obviating the need to create vulnerable “iron mountains” of
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supplies ashore. This would require that the ships be capable of “selective off-load” of
equipment and supplies. Finally, once the mission was complete they would serve as an
offshore base to reconstitute and prepare forces for follow-on operations. In other
words, MPF 2010 and Beyond aimed for a combination of the deployment, employ-
ment, and sustainment that had previously been possible only through the Amphibi-
ous Landing Fleet. Additionally, in contrast to the larger, monolithic MOB, MPF 2010
and Beyond described a more flexible, distributed approach to sea basing.58
Importantly, the Marines viewed this new MPF capability as additive to the existing
Amphibious Landing Fleet, which would retain the mission of supporting joint forcible-
entry operations. It would allow the “assault follow-on echelon” to transition more
quickly from deployment to employment, thereby rapidly reinforcing the assault eche-
lon deployed from amphibious assault ships, and then support both logistically until
the follow-on joint force was established ashore.59 However, because the capabilities
outlined in the publication MPF 2010 and Beyond were portrayed as additive capabili-
ties by Marine planners, the Navy, concerned about their potential costs, stonewalled
the concept. Six months after being delivered for review, it remained buried in the
Navy’s staffing process.
Even as Marine recommendations for improved sea-based maneuver capabilities lan-
guished in the Navy Staff, the Army was making another push for new sea-based opera-
tional maneuver capabilities. Through the 1990s, Army thinkers engaged in a broad
experimental and conceptual development process referred to as the “Army after Next”
project.60 The essential purpose of the project was to develop new ways of thinking
about projecting ready-to-fight Army combat units over long ranges, a concept known
as “operational maneuver from strategic distances.”61
The Army after Next project explored both the air and sea-based technological require-
ments needed to support operational maneuver from strategic distances. Also, while
new air maneuver transports that could land small, mobile combat units were consid-
ered valuable assets, Army planners were cognizant of the lessons of World War II,
when many Army units—like Marine units—had been carried to the fight as intact
combat units aboard amphibious ships. It is not surprising, then, that Army planners
conceived of a new type, the Shallow-Draft High-Speed Ship, or SDHSS, as a key
means to enable operational maneuver from strategic distances:
Of all air and sea, current and future, lift capabilities, shallow-draft high-speed ships (SDHSS)—be-
cause of their speed, throughput capability, and capacity—most significantly impacted force closure.
Air deployment remains the only way to rapidly establish the initial crisis-response presence of air ex-
peditionary forces and a division equivalent of ground forces needed to preclude enemy forces’ early
success. But after a few days, SDHSS had a distinct advantage. It was the only strategic platform that
could deliver troops and equipment together in sufficient size to bring immediate combat power to bear.
While in transit, commanders could conduct en route planning and receive intelligence updates.
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Moreover, the SDHSS did not require a fixed port because it could discharge its combat power wher-
ever there was at least a ten-foot draft and an acceptable beach gradient or discharge site. Troops drove
the future combat system (FCS) from the ship ready to fight onward to the tactical assembly area.62
In addition to the large transoceanic SDHSS, Army after Next planners also espoused
the virtues of smaller, high-speed, intratheater-range Theater Support Vessels (TSVs).
Like the SDHSSs, the TSVs were envisioned as able to discharge their cargos through
austere ports or possibly even over beaches, providing enormous flexibility in deploy-
ing and employing intact combat units.63
Needless to say, the Army’s (re)embrace of sea-based maneuver nettled some Marines,
who saw that province as theirs alone. However, by championing the idea of the
SDHSS and TSVs, the Army provided indirect support to the Marines’ own calls for
improved sea-based maneuver capabilities.
Reinforcing Fires
The general concept of improving joint sea-based maneuver capabilities was further re-
inforced by follow-on studies as well as growing operational experiences. First, the In-
stitute for Defense Analyses (IDA), a Pentagon-sponsored think tank, conducted a
cost-effectiveness evaluation of the MOB and other potential operational alternatives.
In 2001, IDA concluded that a MOB would be less cost-effective than a distributed sea
base made up of a combination of nuclear-powered carriers and high-speed cargo
ships. While the MPF was not specifically included as a part of this mix, it benefited
from the explicit endorsement of a distributed, sea-based “system of systems” compris-
ing a heterogeneous mix of platforms.64
Soon thereafter, DoD plans for offensive operations in distant, landlocked Afghanistan
were complicated by the fact that the United States did not have immediate and ready
access to nearby Central Asian bases. Although substantial access to land bases was
subsequently negotiated, sea-based forces provided critical early access and support
during ENDURING FREEDOM.65 The nuclear-powered aircraft carriers USS Enterprise
and Carl Vinson supported tactical aviation strikes from the Arabian Sea.66 Moreover,
the first conventional ground combat formation projected into Afghanistan was a Ma-
rine unit that originated from Task Force 58—a sea base hastily assembled off the coast
of Pakistan.67 Then, in early 2003, Turkey refused to allow the U.S. 4th Infantry Divi-
sion use of Turkish territory to launch attacks into Iraq, denying the United States a
northern axis of attack. It appears unlikely in retrospect that a 4th Division attack from
the north would have materially affected the outcome of OIF and the subsequent occu-
pation, but the Turkish refusal did complicate U.S. war planning.68
Operations ENDURING FREEDOM and IRAQI FREEDOM helped underscore the three
basic strategic realities of the Joint Expeditionary Era. First, the United States would
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be forever uncertain over where its next fight would be. Second, future U.S. power-
projection operations would normally require the projection of joint forces over great
transoceanic distances. Third, the United States would have to work harder to get both
political and operational access to bases in distant theaters. One implication of these
three strategic realities was that the joint force needed to increase its number of access-
insensitive forces and to retain a forcible-entry capability in order to be able to create
access if necessary.
Some might object, pointing out that despite such setbacks as Turkey’s refusal to allow
entry to the 4th Division, the United States has been consistently able to negotiate
land-based access during the Joint Expeditionary Era. In this view, political access has
always been an issue.69 The negotiation process for political access now appears to be
more difficult and time consuming than the relatively speedy process associated with
the Cold War;70 nonetheless, neither the process nor the lack of land-based access has
ever threatened the outcome of any American expeditionary operation.
Unquestionably, however, political and operational uncertainty over the early availabil-
ity of bases was on the minds of the members of the Defense Science Board (DSB) Task
Force on Sea Basing. This task force, assembled at the request of the Undersecretary of
Defense for Acquisition, delivered its final report in August 2003. In this report, the
DSB worried that both political and operational access would be more difficult to get
in the future:
Scenarios of future war rest on having intermediate staging in or near the theater of operations to sup-
port troops, logistics, and combat fire support. Recent events in Kosovo, Afghanistan, and Iraq have un-
derlined, however, that availability of these bases, more often than not, is uncertain due to political
factors that delay, limit, or prevent their use. Moreover, modern weaponry, such as precision cruise and
ballistic missiles which will become widely available in the future, threaten to make fixed bases vulnera-
ble to attack. The assumption of readily available, secure land bases is now open to serious question.71
The DSB concluded that a bedrock requirement for future joint forces would be the ca-
pability to create operational access, especially in contested theaters. They therefore fo-
cused on how “sea bases,” functioning as mobile theater intermediate staging bases,
would facilitate joint forcible-entry operations. In this regard, DSB members were clearly
aware of the operational limitations of the Sea-Based Transport Fleet, and clearly influ-
enced by new concepts such as OMFTS, STOM, MPF 2010 and Beyond, and the Army
after Next. In their final report, the DSB wrote that “today’s amphibious operations fo-
cus on assaults over the shore and into seaports, to establish footholds ashore permitting
the buildup of sufficient combat power to conduct operations against inland objec-
tives.” In contrast, “operations from a future sea base focus on direct assault of inland
objectives (with no operational pause) followed by moves to capture seaports or safe
shore lodgments for heavier follow-on forces.”72
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To make this concept a reality, the DSB argued, future sea-based maneuver forces would
need to be prepared and able to contend with the “vulnerability gap” associated with
any power-projection operation in a contested theater (see figure 1). The DSB devel-
oped a notional “expeditionary operations profile,” in which initial landing forces are
placed into battle quickly to limit or shorten the conflict and to “capture and render
useful in-theater seaports and airports of debarkation” for the introduction of follow-
on forces. The delay between the introduction of initial landing forces and follow-on
forces, during which the initial-entry force suffers losses, creates the vulnerability gap.73
Although a number of factors influence the magnitude and duration of the postulated
vulnerability gap, one way to reduce it would be to limit the losses incurred during the
initial insertion operations by the landing force. The DSB assumed that over time, “as-
saults over the shore” (e.g., surface maneuver over the shore with amphibious landing
craft) would be increasingly at risk due to the threat of mines and precision-guided
weapons fire. Moving a landing force through the shallows and across an easily tar-
geted beach would simply be too casualty intensive. Moreover, task force members
judged that future enemy A2/AD defenses would push naval forces much farther off-
shore, perhaps a hundred miles to seaward—much too far for a practical surface assault.
Accordingly, the DSB concluded, the initial insertion of forces would be conducted, first
and foremost, by the vertical maneuver from the sea base.74 Its approach emphasized
“light, rapidly deployable, maneuver forces” that were inserted into a theater by air and
supported by remote guided weapon fires.75
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The Vulnerability Gap in Sea-based Operations
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Amphibious operations are defined as “a military operation launched from the sea by an
amphibious force, embarked in ships or craft with the primary purpose of introducing a
landing force ashore to accomplish the assigned mission.”76 The DSB’s conflation of
amphibious operations with surface-borne assaults, as well as its implicit assumption
that aerial maneuvers would be inherently less risky than surface assaults in the future,
is a clear indication of its bias toward air landing and air assault operations. The DSB
never made clear, for example, how an enemy A2/AD network strong enough to force a
naval force a hundred miles to seaward or to smother a surface littoral penetration
point with precision fire would be incapable of detecting large-scale aerial maneuvers
or shifting its fires to suspected helicopter landing zones. In any event, its new,
“transformational” conception of “sea basing” was nothing more than a new expres-
sion of the idea of “vertical envelopment,” a concept pioneered by the Marine Corps
over fifty years ago.
In the early years of the Cold War, Marine planners were well aware that their surface
assault forces could not rapidly cross a beach and immediately transition to high-
tempo maneuver toward inland objectives. Faced with the prospect of nuclear attacks
against forces stacked up on a defended beach, amphibious planners looked to the heli-
copter to create the conditions for the rapid movement of surface forces deep inland,
with little pause at the beach. The initial concept was that air-landed assault forces
would envelop from the rear the enemy forces defending the beaches, landing so close
that they could not employ atomic weapons. Once the enemy forces were destroyed,
heavy surface assault forces could traverse rapidly through an uncontested littoral pen-
etration point and disperse inland before being targeted with nuclear strikes.77 This was
the very same thought expressed by the DSB, except that its members substituted a de-
fended seaport for a defended beach. As they said, the goal of aerial forcible-entry op-
erations was “to support the early stages of combat and to provide sustainment until,
with the seizure of ports, heavier forces [could] arrive.”78
The DSB’s emphasis on sea-based aerial maneuver and support did not stop with the
assault phase. The need to provide logistics support to deep-landed aerial assault forces
was also central to the DSB’s thinking. Task force members concluded that “sea-based
sustainment” of the initial landing force, primarily by aerial resupply, would give the
sea-based force the staying power to persist until heavier forces arrived.79
If the DSB’s vision was an update of an old concept, its ultimate expression was breath-
taking in scope. It was based on the assumption that there would be no land-based in-
termediate staging bases (ISBs) within two thousand miles of a joint operations area.
Due to likely anti-access threats inside the JOA, they also believed, the sea base had to
be able to support operational aerial maneuver from the sea from ranges beyond a
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hundred miles from an enemy’s coast and perhaps as far as 250 to 300 miles inland.
The sea base also had to be continuously resupplied with all cargo and supplies neces-
sary to sustain deep, air-landed forces and to be able to transfer these supplies to forces
ashore. Moreover, it had to be able to do all of this in sea state 4.80 Upon hearing these
ambitious requirements, one British brigadier remarked dryly, “Now that would be real
sea control.”81
The DSB judged the future sea-basing “system of systems” to be “well beyond” current
Navy and Marine Corps operational capabilities. It therefore recommended the forma-
tion of a Joint Sea Basing Office to oversee a coordinated, spiral development effort
based on the realistic testing of the technologies and concepts needed to make sea bas-
ing work. To guide this testing, the DSB identified twelve key issues that required atten-
tion before the vision could be realized—sea basing’s “Dirty Dozen.” Of these twelve
issues, DSB members believed three required capabilities stood out: new ships designed
as part of a sea base system of systems; a sea-based heavy-lift aircraft capable of lifting
more than twenty tons over theaterwide ranges; and an ability to handle and to transfer
between ships heavy equipment and twenty-thousand-pound twenty-foot-equivalent-
unit (TEU) containers in sea state 4.82
The DSB considered its vision, grand in scope as it was, achievable only after a decade
or two of experimentation and technological development. Its members believed that a
sea base with the desired characteristics could not be constructed until after 2020.83
The Need for Speed
The DSB’s recommendation for an extended experimental period to develop further
maneuver sea-base technologies and concepts of operations was derailed, in large part
by a DoD emphasis on improved strategic reaction times. In 2002, the Joint Staff began
a planning effort called “Operational Availability 2003.” OA 2003 resulted when the
Secretary of Defense challenged the metrics used by joint war planners for achieving
rapid victory in two nearly simultaneous major combat operations (MCOs). OA 2003
reexamined the planning metrics for near-simultaneous MCOs in the Middle East and
the Northeast Asian theaters in light of new mobility improvements and a dominating
American lead in guided weapons. This review occurred in late 2002 and early 2003, af-
ter Operation ENDURING FREEDOM but before IRAQI FREEDOM.84
One of the original planning metrics developed in the early Joint Expeditionary Era for
two near-simultaneous MCOs was a necessary forty-five-day delay between the first and
the second. This delay was caused primarily by the need to “swing” sealift forces from one
theater to another in order to shift ground maneuver forces, equipment, and supplies. OA
2003 suggested that the transition-time assumption could be reduced from forty-five to
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thirty days, primarily because of improvements to the strategic sealift fleet made since the
first Gulf War—particularly the construction of the new LMSRs—as well as the im-
proved aerial throughput provided by the new C-17 transport aircraft.
OA 2003 also reevaluated how quickly a major theater war might be won. Starting with
the U.S. invasion of Panama in 1989 and thereafter throughout the 1990s, joint mili-
tary planners had increasingly emphasized the importance of rapidly applying over-
whelming force against any potential adversary and achieving a quick victory. Joint
forcible-entry operations would become just the first step of a set of “immediate, con-
tinuous, and overwhelming” operations designed to achieve decisive battlefield results.
They would be part of a series of actions designed to seize the initiative early in a cam-
paign so that an enemy would never be able to consolidate his military gains.
Staff action officers concluded that U.S. joint forces should strive to “seize the initiative”
within ten days and to achieve all “swift defeat objectives” within thirty. This thinking
was based on professional judgment and “gut feel,” backed up by decade-old analyses of
war plans against potential opponents in Southwest Asia, the western Pacific, and North-
east Asia. In any event, the Secretary of Defense subsequently endorsed this thinking by
approving and inserting into Defense Planning Guidance what is now known as the “10-
30-30” metric. The metric, described as a “stretch goal” by senior Office of the Secretary
of Defense (OSD) officials, required that future U.S. forces be able to seize the initiative
in any potential MCO within ten days, swiftly defeat a first enemy in thirty days, and then
repeat the process on a second enemy in a different theater thirty days after that.85
The 10-30-30 metric represented the culmination of the force sizing and planning con-
struct first adopted by the Bottom Up Review in 1993. This new goal was adopted after
the most cursory of analyses and accepted without debate. Apparently, no one on the
Joint Chiefs of Staff or in OSD questioned the wisdom of a planning metric that
counted on the United States always winning short, thirty-day wars, or two wars in
ninety days. In any event, the 10-30-30 metric was to have a major influence on the di-
rection of joint sea basing plans.
The Fox in the Henhouse
By January 2004 the concept of sea basing was becoming more widely accepted
within OSD, the Joint Staff, and the DoN. As discussed above, the concept was
shaped and focused by two key goals: to provide joint forces with increasing opera-
tional independence from foreign bases, and to generate higher strategic and opera-
tional speeds.86 Plans were to stand up the Joint Sea Basing Office recommended by the
DSB.87 However, these plans were soon modified, with fateful consequences.
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In July 2004, after heavy lobbying by the services, the Joint Requirements Oversight
Council (JROC) decided to forgo the establishment of the Joint Project Office and to
instead pursue sea basing within the new Joint Capabilities and Integration and Devel-
opment System (JCIDS). In the arcane jargon associated with the new process, the first
step was to develop a “joint integrating concept,” or JIC. The JIC, in turn, would guide
a follow-on “capabilities-based assessment” (CBA). In the event, no doubt guided by
the 10-30-30 metric, now institutionalized in Defense Planning Guidance, the JROC
decided that the focus of the JIC should be to “seize the initiative phase of a major
combat operation around the 2015–2025 timeframe” and that the Navy should be the
lead service for the effort.88
The impact of these two JROC decisions was profound. First, by focusing on a near-
term operational goal (i.e., being able to seize the initiative within ten days of a major
combat operation, as soon as 2015), the JROC diverted the sea-basing effort from the
long-term experimental and technological focus recommended by the DSB. By so do-
ing, the JROC consigned that effort to a search for quick material solutions rather than
a more measured and broader examination of how to exploit more fully the world’s
oceans as a vast joint base. Second, by assigning the JIC to the Navy, the JROC con-
verted the JCIDS process into nothing more than the joint validation of DoN plans to
recapitalize key components of its Sea-Based Transport Fleet.
Predictably, then, the subsequent Sea Basing JIC plowed little new ground. It simply in-
tegrated some concept work conducted by the U.S. Joint Forces Command with two
updated DoN concepts published under the title Enhanced Networked Seabasing and
Maritime Prepositioning Force (Future).89 As a result, the definition of sea basing out-
lined in the JIC was nothing more than a restatement of concepts outlined in MPF
2010 and Beyond: “Sea basing is the rapid deployment, assembly, command, projection,
reconstitution, and reemployment of joint combat power from the sea, while providing
continuous support, sustainment, and force protection to select expeditionary joint
forces without reliance on land bases within the [joint operational area].”90
Not that it would have mattered. By making the Navy the lead service on the JIC, the
JROC had guaranteed that the sea-basing effort would become more and more DoN-
centric and less and less joint-centric, as was concisely captured by a remarkably can-
did statement made by a retired Marine officer before a large audience in 2003: “It has
unfortunately—in my opinion—become vogue to talk about the Seabase in Joint
terms. Seabase is not a Joint requirement. Seabase is a Joint force enabler, and there is a
critical difference. Seabasing is a [naval] core competency and we need to keep it one.”91
An increased emphasis on strategic speed, the shortened timeline and narrow focus of
the sea-basing JIC, and the failure of the JROC to establish a Joint Planning Office
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meant that a decade or more of thinking about the strategic and operational implica-
tions of uncertain access and the need to improve joint sea-based maneuver options had
come down to this: a single-minded DoN pursuit for an ability to conduct a brigade-
sized forcible entry in approximately ten days.
All Ahead, Flank—Pursuing the MPF(F) Solution
Given the joint “top cover” necessary for the development of any new major force
capability, DoN planners began to look for appropriate material solutions for the
new sea base. In this regard, the only plausible way to reach the timelines called for
by the 10-30-30 metric was to build a forcible-entry capability into the MPF fleet.
The Navy already had a demonstrated ability to assemble and employ an amphibi-
ous task force using a combination of forward-deployed and CONUS-based am-
phibious landing ships in just less than thirty days. However, cutting the employment
timeline by two-thirds using amphibious landing ships was not practical. There
simply was no way to load and sail the bulk of the amphibious fleet (which was lo-
cated in the United States) and assemble the force over transoceanic distances in
much less than four weeks.
In contrast, with three MPF squadrons anchored in the Mediterranean, Diego Garcia,
and Guam, at least one squadron could steam to any point in Europe, Africa, or South-
west, Central, Southeast, or Northeast Asia within ten to fourteen days, allowing the
DoN to get close to the ten-day arrival and employment benchmark called for by 10-
30-30.92 Therefore, despite the Marines’ initial hesitation about using MPF ships as a
substitute for amphibious ships in forcible-entry operations and earlier Navy misgiv-
ings about the high potential costs of advanced MPF ships, DoN planners began to
fashion a new Maritime Prepositioning Force (Future), known as the MPF(F), that
could conduct rapid “sea based” forcible-entry operations.93
Any DoN hesitation and misgivings about using the MPF(F) in forcible entry were
swept aside as the promise of total independence from land bases left naval officers, es-
pecially Marines, positively giddy. Two Marine officers wrote, “Even when secure ports
and airfields are available . . . Sea Basing [will be] the preferred means of engagement.”94
Indeed, General Michael Hagee, Commandant of the Marine Corps, thought that future
sea bases would allow the Marines to launch a 2020 OIF without using Kuwait as a stag-
ing base.95 Because of its operational independence from land bases, one admiral mused
that the sea base would present an “infinite number of problems for the enemy.”96
Without question, being able to respond quickly was the key DoN motivation behind
support for the new MPF(F) concept. Admiral Clark, during his terms as CNO, said
that the key to the future was “to [size] the force for speed of response”;97 further, sea
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basing would allow the Navy to “deliver more combat capacity to the fight much faster,
[with] much more lethality and much more agility.”98 General Hagee agreed: “When
you are able to respond that fast, it is going to change the calculus of the battlefield. . . .
You might be able to get there so quickly that you may not need large follow-on forces.”99
The rare shared Navy and Marine enthusiasm for the sea-basing concept caused a rapid
thaw in the normally glacial interservice planning process, and the MPF(F) concept be-
gan to move forward quickly within the DoN. An analysis of alternatives for the future
MPF force completed by the Center for Naval Analyses outlined several options for the
way ahead. These options ranged from a replacement in kind of current MPF ships
with LMSRs to an eight-ship squadron with ships capable of supporting a MEB, all of
its thirty Joint Strike Fighters (JSFs), and all of its rotary-wing and LCAC require-
ments. Inevitably, DoN planners—especially Marines—opted for the widest array of
capabilities possible, firm in their conviction that requirements, not budget, should
drive the development cycle.100
By the summer of 2004, however, it was becoming clear that the sheer enthusiasm for
the program, coupled with the DoN proclivity to seek ever more capable (and expen-
sive) ships, was threatening to break the DoN’s entire shipbuilding budget. Total oper-
ating costs for squadron options, including full tactical aviation support capabilities
(i.e., JSF runways), were estimated at $28 billion, clearly far more than the expected
budgets could support. Estimated costs for individual ships rose to between two and
four billion dollars apiece.101 As General Hagee wryly noted, “You design the perfect
ship, then all of a sudden you get sticker shock as to what the ship could cost.”102 The
sea-basing dream was becoming a programmer’s nightmare; the DoN needed a
“wakeup call.”103
That call came in July 2004, when twenty-five top DoN officials met to try to reduce
the ever-expanding capabilities of MPF(F) squadrons and ships. The participants
agreed, among other things, to remove JSF runways from the squadron; remove the
ability of MPF(F) ships to arm or disarm helicopters; limit the ships’ ability to with-
stand damage by building them to enhanced commercial rather than combatant stan-
dards; and lower the sea state in which the ships could externally load and unload
cargo from sea state 4 to 3.104
Despite these moves, projected costs for the new MPF(F) squadrons remained high.
The Congressional Budget Office estimated that DoN plans for its future Expeditionary
Maneuver Fleet would cost more than twice as much per year, on average, than the
DoN had spent on the Sea-Based Transport Fleet between 1980 and 2003.105 While the
MPF(F) vision was perhaps perfectly defensible given emerging strategic conditions, it
was not welcome given likely yearly shipbuilding budgets. It became increasingly
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evident that any moves to enhance the MPF(F) would require important trade-offs
within the overall naval platform architecture.
Understandably, Navy officers argued these trade-offs should be reflected in the Am-
phibious Landing Fleet.106 Even before the July 2004 meeting, Navy officials started to
float the idea that the number of ESGs needed to be reduced in order to fund the
MPF(F). These reductions were defended by explaining that the smaller amphibious
fleet would see no decrease in forward presence; “sea swaps” of entire ESGs—to include
their embarked Marine expeditionary units—would allow the smaller force to main-
tain the same number of ships routinely deployed.107
Marine leaders apparently never anticipated that the MPF(F) program would compete
with amphibious ships for scarce DoN budget dollars or might result in a 33–50 per-
cent reduction in the number of purpose-built amphibious ships.108 While Navy offi-
cials justified the cuts in order to “transform [the Marine Corps] to the next level of
speed”—a direct reflection of the importance the Navy placed on achieving the 10-30-
30 goal—these reductions caused serious unrest among senior Marine officers and in-
creased tension between the Navy and Marine Corps.109
The sea-basing concept also caused some confusion and unease among the other ser-
vices and departments. Although touted as a transformational joint capability, the DoN’s
transformation plans appeared to primarily support the Marines. For this reason, Navy
and Marine officials found it initially difficult to sell the merits of sea basing in the
joint arena. Rather than changing their plans, however, they simply tried to do a better
job of explaining sea basing to the other services. Key to their approach was a renewed
emphasis on the joint “enabling” function of the concept: “Putting a [Marine expedi-
tionary brigade] ashore is extremely important to our nation, but Marines and the Navy
don’t win wars. Armies and air forces with their eventual mass—and effects, increas-
ingly in the future—really need to be brought forward, if they’re not already there.”110
Despite their new “sales approach” and the addition of a logistics support capability
for a single Army combat unit, the current DoN sea-basing vision remains very fo-
cused on “closing” a single Marine JFEO brigade within ten to fourteen days; con-
ducting at-sea RSOI and mission preparation in two to three days; conducting initial
entry operations under the cover of darkness; and sustaining two brigades (either
Army or Marine) ashore.111
To accomplish these tasks, the DoN now plans on a single MPF(F) squadron consisting
of fourteen ships: two LHARs with Marine expeditionary brigade command-and-control
(C2) suites, one LHD with a MEB air combat element C2 suite, three LMSR variants,
three T-AKE cargo ship variants, three new “mobile landing platforms” (MLPs), and
two “dense packed” legacy MPF ships. The total cost for the squadron is estimated to
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be $14.5 billion.112 The squadron will be supported by a single high-speed ship, some-
times referred to as the Rapid Strategic Lift Ship (RSLS), which would deliver non-
deployable helicopters to the squadron’s three big-deck amphibious ships. At an estimated
cost of $1.3 billion, this would result in a total squadron cost of $15.8 billion, not
counting the equipment stored inside the ships.113 Presumably, this new sea-basing
squadron would be augmented by an additional, “legacy” MPF squadron.
To help pay for this new sea-basing squadron, the current thirty-five-ship amphibious
force will fall to thirty-one ships, with a combined lift capability of no more than 1.9
MEBs. Under the best of circumstances, then, it appears that the total number of Ma-
rine expeditionary brigade equivalents that the Navy will be able to lift in the future
will be less than it can today: the current Sea-Based Transport Force can lift 4.9 MEBs
(1.9 brigades on amphibious ships plus three brigades on MPF ships), whereas the
planned future force will lift no more than 3.9 MEBs (1.9 brigades on amphibious
ships, 1.0 on MPF[F] ships, and 1.0 on legacy MPF ships). Moreover, it is important to
note that today’s force lifts less than the long-stated requirement of six brigade equiva-
lents (3.0 brigades on amphibious ships and 3.0 brigades on MPF ships), or even the
“fiscally constrained” lift goal of 5.5 MEBs. In other words, the total amount of fleet
maneuver lift will be reduced by between 20 and 33 percent, depending on the perspec-
tive—and this in an era where sea-based maneuver capabilities seem certain to be more
important than at any other time in nearly five decades.
What does the fleet get in exchange for its substantial reduction in sea-based maneuver lift?
Not much. With the exception of being able to claim faster closure times and an expanded
selective cargo discharge capability, a new MPF(F) squadron offers no great improvement
over the capabilities of the current Amphibious Landing Fleet in forcible-entry operations.
It will have the same aviation support ships and aerial maneuver platforms, which will
operate at the same distances offshore and have the same throughput. It will be able to
insert one battalion by air and one battalion by surface means in one eight-to-ten-hour
period of darkness—operational capabilities well within that of the current Amphibi-
ous Landing Fleet. Additionally, because there is only one well deck in the entire squad-
ron, surface assaults by MPF(F) ships will be far less efficient. The current squadron
concept of operations requires that heavy equipment be removed from the LMSRs and
transferred—in up to sea state 3—to the Mobile Logistics Platforms, which would in
turn transfer the equipment to landing craft, which would in turn deliver the equip-
ment to the beach.114 Given the squadron’s $15.8 billion price tag, one has to wonder if
the opportunity costs for these “transformational” capabilities are worth it.
Similarly, what does this “transformational” sea-basing plan give to the joint force?
Again, not much. It will give joint commanders an option to assemble a single JFEO
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brigade in twelve to seventeen, days rather than the twenty-eight days now required, and
an improved ability to resupply joint ground forces ashore. However, a single brigade will
be too large for most irregular-warfare tasks and too small for most power-projection
operations, especially those in defended-access scenarios. Also, the improved time-
lines are mostly irrelevant. They are still too slow for the most immediate irregular-
warfare tasks, such as prompt strikes against fleeting terrorist targets or prompt
counter-proliferation raids to nab weapons of mass destruction. Conversely they are
too fast for any stressing forcible-entry scenario, which is unlikely to see the insertion
of a single brigade deep into enemy territory before a powerful, joint follow-on force is
assembled and the enemy’s A2/AD defenses thoroughly suppressed. Finally, the com-
pressed timeline makes no difference at all in irregular counter-sanctuary or stability
operations, which are most often elective undertakings.
Pentomic Redux
Upon reflection, the evolution of the thinking about sea basing is not unlike the wishful
thinking that led to the Army’s “Pentomic Division” in the 1950s. Immediately after World
War II, Army war planners, responding to the development of nuclear weapons and acting
to preserve their shrinking budget share, developed a conceptual framework that justified a
wide-ranging, forcewide Army “transformation.” They envisioned a world in which tactical
nuclear warfare was not only a possibility but a certainty;115 at one point Army planners
forecast that future Army corps would employ over four hundred nuclear weapons per
day.116 Naturally, battalion commanders (in the grade of lieutenant colonel) would need nu-
clear release authority and small nuclear-tipped rockets with which to exercise it.117
For this world the proven Army division was deemed too slow and too ponderous.118
It needed to become more nimble, with larger numbers of “self-contained” and “self-
sustaining” organic units. Therefore, the division’s three regiments would be broken
up; in their place would be five smaller groups that would be like “amorphous biologi-
cal cells” whose loss would not impair the ability of the rest of the division to fight
on.119 Of course, to be operationally effective the new division organization would de-
pend on dramatic future improvements in tactical air and ground mobility and much
more responsive logistics. But why wait? Change the organization, and the technology
would surely follow.
Of course, the enthusiastic pursuit of the new division proved to be premature. The
world envisioned by Army leaders did not come about; the assumptions upon which
they based their transformation plans were utterly wrong. Even so, many of the design
goals for the Pentomic Division were sound. Indeed, after comparing the proposed or-
ganization and structure of the Pentomic Division with the modern Army’s planned
“modular division,” one might conclude that the Pentomic designers had the structure
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about right—they were simply seven decades ahead of the technology curve. In the in-
tervening period, however, improvements to equipment, training, and tactics showed
that the older triangular division had a lot of life left in it after all.
So, perhaps there is a future in which the capability to seize the strategic initiative
within ten to fourteen days will be decisive. In this future, ability to project rapidly a
single combat brigade deep into enemy territory, with little preparation of the battle
space, will be a valid goal—and the MPF force will provide the logical means to achieve
it. In this surprising future, any land base within two thousand miles of the JOA will be
more vulnerable than large commercial ships steaming a hundred miles off a hostile
coast, and enemies with maritime anti-access capabilities formidable enough to push
the joint sea base a hundred miles seaward will be incapable of sensing, much less stop-
ping, long-range aerial insertions of ground forces deep into their own territory.
In this world the legacy Amphibious Landing Fleet will be far too slow and ponderous.
The operational requirements of being able to lift 2.5 to 3.0 MEBs on amphibious
landing ships and the equipment of an additional 3.0 MEBs on MPF ships will be re-
placed by the requirement for speed and an ability to sea-base approximately three bri-
gades. Of course, the sea base will require transportation and logistics capabilities well
beyond those of the current force—such as transferring twenty-thousand-pound TEUs
from ship to ship in sea state 3; “skin to skin” transfer of heavy equipment; and stabi-
lized, motion-compensating cargo cranes—which are “at least ten years away from sys-
tem development.”120 But why wait for technology to catch up? Change the organization
and the technology will surely follow the concept.
Of course, this line of thinking is likely to be as faulty as it was five decades ago. It is
therefore far past time for OSD, the Joint Staff, and the DoN to stop and reconsider the
current trajectory of sea basing. A good starting point would be a vigorous institu-
tional debate over an important conceptual question: Should the intent of the DoN’s
transformation efforts be to construct bases at sea or to exploit the sea as a joint base?
The distinction, while subtle, has important implications for naval force design.
Sea Base or Sea as Base?
Those who think the goal of the effort should be to construct land bases at sea appear
to be animated by a thought first articulated by Samuel P. Huntington in 1954. In a
Proceedings article in which he pondered the implications of unchallenged command
of the high seas by the United States, Huntington wrote:
With its command of the sea it is now possible for the United States Navy to develop the base-
characteristics of the world’s oceans to a much greater degree than it has in the past, and to extend
significantly the “floating base” which it originated in World War II. The objective should be to perform
as far as practical the functions now performed on land at sea bases closer to the scene of operations.121
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The lure of constructing land bases at sea is a strong one, especially for naval officers.
As one Marine officer put it in 1971,
The time is upon us, when we . . . can cut the umbilical cord of shore based facilities, including
beaches, beach exits, gradients, airfields, ports, etc., and operate entirely from bases afloat. Seabase is
the coming era of the amphibious force. . . . It is a way of providing an appropriate sized landing force
anywhere in the world. The requirement for “stepping stones” or land bases on foreign soil is drasti-
cally reduced or in some cases eliminated.122
As has been discussed, however, sea basing was an idea for which the time had not yet
come in 1971, much less 1954. The strategic conditions of the Cold War argued against
the expenditure of national resources to re-create land bases at sea. With the transition
to the Joint Expeditionary Era, however, strategic conditions have changed dramati-
cally, and many of Huntington’s powerful thoughts have gained currency—as indicated
in part by the thinking of the Defense Science Board and the current trajectory of DoN
sea-basing plans.
However, a careful reading of Huntington reveals a much more balanced and nuanced
view of the powerful advantages that the United States enjoys when it can claim un-
challenged command of the seas:
It is also possible to argue . . . in a very real sense the sea is now the base from which the Navy operates
in carrying out its offensive activities against the land. . . . The base of the United States Navy should be
conceived of as including all those land areas under our control and the seas of the world right up to within
a few miles of the enemy’s shores. This gives American power a flexibility and a breadth impossible of
achievement by land-locked powers.123
Within this more powerful context, Huntington understood that there were many dif-
ferent base characteristics the DoN might exploit, and he implied that some, however
conceptually attractive they might be, would be impractical to implement. Indeed,
Huntington would likely argue that any meaningful debate about sea basing would
need to focus first on a fuller discussion of the great strategic, operational, and tactical
advantages enjoyed by any great power that claims the sea as base, rather than the pur-
suit of any particular sea-basing capability.
For example, as described below, there are at least eight different “base characteristics”
of the world’s oceans:
• Claiming the sea as a base provides future joint forces with rapid, unobstructed
global freedom of movement. As a consequence, the U.S. military can rapidly
reposition and resupply forward expeditionary forces largely without threat.
Importantly, transports, mobile logistics ships, and combat logistics ships can, in
most circumstances, move freely, without escort, which means the future Navy can
be smaller than it might otherwise be.
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• Enjoying freedom on the seas allows the United States to consider most of the
world’s oceans as a vast, secure operating sanctuary. It allows for the establishment
of global listening posts, facilitates global scouting and patrolling, and provides
advanced staging bases for tactical-aviation, strike, special-operations, and rapid-
reaction forces. This improves America’s global intelligence, surveillance, and
reconnaissance (ISR) posture and provides staging points for surprise punitive
strikes and small maneuver raids from hidden locations over the horizon. It also
provides the ideal base from which to conduct offshore prosecution of a persistent
irregular war. To exploit this advantage, the Navy and Marine Corps must keep
some forces forward to provide sustained ISR, fire, and maneuver coverage.
• For the foreseeable future, any joint power-projection operation larger than a
medium-sized raid will require that the United States introduce land-based air
and ground forces into the theater. In conditions of unimpeded or guarded
littoral access and with established theater infrastructure, the current Transport
Fleet is quite effective in the delivery of equipment and supplies; personnel are
normally transported by air. Sea-based air and missile defense, tactical aviation,
and fire-support platforms can conduct advance force operations and screen the
arrival and delivery of equipment and personnel and support them once they are
committed to combat.
• For joint power-projection operations in defended and contested-access scenarios, the
sea can be used as a base from which to conduct sustained air and missile strikes
against the enemy. Sea-based aviation, missiles, and artillery can threaten an enemy
across the entire breadth and depth of his battle space. This was the prime role of the
Navy in the Cold War, and it will remain an important one for the foreseeable future.
• In defended and contested-access scenarios, the sea also can be used to project
operational maneuver forces into an enemy’s defended battle space. Given that most
joint forces are now “access sensitive,” an important mission for the relatively small
residual sea-based operational maneuver forces will be to enter forcibly a defended
theater and create a lodgment for follow-on forces.124 The forces typically associated
with this mission are airborne, air assault, special operations forces, and amphibious
assault forces.
• Joint forces operating inland can also be resupplied from the sea. In this way, no
large, immobile, and tempting logistics targets are built up ashore. Being able to
warehouse the majority of supplies at sea and selectively off-load and deliver the
right matériel to the right unit at the right time—an approach now known as “just
in time” or “sense-and-response” logistics—would help mask a critical joint force
vulnerability, especially early in a JFEO.125
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• At some point, however, normally, it will be necessary to push large amounts of
supplies ashore. Adversaries of the United States would be well aware that its
current power-projection model depends heavily on the availability of deepwater
ports. They may make special provisions to defend, destroy, or target established
ports in the theater. In these cases, the sea can be used to create a theater logistics
portal—a harbor or a sea-based logistics hub—where one did not exist before. An
ability rapidly to create a working theater logistics portal, along with improved
capabilities to off-load the Sea-Based Transport Fleet in-stream, would allow the
United States to perform future power-projection operations without seizing a
deepwater port. Such an ability opens a wide range of operational options and
complicates the job of any defender.126
• The ultimate exploitation of the sea would be to re-create land bases at sea “closer
to the scene of operations”—perhaps in the form of mobile offshore bases,
distributed bases, or logistics sea bases. What makes this level of exploitation so
different are its goals of completely eliminating the logistics footprint ashore and
allowing forces to assemble, constitute, and reconstitute at sea. If achieved, these goals
would decouple the joint force from any dependence on land bases and allow the
United States complete freedom of action along the world’s littorals.127
This list of base characteristics of the world’s oceans is not exhaustive. However, it pro-
vides a useful start point for a critique of the DoN’s current sea-basing plans. In this
regard, eleven observations stand out.
First, thinking about exploiting the sea as a joint base is a critically important endeavor.
In an era when access is increasingly uncertain due to both political and operational
challenges, being able to exploit the sea as a secure avenue of maneuver, an operational
sanctuary, and an advanced assembly base for operations ashore will provide the U.S.
military with enormous strategic, tactical, and operational benefits. It seems certain
that American power-projection operations in the Joint Expeditionary Era will rely on
improved capabilities to support strike, maneuver, and logistics from the sea to a de-
gree not seen in over five decades.
Second, “sea basing” is not an end in itself but a means to an end—to provide U.S. joint
military operations with global freedom of action and operational independence. As
two senior officers have written, “Twenty-first century Sea Basing will be our nation’s
asymmetric military advantage. . . . It is the key to operational independence in the dan-
gerous decades before us.”128 Transformation plans for the Sea-Based Transport Fleet
should be guided by the broad strategic goal to develop the base characteristics of the
world’s oceans in order to “exploit the freedom of maneuver.”129 This demands that the
nation improve its transoceanic expeditionary maneuver capabilities.
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Third, improving strategic closure times is subordinate to achieving operational inde-
pendence and improving naval expeditionary maneuver capabilities. The “stretch goal”
to seize the initiative in ten days and plan for two successive month-long wars is the re-
sult of a decade-long defense planning and “shaping” strategy that is increasingly out
of touch with reality. The four assumptions upon which 10-30-30 is based—that the
primary future threat will be traditional military challengers; that the primary force
structure and planning scenario should be for two nearly simultaneous traditional
combat operations; that American dominance in guided weapons warfare will remain
unchallenged; and that adversaries will not adapt to this dominance—are all question-
able. Far less debatable is the assumption that in future joint power-projection opera-
tions, political and operational access will be more difficult to take for granted,
especially during their early phases.
Regardless, the 10-30-30 metric should be reassessed. The United States already has the
most agile, responsive military force in history. After 11 September 2001 it initiated a
military counterattack in a landlocked country located halfway around the world in
less than four weeks. In preparation for IRAQI FREEDOM the DoN “put 60–70,000
Marines and Sailors into Kuwait, with all their equipment, ready to cross the line of de-
parture in less than 60 days.”130 There seems little reason to increase these already im-
pressive strategic timelines, other than blind adherence to the mantra of “faster is
better” and a growing but unsupported faith that “early measures” and quick actions
“rapidly alter initial conditions” and “lock out” enemy options and strategies.131
Speed is often vitally important in tactical encounters, and it has enormous benefits at
the operational level of war.132 However, the value of speed at the strategic level of war
is far less clear; indeed, it is often counterproductive. An emphasis on strategic speed
contributed to the tragedy of World War I, doomed Japanese and German war plan-
ning for World War II, and likely contributed greatly to the lack of postwar planning
for IRAQI FREEDOM. All three examples provide evidence that “obsession with speed
denies the fundamental truth that in strategy, everything is contextual, and circum-
stance is paramount. . . . In the end, the current thinking about speed mistakes an im-
portant and expensive capacity for an inherent and intrinsic advantage.”133
This thought was explicitly captured in the Army after Next project. As described by
two of the project’s leading thinkers,
One consistent study finding in the Army’s series of war games has been that the crucial measure of
successful force projection is not the speed with which the first combat element engages. Rather, it is the
rate at which the United States and its allies achieve decisive operational superiority, depriving an en-
emy of freedom of action and making its ultimate defeat both inevitable and irreversible.134
In cases where joint forces may have to confront a regional power armed with nuclear
weapons or hardened, redundant A2/AD networks, the speed of the initial combat
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response will likely be less important than the pace of deliberate operations designed to
achieve “decisive operational superiority.”
Even more importantly, there is no evidence whatsoever that improved strategic speed
will be decisive against irregular challengers, who can be expected often to rely on
strategies that expand the strategic timeline in order to outlast the United States.135 As
one strategist presciently wrote before OIF, “The fast, overwhelming and decisive applica-
tion of maximum force in minimum time . . . may produce effective short term results
[but it may] be irrelevant, probably even counterproductive, when matched against the
very difficult internal problems that form the underlying problems in target countries.”136
Fourth, improving strategic closure timelines should also be subordinated to improving
ability to conduct forcible-entry operations or operational maneuver from the sea—
the foundation of transoceanic expeditionary maneuver. For the next several decades,
regardless of moves made now, the majority of equipment for joint ground forces will
get to distant theaters on ships optimized for unloading in deepwater ports or anchor-
ages in a benign environment. The majority of joint force personnel will arrive on
commercial airliners through airports provided by host governments. As the DSB con-
cluded, the future may require that the DoN work with other joint forces to seize and
create access before equipment and people can arrive in theater. Therefore, for the fore-
seeable future, the ability to seize sea and air points of debarkation (SPODs and APODs)
in hostile, or potentially hostile, territory will be a fundamental joint requirement.137
Recall that by the end of World War II, when access was always uncertain and often
contested, amphibious landing ships made up nearly 40 percent of the Navy. Even dur-
ing the Cold War the nation maintained a hedge against the possible requirement to
seize access, though the likelihood of having to do so was extremely remote. The re-
quirement for amphibious lift during that era was never less than 3.0 MEBs and often
more. Given that future access looks far more uncertain than at any time since 1950,
should not the Navy retain a viable forcible-entry capability and perhaps improve the
priority afforded to the Amphibious Landing Fleet? Both logic and prudence suggest
that the answer to this question is yes—a judgment implicitly endorsed by the DSB. If
so, a logical follow-on question comes quickly to mind: Is there any evidence to suggest
that MPF(F) squadrons as currently envisioned will be able to support forcible-entry
operations better than, or as well as, purpose-built amphibious assault ships? The an-
swer to this question, if not clearly no, is certainly: not yet.
Amphibious ships are “combat loaded” in accordance with specific landing plans, tai-
lored especially for expected missions. Moreover, amphibious assault ships all have
purpose-built interfaces for both air and surface assault “connectors,” allowing
smooth and efficient off-loading of personnel and their equipment at sea. In
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contrast, since MPF ships are anchored forward in-theater without prior knowledge
of the mission, their cargo is “unit loaded”—organized by major subordinate unit.
Units arriving on MPF(F) ships must retrieve their equipment, off-load what is
stowed on their assigned vehicles, repackage and restow what is not needed, and
repack the vehicles—all within the cramped confines of the ship. This process is
likely to be far less efficient than pre-mission combat loading by amphibious assault
units at their ports of embarkation.138
Furthermore, the current MPF(F) plan will always involve a major transshipment of
unit vehicles from one ship (generally an LMSR) to another (the Mobile Logistic Plat-
form). Carrying out this transshipment in choppy seas, in the rain, or at night will in-
ject considerable friction into one of the most difficult military operations imaginable.
Indeed, it is hard to imagine a rehearsal before an operation, since that would involve a
minimum of three at-sea transshipments of cargo—a lengthy process, and certainly a
dangerous one, in all but the most benign sea conditions.
Fifth, the DSB’s unbalanced overemphasis on aerial maneuver needs to be reexamined.
As mentioned earlier, the genesis of the DSB’s air-maneuver concepts can be traced to
Marine thinking in the late 1940s about the implications of nuclear warfare for am-
phibious operations. These early ideas for vertical envelopment gradually expanded to
include the idea of direct aerial ship-to-objective maneuver (vertical assault), which
placed further emphasis on helicopter delivery of amphibious assault forces. Ulti-
mately, this new thinking spurred DoN experimentation with helicopter carriers and
the development of the landing platform helicopter (LPH) with accommodations for a
full Marine battalion and a squadron of helicopters.139
Early Marine thinking about vertical envelopment caught the attention of the 1950s
Army leadership. After the Korean War, the Army enthusiastically pursued the idea of
helicopter-borne air cavalry and air assault units, and it pioneered the use of helicopter
gunships to provide organic close air support.140 However, both Army and Marine en-
thusiasm for air assault was tempered somewhat during the Vietnam War, which
proved that using rotary-wing aircraft in defended-access scenarios was a risky propo-
sition. Over the course of the Vietnam War, American forces lost approximately five
thousand of the 11,827 helicopters in the theater—a loss rate of over 40 percent.141 The
bulk of these losses came before the battlefield introduction of man-portable guided
anti-helicopter weapons like the U.S. Redeye or Soviet SA-7 Strela in April 1972.142
Based on the hard-learned lessons of Vietnam, Marine and Army planners made sev-
eral course corrections. For their part, Navy and Marine planners rejected further
LPHs, opting instead for the LHAs and LHDs, which combined the aviation support
capabilities of an LPH with the well deck of an LSD or LPD. This provided the ships
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with interfaces for both air and surface connectors, giving them far more flexibility in
amphibious landing operations. They also decided to pursue tilt-rotor aircraft for the
vertical-envelopment mission. With its greater speed and higher operating ceiling, a
tilt-rotor promised to have greater operational reach and survivability than any heli-
copter and to allow faster troop buildup times, especially over long ranges.143
Army planners, generally satisfied with the capabilities of the helicopter, concluded
that only its concept of employment needed to be changed. They gradually moved to-
ward the concept of “aerial maneuver”—landing forces behind enemy lines where the
enemy wasn’t. As for its helicopter gunship fleet, the Army decided to introduce new
armored helicopters that would employ stand-off guided weapons. The result was the
AH-64 Apache.144 The wisdom of these moves was amply demonstrated during Opera-
tion DESERT STORM, when the 101st Division (Air Assault) conducted two major aerial
maneuvers and the AH-64 performed admirably.
During the 1990s, leaders associated with the Army after Next project began to com-
bine the thinking of aerial maneuver with the emerging ideas of operational maneuver
from strategic distances to form an even broader vision: “air mechanization.” The lead-
ing proponent was Major General Robert H. Scales, Jr. General Scales envisioned the
insertion of “light, mobile, armored combat units directly into an enemy’s defended
battle space from intratheater bases located 500 miles from the enemy’s defended terri-
tory.”145 Partly as a result of General Scales’s intense salesmanship, this idea began to
gain currency within DoD, particularly within the DSB, the Office of Force Transfor-
mation, and the Army Staff. The requirement that the Army’s new Future Combat Sys-
tem (FCS) must be transportable by C-130 tactical transports was driven by both
strategic deployability and the promise of air mechanization.146
Despite the concept’s attractions, the size and cost of a tactical transport force designed
to support the aerial maneuver of even one large armored combat unit from bases
more than five hundred miles away would be substantial. More troubling than pro-
jected cost is recent combat experience in Somalia, Afghanistan, and Iraq suggesting
that air maneuver and air mechanization operations in the face of guided antiair weap-
ons promise to be every bit as risky as airborne drops were in earlier eras.147
A recent RAND study on Operation IRAQI FREEDOM concluded, “Though planned, no
air assault operations were undertaken, primarily because the risks outweighed the ex-
pected benefits. . . . The experience in Iraq involving the employment of attack helicop-
ters raises questions about some of the emerging concepts that place high reliance on
so-called vertical envelopment operations deep into enemy territory.”148 As other
RAND analysts make clear, a rapid aerial deployment capability remains an enviable
goal. However, in their opinion, greater emphasis needs to be placed on prepositioning
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options and increased exploitation of high-speed sealift technologies.149 IDA reached
the same conclusion in a study on the transportability of the Army’s FCS. Its analysts
concluded that sea lift was the fastest mode of global transportation for FCS units of
action, anywhere and any time.150
Sixth, if DSB’s bias for air-maneuver operations from ships at sea needs to be revisited,
so too must its bias against surface maneuver. In the future, a force landing from the
sea will be able to generate tactical speeds unheard of in previous eras. To gain an im-
pression of future sea-based maneuver operations, think of the major combat opera-
tions phase of OIF as a breakout from an amphibious lodgment area. In Iraq, U.S.
Marine combined-arms columns, using the same equipment they would have used in
an amphibious surface landing, were able to move over four hundred miles inland in
little more than three weeks. They accomplished this impressive feat of arms by con-
centrating a relatively small number of tanks at the heads of their columns, screening
the columns’ flanks using airpower, disrupting enemy blocking movements by massed
guided-weapons fire, and using high-volume artillery fire to suppress enemy forces en-
countered in meeting engagements.
Recall that the DSB’s rejection of future surface maneuver derived from its belief that
mines and precision fires would prevent surface “amphibious operations.” However, it
is highly unlikely that an enemy will be equally strong along his entire coast. Using the
sea for maneuver, naval forces can probe the enemy’s defenses to determine where he is
weakest before landing forces ashore. If OIF provides any indication, future Marine
surface landings could land up to four hundred miles away from a defended littoral
penetration point and, covered by fleet guided-weapons fire, move quickly to attack the
forces located there in less than a month. Future ship-to-shore connectors like improved
LCACs and the new Expeditionary Fighting Vehicle (EFV) will provide means to conduct
even more effective distributed, high-speed surface attacks from ships at sea.151
Moreover, once ashore, surface forces face far less of a “vulnerability gap” than the DSB
imagined. By 1944 the Japanese island defenders in the Pacific had concluded that
there was no exploitable operational pause between the initial landing waves and the
follow-on waves of an American surface assault. The Japanese began to move their
forces inland and to dig in, the better to oppose the American forces once they were
ashore. In the end, their approach proved no better than that adopted by the Germans
in the European theater—counterattacks against surface lodgments by mobile armored
forces. In the face of Allied air superiority, German reinforcements were either deterred
from getting to the beach or destroyed outright attempting to get there.152 Given the de-
gree of American air superiority and the scale of its guided-weapons usage, any enemy
who mounts a massed attack against a U.S. surface lodgment defended by the full
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capability of the joint force will likely find it as difficult “to get to the beach” as did the
Germans in 1944–45.
Ironically, the “vulnerability gap” applies much more directly to initial attacks made by
airborne, light infantry, or light armored forces air-landed deep in enemy territory. Air
assaults tend to come in intermittent, concentrated pulses of combat power rather than
the sustained pulses associated with well planned surface maneuver operations. At ex-
tended ranges, the interval between pulses—the delay between the initial and follow-on
air-landed waves—would likely be substantial and the defensive and offensive fire-
power of the United States far less effective. History suggests that success of future
aerial maneuver operations will depend far less on whether the support base for the
landings are at sea or on land than on the distance between the support base and the
landing point.153
The “vulnerability gap” will be especially severe for Marine air-landed and Army air-
borne forces, both of which move only as fast as their feet can take them. Major Gen-
eral Scales had it right when he concluded that foot-mobile infantry landed deep behind
enemy lines will be especially vulnerable to interdiction and attack, particularly on bat-
tlefields with guided or nuclear weapons. True air mechanization, which would give the
air-landed force the mobility to survive, is likely decades away. For this reason, mecha-
nized forces that can attack from the sea likely will remain useful for some time to come.
This is not meant to imply that aerial maneuver should be abandoned. Rather, the fore-
going suggests that a balance of aerial and surface maneuver capabilities will give future
sea-based maneuver forces enormous flexibility. For the foreseeable future, then, the
fleet would do well to retain a strong surface maneuver capability.
Seventh, keeping personnel and equipment at sea will be no panacea. The same “preci-
sion strikes, weapons of mass destruction, and cruise and ballistic missiles” that the
NDP warned would threaten future land bases will pose equally severe threats to future
naval forces operating in coastal waters. Indeed—nuclear weapons aside—small num-
bers of guided-missile “leakers” hitting a sea base could have a far more catastrophic
impact than similar attacks against a sprawling land base. At sea, one hit could result in
the total loss of an entire combat unit or a critical component of the joint force.154 As
for nuclear weapons, would an adversary be less or more likely to employ nuclear
weapons against U.S. forces at sea, as opposed to a city or port on his own territory?
Work done during the Cold War suggests that the bar for employing nuclear weapons
at sea is much lower than it is on land.155
In any event, if fleet defenses can be made leakproof, why can the same level of protec-
tion not be provided over ports and airfields? Indeed, extending fleet defenses over al-
lied territory, facilities, and forces ashore is one of the basic tenets of Sea Shield.156 In
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the end, the debate over whether land or sea bases are more vulnerable is a false one.
All but the most ardent sea-basing proponents recognize that for any major power-
projection operation, the majority of the joint force—and the support tail—will inevi-
tably have to move ashore. Joint forces on both land and sea will be subject to attack by
guided weapons, and each will have inherent vulnerabilities that will need to be ac-
counted for in joint plans and schemes of maneuver.
Eighth, while selective cargo off-load should be a key goal for all expeditionary maneuver
ships because the majority of joint forces will continue to operate ashore, resupplying
joint forces ashore directly from sea bases will likely be a niche capability for the fore-
seeable future. Sustained support of forces ashore from a sea base will work only for
relatively small forces, perhaps up to two brigades in size, operating relatively close to
the sea. This capability will be most useful during the early phases of a joint forcible-
entry operation before an effective support structure can be established ashore, or for
the sustained support of small garrisons fighting the global irregular war, in which a
major footprint ashore is neither required nor desired.
In any case, combining a selective-offload cargo ship with a troopship carrying a large
number of personnel, once the goal of the MPF(F) program, is not a good idea. To
maximize their cargo capacity, legacy prepositioning ships are “dense packed” with
both vehicles and supplies. This makes the selective off-load of any particular item very
difficult. For example, during OIF Army logisticians had to unload eight hundred con-
tainers from an ammunition container ship to get at the 560 they wanted.157 To provide
the space necessary to move cargo about internally, selective-offload ships need to be
far less densely packed. In other words, selective-offload ships carrying equivalent
amounts of cargo need to be larger than regular cargo ships and to be designed with
roomier holds with fewer impediments to the movement of matériel.
This makes the ship inherently more vulnerable to guided-weapons attack. As one ad-
miral explained, a selective-discharge cargo ship is like a floating Wal-Mart store,
whereas, “by the way, we usually have lots of compartments on Navy ships, so if you get
hit, it won’t sink. You can’t do that if [the ship] is to be a Wal-Mart type of environ-
ment.”158 Interestingly, the admiral was arguing that if the Marines wanted an MPF(F)
ship with both troop-carrying and a selective-offload capability, they would have to ac-
cept the risks associated with operating large numbers of troops from commercial
ships. Of course, the far more sensible approach—evident in the current MPF(F)
squadron design—is to separate the cargo resupply and maneuver support roles, keep-
ing the troops aboard the most protected ships possible. This is the same thinking that
drove the Navy to design separate troop and cargo transports during World War II.
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Separating the resupply function from the maneuver support function brings to light an
entirely new set of alternatives to resupplying joint forces from the sea. One is to assign
the ashore resupply function to the Amphibious Landing Force and to build updated ver-
sions of the Charleston-class LKA of the Cold War.159 Another would be to make the mis-
sion of “underway replenishment” of ground forces ashore the responsibility of the
Navy’s Combat Logistics Force. Another would be to expand the Logistics Prepositioning
Force to support all joint ground forces ashore with ammunition, fuel, water, and basic
supplies. The point here is that the MPF(F) squadron is not the only, or necessarily the
best, way to solve the niche mission of supplying joint ground forces ashore.
Ninth, perhaps as important, if not more, than a selective-offload cargo capability is
the ability to create a heavy theater logistics portal where there is none. Such a capabil-
ity would dramatically improve the Navy’s ability to support transoceanic expedition-
ary maneuver. Potential adversaries are well aware that major U.S. power-projection
operations require the seizure of deepwater port and nearby airfields. This makes their
defensive plans easier to develop.
An ability to assemble rapidly an artificial harbor like the World War II MULBERRY,
anywhere in the world, complete with breakwaters, causeways, cranes, and the like,
would seriously complicate an adversary’s defensive problem and dramatically improve
the joint force’s ability to introduce heavy forces into a theater.160 Moreover, many offi-
cers in the other services view the most critical contribution of sea basing to be the in-
troduction of responsive joint logistics.161 Developing the ability to create a theater
logistics portal where none exists, coupled with an improved ability to provide “under-
way replenishment” of joint forces operating ashore, will go a long way toward making
the sea base a truly joint force multiplier.
Tenth, as the above discussion suggests, the JROC’s disregard of the DSB’s prudent call
for an extended period of joint concept development and technological experimenta-
tion for sea basing needs to be revisited. The current focus on the midterm operational
goal of conducting a brigade-sized forcible-entry operation in ten to fourteen days is
short-sighted. Instead, the United States should embark on a long-term effort aimed at
developing the ocean’s base characteristics more fully and improving all aspects of its
expeditionary maneuver capability. Only in this way can we ensure that important sea-
basing options are fully considered and not foreclosed prematurely.
Development of the sea-basing “system of systems” needed to exploit fully the sea as a
joint base will be vastly more complicated than was the development of carrier aviation
during the interwar years. It took two decades of hard conceptual and technological
development and experimentation before the Navy finally got carrier aviation right.
The answers for the final sea-as-base system of systems likely will take at least as long
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to discover. As the DSB recommended, the development of sea-as-joint-base capabili-
ties should be a long-term endeavor, shaped by experimentation, war gaming, analysis,
technological research, and prototype development. The belief that the full conceptual
and contextual development of something as complex as sea basing could take place in
little more than three years is foolish.
Eleventh, as a result, current sea-base transformation plans appear to be both prema-
ture and out of balance. In July 2004, when asked by Senator John Warner if the Navy
would maintain twelve ESGs, the CNO responded that the requirement was for twelve
ESGs and would stay at twelve ESGs. He went on: “I will tell you that I’m in the process
of . . . setting up a sea swap experiment for the Expeditionary Strike Group to see if we
can do something that large. If we could, it would affect my recommended investment
profile.”162 Since that time, there have been no “sea swap” experiments involving ESGs,
with the exception of the “cross-decking” of a command group from one ESG to an-
other, which is far easier than the complete swapping-out of an entire ESG.163 Yet the
current plan is to reduce the number of ESGs to nine—a reduction of 25 percent.
Nor have there been any systematic experiments on MPF(F) sea-basing concepts or
technologies. Certainly, there have been a number of “limited objective experiments”
and technological demonstrations over the past three years, but nothing on the scale
that accompanied the development of carrier aviation. Because of the lack of empirical
data, current DoN plans endorse a vision that makes important but untested assump-
tions about the entire MPF(F) concept of operations. In other words, current plans for
the Expeditionary Maneuver Fleet presuppose success in experiments that have yet to
be conceived, much less conducted.
What explains this apparent rush to judgment? One reason might be that by substitut-
ing three MPF(F) civilian-crewed (i.e., operated by the MSC) big-deck assault ships for
regular Navy amphibious landing ships, the DoN will save up to three thousand active-
duty billets. The Navy will also accrue additional Operation and Support (O&S) sav-
ings, all of which could be diverted into Navy procurement accounts. Another reason
might be to help maintain the industrial base.164 Worthy as both these goals are, none
should be used to justify the premature foreclosure of all potential options for the sea-
as-base Expeditionary Maneuver Fleet.
A Global Amphibious Renaissance
The backdrop of the DoN’s embrace of MPF(F) over general improvements to the Am-
phibious Landing Fleet is a global renaissance in amphibious assault platforms. While
the platforms associated with this worldwide resurgence are varied, four key platform
trends are conspicuous.
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The first is that the purpose-built LPH is a dying breed; there remains only one in the
world—HMS Ocean, operated by the Royal Navy. However, a new variation of the type
is the V/STOL carrier, or CVV, with an additional capability to carry troops. Hereto-
fore, the prime example was the Italian navy’s 13,850-ton Garibaldi. Italy is now pursu-
ing a much larger (twenty-seven-thousand-ton) ship, the Cavour, which will be able to
carry eight STOVL JSFs, twelve medium-lift helicopters, and up to 450 troops and a
hundred small vehicles, off-loadable through two roll-on/roll-off ramps.165 The
planned U.S. LHARs are the only other examples of this type.
The second trend is that LHDs—with both a full-length flight deck and a floodable
well deck—are the clear platform of choice for navies that can afford them.166 France,
Spain, South Korea, and Australia are between them either building or planning to
build at least eight LHDs. The two French Mistral-class LHDs can carry 450 troops and
sixty armored vehicles. They have a full-length flight deck, a below-deck hangar that
can accommodate sixteen medium/heavy lift helicopters, and a well deck that can hold
four large-displacement landing craft or two LCACs. The single Spanish LHD will be
even larger. It will carry a staff, an air group, and a landing force of 1,220 personnel; its
full-length flight and hangar decks will accommodate twenty-two helicopters, and its
floodable well deck will carry four large landing craft. Both the French and Spanish LHD
designs are competing for an Australian requirement for two LHDs. The three South
Korean “mini-LHDs” will be slightly smaller but will have the same full-length flight
deck and well deck characteristic of the class.167 In addition, the Italian navy recently
announced an intention to build a LHD with a floodable well deck, suggesting that Ital-
ian planners are uncomfortable with relying on CVVs for the amphibious mission.168
The third key trend is that LPDs—with their substantial helicopter capacity and
floodable well decks—are the clear platform of choice among medium-sized amphibi-
ous landing ships. The Netherlands, Spain, and Britain will soon operate ten modern
LPDs. The Netherlands will have two variations of the Rotterdam class. The ships, de-
signed to commercial standards, will carry landing forces of from five to seven hundred
personnel; four or six troop-lifting helicopters, respectively; and a variety of landing
craft in their large well decks. The same basic design was chosen by Spain for its two
LPDs and by Britain for its four Largs Bay–class auxiliary LPDs. The British also have
two modern Albion-class LPDs, built to warship standards.169
The final trend is that new classes of “multirole” vessels capable of transporting and
landing troops and vehicles are the preference of an increasing number of navies. For
example, Canada is planning to build up to three Strategic Multirole Aid and Replen-
ishment Transports (SMARTs), large ships designed both to replenish Canadian com-
batants and transport Canadian peacekeeping troops and their vehicles.170 Moreover,
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this trend is not confined to the larger navies. New Zealand is building a Multi-Role
Vessel (MRV) based on a RO/RO ferry design; it will carry 150 troops and a small
number of vehicles.171 Even the smallest navies are seeking to improve their sea-based
transport or maneuver capabilities.172
A particularly innovative approach is being taken in the Royal Danish Navy—a design that
combines the features of a frigate and a transport vessel in one hull. Called “Flexible Sup-
port Ships,” these 6,300-ton vessels are armed with a five-inch naval gun, eight Harpoon
antiship cruise missiles (ASCMs), and vertically launched Sea Sparrow missiles. They have a
flight deck large enough to handle heavyweight helicopters and a hangar large enough to
accommodate two medium-lift helicopters. They also have a wide (nine-hundred-square-
meter) “flex-deck” that can accommodate ten sixty-two-ton tanks or a variety of other
cargo or combat systems. The ship can be configured for nine different roles.173
As can be seen, as many of the world’s navies begin to put renewed emphasis on “out of
area” expeditionary power-projection operations, they clearly consider purpose-built am-
phibious assault ships with both air and surface connector interfaces to be the most effi-
cient and effective transport and maneuver support platforms. While allied decisions and
preferences for sea-based maneuver platforms should not dictate DoN choices, they do sug-
gest that the U.S. planners would do well to consider carefully any reduction in the size or
capability of its Expeditionary Maneuver Fleet, especially its Amphibious Landing Fleet.
Indeed, as illustrated in figure 2, amphibious ships are now the American crisis re-
sponse platform of choice. Since 1989, forward-deployed ARGs/ESGs have been
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FIGURE 2
Naval Responses by Ship Class
Source: D0002763.A2, U.S. Naval Responses to Situations, 1970–1999, December 2000. ©
2000 The CNA Corporation, www.cna.org.
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employed twice as much as any other naval component. The ESG/MEU(SOC) combi-
nation can be effective in a wide variety of roles, including humanitarian and disaster
relief, noncombatant evacuation operations (NEOs), shows of force, raids, prompt
counter-proliferation operations, and terrorist counter-sanctuary operations.
There is no evidence that MPF(F) forces will be nearly as useful as amphibious forces.
They are clearly less suited for the routine amphibious patrolling function conducted
since the beginning of the Cold War. Moreover, as discussed, it is unlikely that they will
be better for forcible-entry operations, where access is either defended or contested. In
sharp contrast, many of the routine operations associated with supporting the global
irregular war will be conducted in unimpeded- and guarded-access conditions—the
very conditions for which MPF ships were originally designed. This suggests that the
MPF force might be best refocused on supporting the global irregular war. If so, then
the packets of combat power carried in MPF squadrons—designed for high-intensity
mechanized combat—are clearly too big, and the MPF squadrons themselves are not
well aligned to support global operations. To support joint operations focused on
prosecuting the irregular global war, MPF squadrons could be both repackaged and
dispersed to provide better theater coverage and more rapid response in potential ar-
eas of operations.
A Sea-as-Base Expeditionary Maneuver Fleet for the Joint Expeditionary Era
What follows is a proposed Sea-as-Base Expeditionary Maneuver Fleet that captures the
preceding thoughts and musings. It uses the same basic building blocks as are evident in
the Navy’s current plans, but in different ways and for slightly different purposes.
This fleet’s primary function is to fight the persistent global irregular war now being
fought by U.S. joint forces and to be able to support simultaneously one major joint
power-projection operation. Importantly, it is capable of confronting a regional
power armed with nuclear weapons. When reinforced by other naval capabilities, the
Sea-as-Base Maneuver Fleet will also be capable of operating in contested-access con-
ditions. It will have the inherent capability to respond to disaster relief and humani-
tarian operations.
The fundamental difference between this plan and the current plan is that it places
greater emphasis on the Amphibious Landing Fleet. As one admiral recently said, “Sea
basing is the one element linking the global war on terror and major combat opera-
tions.”174 The Amphibious Landing Fleet is better suited to both the amphibious patrol-
ling mission (so vital to the war on terror) and joint forcible-entry operations.
The force will be sized to sustain forward at least two sea-based rapid-reaction maneu-
ver forces in support of the global war on terrorism and to support a two-brigade JFEO
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force. Having two brigades offers at least four sea-based operational maneuver options:
an amphibious double envelopment of a joint lodgment area, port, or airfield using
two separate brigade thrusts; a one-brigade JFEO followed by an immediate brigade
breakout from the joint lodgment area; a two-brigade deep operational penetration; or
a broad-front, two-brigade, distributed infiltration attack made under threat of nuclear
or guided-weapons attack.
Step One: Take Marine Fixed-Wing Aviation Back to Sea
During the Cold War, Marine aviators assumed that they would have immediate access
to land air bases or that their AV-8B Harrier V/STOL jets would be able to operate
from austere expeditionary airfields close behind Marines engaged in ground combat.
In the Joint Expeditionary Era, guided by the vision of sea basing, Marine planners
want to move their aviation assets to sea and maintain them there for as long as possi-
ble. This is creating a greater demand for flight deck space in the Amphibious Landing
Fleet—a demand complicated by the fact that the new MV-22 tilt-rotor and the STOVL
version of the Joint Strike Fighter are both far larger and heavier than the aircraft they
replace (the Harrier and the CH-46 helicopter, respectively).175
With the exception of the added complication of helicopters, the problem of taking
Marine aviation to sea is the same that faced naval planners in 1943–44. For the first
several years of World War II, Marine aviation was heavily committed in the Solomons
campaign, where its planes operated primarily from land bases. Carrier air wings on
the fleet carriers (CVs) were composed entirely of Navy squadrons. As the Solomons
campaign moved toward a successful conclusion, and with the decision made to bypass
the Japanese base at Rabaul, Navy planners wrestled with the issue of how best to sea-
base Marine aviation for the final drive across the Pacific. The options were to integrate
Marine squadrons into the large-deck carrier air wings, to put all-Marine air wings on
escort carriers (CVEs), or a combination thereof. In 1944 the decision was made to
form six all-Marine air wings on Commencement Bay–class CVEs, augmenting CV car-
rier air wings with Marine squadrons only when necessary. A total of four Marine
CVEs made it to the Pacific before war’s end, and ten Marine fighter squadrons aug-
mented large-deck carrier air wings as the kamikaze threat became more intense.176
These discussions shed new light on both the DoN “Tac-Air Integration Plan” and re-
cent moves to recapitalize the big-deck amphibious fleet. Faced with the prospective re-
quirement to lift the larger air combat elements (ACEs) for sea-based MEBs, DoN
planners ordered a review of potential alternatives to replace the five oldest big-deck
amphibious assault ships in service—the Tarawa-class LHAs. In the end, funding con-
siderations drove the design of the new ship, which is now known as the LHAR (for
LHA Replacement), toward a minimal-cost conversion of the LHD.177
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As previously mentioned, to get the enhanced aviation capabilities needed the LHAR
would give up its “wet” well deck, which would make it the first big-deck amphibious
assault ship since 1976 to be built without one.178 The removal of the well deck would
allow the ship to carry twenty-three STOVL JSFs or twenty-eight MV-22s, or a combi-
nation thereof, plus two MH-60 helicopters.179 The decision to give up the well deck
was made in relative haste, with little departmental debate or comment. Nevertheless,
Marine aviation officials were happy: the “LHAR is exactly the ship for where we are
going with sea-basing.”180
Marine ground officers were less enthralled, since the decision to remove the well deck
in the LHAR dramatically reduces the ship’s contribution to a major surface assault. In
their eyes, the removal of its well deck made the LHAR nothing more than a repeat of
the failed experiment known as the LPH, which disappeared from service because it
was optimized only for aerial assault. However, if viewed as an updated version of the
Commencement Bay CVE, the LHAR will provide a capability not seen in the battle
force for over fifty years—a small aviation power-projection platform, capable of keep-
ing up with amphibious task forces and of carrying more than a third of the number of
tactical fighters found on the decks of larger CVNs.
Assuming 85 percent aircraft availability and six days of surge operations followed by
nine days of sustained operations, a CVE/LHAR carrying twenty-three Marine (or even
Air Force) STOVL JSFs could launch 1,115 sorties, an average of about seventy-five a
day.181 While nowhere near the number a large-deck aircraft carrier can generate, this
represents a substantial quantity of close-air-support sorties in direct support of a
MEB operating ashore, and it would likely be more than enough for normal air sup-
port operations associated with the global irregular war.
DoN’s recently announced 313-ship plan includes eleven carriers and four LHARs. Two
of the LHARs are earmarked for the Amphibious Landing Fleet, two for the MPF(F)
squadron. Consistent with the discussion above, this plan trades one CVN-21, at a pro-
jected cost of $8.8 billion dollars (for the second ship in the class), for four Commence-
ment Bay LHARs, with average projected procurement costs of $2.2 billion apiece.
While the LHARs would retain the inherent ability to support rotary-wing aircraft,
they would normally be employed in the CVE role supporting U.S. fixed-wing aircraft.
Assuming an average operational availability rate of 85 percent, a four-ship class would
normally yield three ships for surge operations. With each LHAR able to carry two ten-
plane JSF squadrons with three spares, the force under maximum surge conditions could
support sixty-nine JSFs. As one MEB air combat element includes thirty JSFs, three ships
provide the required two-brigade lift footprint demanded by a single large JFEO.
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Step Two: Recapitalize the Amphibious Landing Fleet
The minimal Cold War requirement for amphibious lift of 3.0 MEB equivalents was
validated in the DoN Lift II study, completed in 1990.182 Ultimately, budget pressure re-
duced the numbers to the “fiscally constrained” goal of lifting 2.5 MEBs. However,
given that the Amphibious Landing Fleet is a key element of the irregular-warfare ef-
fort and provides a key forcible-entry capability for the joint force, the full 3.0 MEB
amphibious lift requirement should be procured. A 3.0 MEB force is large enough to
maintain amphibious crisis response platforms operating in support of the global ir-
regular war and to support simultaneously the two-brigade force assumed to be the
minimum necessary for a future joint forcible-entry operation.
The recapitalization plan for the Amphibious Landing Fleet needs to begin with the
fleet’s big-deck amphibious assault ships. In fiscal year 2007 (FY 07), the USS Makin Is-
land (LHD 8)—representing an improved version of the basic LHD—will be commis-
sioned.183 As Makin Island enters service, one of the LHAs will be decommissioned,
resulting in a fleet of eight LHDs and four LHAs.
With Marine aviation going back to sea, the character of the big-deck fleet will change
slightly over time. Since the four Commencement Bay LHARs will replace the remaining
four LHAs and eventually become the primary sea-based platform for Marine tactical
fixed-wing aircraft, the eight LHDs will concentrate on the traditional Amphibious
Landing Fleet role of delivering troops and equipment over the shore and inland. With
large flight decks and floodable well decks, these eight ships are particularly well suited
to this role. They can land troops by sea, using either LCACs or landing craft utility
(LCUs), or by air using helicopters or tilt-rotor aircraft.
In the amphibious patrolling role, the LHD’s inherent ability to support STOVL air-
craft gives them an ability to carry a flexible composite wing of fixed-wing, tilt-rotor,
and rotary-wing aircraft. The planned future wing consists of twelve MV-22 tilt-rotors,
four CH-53E heavy-lift helicopters, four AH-1Z helicopter gunships, three UH-1Y util-
ity helicopters, two MH-60S multirole helicopters, and six AV-8Bs or JSFs. This wing
will require significantly more than the forty-two CH-46 helicopter–equivalent aircraft
spots normally associated with an LHD.184 However, a recent DoN analysis concluded
that, subject to some restrictions, the LHD load could be expanded to fifty-eight CH-
46-equivalent spots—albeit with three of seven “H-1s” in “locked spots” when the ship
is carrying both MV-22s and JSFs (meaning they cannot be moved until other aircraft
have been moved).185
During power-projection operations in which the JSFs fly off to operate from the
LHARs, the MEB rotary-wing force will find itself a tight fit aboard the eight-ship LHD
force. The rotary-wing element supporting two amphibious MEBs requires a notional
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371 spots. Assuming a ship availability rate of 85 percent, the seven LHDs that would
normally be available provide 294 (7 x 42) spots using old planning factors, and 406
using the new ones (7 x 58). An eight-LHD force thus looks to be marginally capable of
carrying the rotary-wing force required to support two MEBs.
The number of spots required is driven primarily by the increased size of the MV-22,
which takes 2.22 times the storage space of the CH-46 it replaces. There are several
ways to address the resulting shortfall. One is to build an additional LHAR or LHD.
This might not be as hard as it seems; for example, with nominal thirty-five-year hull
lives, we need build only one big-deck amphibious ship every three years to maintain a
force of twelve. If the service lives of all LHARs and LHDs could be extended without
major problems to thirty-nine years, the big-deck amphibious assault ship/escort car-
rier force could grow to thirteen ships (five LHARs and eight LHDs) with no increase
in a steady-state three-year build rate. The building of the LHD replacement (LHDX-1)
would simply move “to the right” and replace the LHD 1 three years later than origi-
nally planned. Moreover, if all complex aviation power-projection ships could be paid
for out of a yearly capital investment account established for them, the cost of the ship
would be spread out over a thirty-nine-year period, causing little appreciable difference
in the $3.56 billion investment necessary to sustain the baseline force of ten CVNs,
four LHARs, and eight LHDs.
The next step of the amphibious fleet recapitalization plan involves the replacement of
both the eleven aging LPD 4s and all twelve LSDs with new LPD 17s. The development
of LPD 17 has been difficult and painful to watch. Original plans called for a class of
twelve to replace the LPD 4 class.186 The first was to be delivered in September 2002, at a
target cost of $830 million (in FY 96 dollars, not counting nonrecurring design and en-
gineering costs). However, due to lengthy delays in lead ship design and construction,
its delivery date was slipped to September 2003, and cost increased dramatically. When
finally delivered in 2005, the San Antonio (LPD 17), nameship of the class, received an
unflattering evaluation by the Navy’s Board of Inspection and Survey, which high-
lighted over fifteen thousand deficiencies and declared the ship “incomplete.” By the
time all the deficiencies are completed, the cost of the ship will be about $1.85 billion.187
Given its problems, it is no wonder that the most recent DoN shipbuilding plan halts
production of this class at only ten ships.
Despite this development history, however, production should continue beyond the ten
ships now planned. One of the reasons why the lead ship was so troubled was the rigor-
ous set of standards to which it was designed. This twenty-five-thousand-ton expedi-
tionary warship—50 percent larger than the next-largest LPD in the world—was
designed to operate twenty-five miles off a defended shore and in a nuclear
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environment. The ship has a radar cross section equal to or smaller than that of a DDG
51/79;188 it features whipping hardening for its hull girders, shock hardening, blast-
hardened bulkheads, fragmentation protection, and nuclear blast protection. It has a
four-zone collective protective system and can receive contaminated casualties through
a specially designed triage center off the flight deck. It is designed with extensive fire
insulation, along with mist firefighting and smoke-ejection systems. It is equipped with
the same SPQ-9B X-band radar and cooperative-engagement capability being installed
on Aegis/VLS combatants, a top-notch electronic countermeasures system, towed tor-
pedo decoys, and a variety of other offboard decoys. It will be armed with two twenty-
one-round RAM launchers and two 30 mm counter-boat guns, and it has space and
weight reserved for sixteen VLS cells. Given these features, it will be the most surviv-
able amphibious warship ever built.189
As for its amphibious warfare capabilities, the ship will be able to carry seven hun-
dred troops, with a surge capacity to eight hundred. It will have two medical operat-
ing rooms, a twenty-four-bed ward, and overflow capacity for one hundred casualties;
a flight deck that will accommodate two MV-22s or CH-53s, or four CH-46s; a
hangar that can store an additional MV-22 or CH-53, or two CH-46s, or three AH/
UH-1s; a new low-maintenance well deck that can store either two LCACs or one
large-displacement landing craft; twenty-four thousand square feet of vehicle stow-
age on three vehicle decks, one of which can carry fourteen EFVs (enough to carry a
full rifle company); and thirty-four thousand cubic feet of cargo and ammunition
stowage in two major holds. Moreover, it was designed with the amphibious patrol-
ling mission in mind, with berthing spaces arranged to maintain platoon cohesion,
sit-up bunks for its embarked troops, and increased air conditioning. It is, quite sim-
ply, a stunningly capable amphibious platform.190
Further, the majority of the problems associated with the San Antonio’s design now ap-
pear to be under control. Follow-on ships for the class are now being built for $1.1 bil-
lion.191 While high for a typical amphibious ship, the price appears reasonable given the
ship’s capabilities. Moreover, for operations in a defended littoral these capabilities are
clearly superior to those of any practical MPF(F) ship alternative, and its ability to op-
erate in a nuclear environment is a critical advantage. Accordingly, the Navy should
keep the ship in production at a rate of one per year through FY 2022. With learning-
curve efficiencies and multiyear contracts, the cost of the ship might be driven down
below $1.1 billion. This plan would result in a class of twenty-four ships by 2025. The
first twelve of the class would replace the eleven legacy LPD 4s, and the second twelve
would replace the twelve LSD 41/49s, resulting in an efficient and capable all-LHD/
LPD force.
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An Amphibious Landing Fleet would thus be built around eight LHDs and twenty-four
LPD 17s, augmented by the four Commencement Bay LHARs. This would provide greater
than three MEB equivalents in all amphibious-lift metrics except vehicle square, which
would come in at 2.93 MEB equivalents, a deficiency correctable by the optional addition
of a fifth LHAR (or ninth LHD). Assuming an 85 percent availability rate, the fleet would
exceed the minimum 2.0 MEB forcible-entry requirement with plenty to spare.
These thirty-six or thirty-seven amphibious landing ships would form a distributed sea
base consisting of vessels all built to warship standards. Indeed, by capitalizing on these
ships’ greatly expanded capabilities, planners could improve the fleet’s amphibious pa-
trolling function and provide an even better link between the irregular war and major
combat operations. They could do so by reconfiguring today’s twelve (and tomorrow’s
planned nine) three-ship expeditionary strike groups into eight four-ship “distributed
expeditionary sea bases,” or DESBs. These DESBs would consist of one “base support
group,” consisting of an LHD, one CG 52 guided-missile cruiser or DDG 79 guided-
missile destroyer, and three “expeditionary maneuver groups,” consisting of one LPD
17 and one DDG 51/79 guided-missile destroyer. Each DESB would also include a two-
ship division of Littoral Combat Ships (LCSs).
With one DESB homeported in Japan, the remaining seven would provide a rotational
pool for additional deployed DESBs. In this way, two distributed expeditionary sea bases
could be maintained forward, where they would conduct the amphibious patrolling
function associated with the global irregular war. This posture would provide, on average,
six dispersed two-ship naval task elements in the Indian Ocean and western Pacific.192
In the event of a crisis, the two forward-based and forward-deployed DESBs could
combine anywhere from the Persian Gulf to Northeast Asia (i.e., Korea) in from four-
teen to eighteen days.193 The resulting eight-ship DESB could support six rifle compa-
nies with multiple insertion options, including: all under armor in EFVs; two reinforced
tank companies; two fires groups, augmented by ten five-inch naval guns and approxi-
mately eight hundred VLS cells; twelve JSFs, twenty-four CH-46s or MV-22s, eight CH-
53s, and fourteen H-1 helicopters; or twelve LCACs and four large-displacement landing
craft. The two LHDs could also receive and house significant additional reinforcements.
Indeed, two LHDs and six LPD 17s would have the surge capacity to base over eight
thousand total troops. While not a full brigade, this sea-based maneuver force would
represent a formidable combat capability for advanced force operations. When com-
bined with one or two forward-deployed carrier strike groups, multiple reinforcing
LCS divisions, and forward-deployed SSGNs, the Navy could rapidly assemble a potent
combat force with a variety of balanced sea-based strike and maneuver options.
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The Marine contingent described herein is not meant to be prescriptive. The point is that
an Amphibious Landing Fleet consisting of eight (possibly nine) LHDs and twenty-four
LPD 17s would provide an enormously flexible and capable force, equally attuned to the
requirements of the global war on terrorism and power-projection operations.194
Step Three: Recapitalize the Maritime Prepositioning Fleet
Under this new plan, the Maritime Prepositioning Fleet would be reconfigured the
better to support and complement the Amphibious Landing Fleet. A key aim, over
time, would be to make the MPF less dependent on the availability of ports and air-
fields, more able to support operational maneuver from strategic distances, and more
able to support the global irregular war.
Combat Prepositioning Force (Future). As the Army presence in Iraq is reduced, plans
are for the Army’s Afloat Prepositioned Stock-3 to be expanded into a far more capable
Army Strategic Flotilla (ASF). These plans call for three five-ship squadrons, each consist-
ing of one LMSR carrying a single “1 x 1” Army brigade set of equipment (i.e., one ar-
mored battalion and one mechanized battalion) or heavy unit of action; one LMSR
carrying combat support equipment; two container ships, one loaded with supplies, the
other with ammunition; and a smaller, shallow-draft RO/RO ship loaded with special hu-
manitarian/disaster relief and special-operations support packages.195 The addition of a
smaller draft RO/RO ship to the Army Regional Flotilla (ARF) squadron mix was made
to provide more flexibility in squadron employment options.196 This plan will release two
LMSRs currently dedicated to supporting the CPF to the Surge Sealift Fleet. Original
plans were for the Army to begin transition to the new ASF structure by FY 2008. How-
ever, ongoing operations in Iraq will likely delay the transition.197
Like the current MPF, the ASF squadrons would be anchored in the Mediterranean and
at Diego Garcia and Guam, within ten to fourteen days of any port between Europe
and Northeast Asia. However, Army planners explicitly assume that an advance force
must secure the necessary SPODs and APODs before the ASF squadrons can dock.198
As a result, the Army would also like to expand the CPF to include an “afloat forward
staging base” (AFSB) large enough to embark an air assault brigade combat team
(AABCT) consisting of approximately 3,800 personnel and ninety helicopters of all
types. This would be one of the Army’s sea-based contributions to JFEO. However, as
Army helicopters are not “marinized” (i.e., specially modified to prevent salt-air corro-
sion), the AFSB would be capable of only limited maintenance. The brigade would shift
operations ashore as soon as possible. With the brigade ashore, the AFSB would oper-
ate as a selective-offload logistics sustainment facility. Army planners have examined a
variety of options to base an AABCT at sea but have yet to settle on a particular
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solution.199 In any event, it is not clear the Army will have the funds necessary to pursue
such an approach.
The development of the ASF has important implications for the Navy. Today, the MPF
and CPF combined provide lift for four sets of heavy combat brigade equipment requir-
ing an available port and airfield at which to off-load. The new ASF will raise the num-
ber to six. This implies that the DoN could reconfigure two Maritime Prepositioning Force
squadrons for different duties with no appreciable decrease in today’s capabilities. For
their part, the Marines would undoubtedly want to convert these two squadrons into
MPF(F) “sea basing” squadrons, for $30–$31 billion. However, with the aforemen-
tioned changes to the Amphibious Landing Fleet, there is an alternative option that is
both less expensive and more attuned to the operational requirements of the Joint Ex-
peditionary Era. It starts with changes to the Logistics Prepositioning Force.
Logistics Prepositioning Force (Future)—the Joint Offshore Logistics Support Base. Sea-
based logistical resupply of joint forces operating ashore is a key concern of all services
and combat support agencies, not just the Marines. For example, the Defense Logistics
Agency sees the sea-basing of supplies as an integral part of its “Global Stock Prepos-
itioning Strategy.” This strategy relies on seven dispersed joint depots (in Germany, Italy,
Kuwait, Guam, Japan, Korea, and Hawaii); a deployable land-based distribution depot,
or “depot in a box”; and DLA “afloat distribution centers,” or DADCs. The DADC, a
floating warehouse with selective-offload capability, is designed to provide immediate
sustainment until the logistics sea bridge can be established and expeditionary shore-
based deployable distribution depots are up and running.200 They will focus on provid-
ing heavy supplies that would be prohibitively expensive to ship by air but that would
take a relatively long time to arrive by sea, such as bulk liquids, construction materials,
and major subassemblies and repair parts.201
Likewise, the Army is pursuing a “supply support activity afloat” (SSAA), designed to
provide selective off-load of cargo until the joint theater logistics infrastructure is es-
tablished ashore. Both the Army and DLA believe that shore-based distribution is con-
siderably more efficient than sea-based distribution. Moreover, despite the known risks
of long-range air or missile attack, both presume that any major joint power-projection
operations will eventually require the establishment of bases and logistics infrastruc-
ture ashore. This is also the position of the Air Force.202 All this makes clear once again
that while the duplication of land bases at sea is a noble conceptual goal, the higher near-
to middle-term payoff would be the development of a forcible-entry capability and a
fleet of common cargo ships that would logistically support the entire joint force until
the land-based distribution system is established.
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If that is true, the logical MPF component to take on the mission would be the Logis-
tics Propositioning Force. Consistent with this line of thinking, an expanded force in-
cluding tankers as well as selective-offload cargo ships capable of handling both
containers and breakbulk cargo would provide the foundation for the development of
a prepositioned “joint offshore logistics support base” (JOLSB).203 The JOLSB would be
sized to support units conducting a JFEO and to sustain joint forces ashore until the
theater logistics infrastructure can be established. The vessels could also support opera-
tions ashore in cases where the establishment of a large logistics footprint may not be
prudent or during humanitarian and disaster relief undertakings when the ashore in-
frastructure has been destroyed.
DoN analyses suggest that a selective-offload container ship with the capacity to carry
six hundred TEUs, along with a selective-offload breakbulk cargo ship based on the T-
AKE cargo ship now in serial production, would provide fourteen or fifteen days of
supply for a five-battalion combat brigade operating ashore—as well as the ships sup-
porting them. A single oiler (T-AO) would provide 2.5 days of fuel supply for ships in
the sea base and for five battalions ashore.204 For tentative planning purposes, then, the
DoN support element in the JOLSB would include two selective-offload container
ships and two T-AKE variants for the Marines, one T-AKE to support Navy shipboard
ordnance requirements, and six tankers. This eleven-ship package would provide ord-
nance, supplies, fuel, and water to support two forcible-entry MEBs in combat for
fourteen or fifteen days.
Ships dedicated to DLA, Army, and Air Force support elements would add to these num-
bers. Although the DoN would incur the nonrecurring engineering costs of redesigning
ships for JOLSB requirements, the actual procurement costs for Air Force, Army, and
DLA ships would be borne by the respective department or agency. Final size of, and an-
chorages for, the JOLSB would be determined by follow-on operational analysis.
The requirement for the JOLSB to support shore-based aviation forces suggests the
need for a substantial joint aviation support element. The first ship to be added to the
element should be the fifth LHAR recommended in this plan. Additional ships might
include replacements for the two T-AVB aviation support ships now in the LPF. These
ships carry cargo containers with the intermediate maintenance activity for Marine air-
craft. They are optimally designed to off-load their containers ashore but can support
some operations at sea. Their replacements should be more capable ships specifically
designed to service and repair aircraft at sea.205
If Congress were to approve the purchase of a hull designed and built overseas, the log-
ical replacement for these two ships might be modified Maersk S-class containerships.
Modified with large flight decks, with operating spots for fifteen heavy-lift helicopters
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or twelve MV-22 tilt-rotor aircraft, these new T-JAVBs would be able to carry seventy-
two CH-46 equivalents during transit, could support every rotary-wing aircraft in the
joint inventory, and would have room for two hundred TEU containers and a thousand
personnel.206 Two ships, one on each coast, manned by civilian crews from the Military
Sealift Command and ready to be activated in ninety-six hours, would provide an addi-
tional 144 CH-46-equivalent parking spots and a mobile joint rotary-wing aviation
support facility.207 When married up with the LHAR, the joint force would have a
highly capable aviation-support sea base for both rotary-wing and STOVL aircraft.
MULBERRY 21. A new capability found in the LPF would be an ability to create a har-
bor and theater logistics portal where none exists, thereby helping to increase the entire
fleet’s operational independence and freedom of action. This capability, dubbed “MUL-
BERRY 21” after the artificial harbors developed for the invasion of France, would allow
joint planners “to think in a rather different geographical box from the [enemy] staff
officers whose job was to second guess their plans” and to enable expeditionary
“maneuverism” across transoceanic distances.208
MULBERRY 21 would expand upon the Joint Enable Theater Access–Sea Ports of Debar-
kation (JETA-SPOD) program sponsored by the U.S. Pacific Command.209 This pro-
gram includes the development of new lightweight, modular causeway systems and of
lightweight container-handling systems. These new initiatives would be combined with
new rapidly deployed and employed breakwater systems and legacy platforms, like the
auxiliary crane ships found in the RRF, to create the ability to form a protected harbor
anywhere in the world.
MULBERRY 21 would be both a program and a joint task force, perhaps under the U.S.
Transportation Command. The joint task force would be responsible for developing
and testing new harbor and SPOD technologies and systems, and for employing MUL-
BERRY 21 during a crisis. The costs for developing this capability should be borne by all
the services equally.
Maritime Prepositioning Force (Future). The reshaping of the Amphibious Landing
Fleet, the upgrading of the Army’s Combat Prepositioning Force into a MPF clone, and
the expansion of the Logistics Prepositioning Force into a joint offshore logistics sup-
port base would allow the Navy to recast its plans for the Maritime Prepositioning
Force. These new plans would be informed by three facts:
• The current MPF ships all have more than twenty years of service life left in them.
Indeed, even as it plans for a new MPF(F) capability, the DoN plans to buy out the
leases for the legacy MPF ships and place them in the RRF.
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• The final character of a future “sea basing” MPF squadron should be determined
and shaped by considerably more experimentation and technological development,
and possibly prototype development.
• There have recently been moves to provide temporary offshore bases in support of
the global war on terrorism.
With regard to the last point, an important supporting mission in the global irregular
war is working to increase our partners’ capacity to fight local terrorist networks, pri-
marily by providing training and direct support to local governments and militaries.
Another is to operate in or near ungoverned areas, conducting operations to disrupt
enemy safe operating areas and sanctuaries. In both cases, the ability to establish a tem-
porary sea base to support relatively modest joint operations ashore is an attractive op-
tion, especially in cases where infrastructure ashore is nonexistent or a host government
desires a minimal U.S. footprint. Significantly, these missions would normally be con-
ducted in unimpeded- or guarded-access scenarios.
Recently, the DoN modified the USNS GySgt Fred W. Stockham, one of the sixteen legacy
MPF ships, to create an “irregular-warfare maritime support base.” The ship was given a
new fifty-four-foot flight deck capable of handling two MH-60 helicopters, a commercial-
type aviation refueling system, a medical module, communications upgrades, and far
more watercraft than were previously assigned to the ship. For a conversion cost of just
three million dollars, the Stockham “is off doing real good stuff that we can’t talk about.”210
Building on this sensible modification, the leases for the three MPF squadrons should be
purchased outright as planned, and two of the three squadrons should be resized and re-
shaped for a new mission—supporting the global war on terrorism. The two five-ship
MPF squadrons would be repackaged as five two-ship “irregular-warfare maritime sup-
port squadrons.” One squadron might be repositioned to Ascension Island and focus on
supporting forces operating in the West African littoral. One squadron would remain in
the Mediterranean, supporting forces operating from the northwest African coast to the
Horn of Africa. One squadron would be retained on Diego Garcia, from which it could
support irregular-warfare operations throughout the Indian Ocean. One squadron might
be repositioned to Palau and focused on Southeast Asia. The final squadron would re-
main on Guam, focused on the western Pacific, from the Philippines to Northeast Asia.
Each of the ships would receive more extensive modifications than did the Stockham.
At an estimated cost of $25 million per ship, the package would include expanded
rotary-wing support capabilities and increased watercraft and lighterage. Most impor-
tant, the ships would be modified to house, feed, and sustain up to a reinforced rifle
battalion. Assuming that the estimate for the conversions is accurate, total conversion
costs for ten ships would come to $250 million.
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Additionally, the ships would trade the equipment associated with heavy ground com-
bat operations for equipment specifically tailored for irregular warfare. This would
mean fewer tanks and more armored “Humvees,” armored trucks, engineering equip-
ment, and water purifying units. Because irregular enemies are increasingly drawn to
complex terrain like cities and built-up areas, the equipment sets would also emphasize
urban warfare capabilities, such as robotics and nonlethal weapons.211
The third of the current MPF squadrons would remain at Diego Garcia. It would
become a “swing squadron,” capable of delivering the equipment set for a Marine
expeditionary brigade in support of either a major combat operation or a major
stability operation, allowing the Marines to form a full Marine expeditionary force
for either mission. The squadron would be unit and combat loaded to the extent
practical, and it would be given additional watercraft and lighterage to improve its
in-stream off-loading ability. The ships might also be configured to allow some
RSOI in transit.
The third squadron would also become the focus of experiments to explore further the
idea of basing and supporting large combat units on and from a sea base. The aim
would be to transform this “swing squadron” over time to support a MEB fully and di-
rectly from the sea.
Step Four: Recapitalize the Surge Sealift Fleet
The eleven LMSRs in the Surge Sealift Fleet, when joined by the two additional ships
freed up by the new ASF program, will be able to carry nearly ten Army heavy units of
action. The oldest LMSR is less than ten years old. As a result, these thirteen twenty-
four-knot ships will remain the backbone of the Surge Sealift Fleet for the next several
decades.212 The focus of attention on surge sealift recapitalization plans should there-
fore be on the eight aging fast sealift ships. All are approaching forty years of service
and will soon need to be replaced. The increased DoD emphasis on reducing strategic
closure times will put the DoN under “tremendous pressure to improve high-speed
lift.”213 Therefore, the replacement ships should be at least as fast as, if not faster than,
the thirty-to-thirty-three-knot FSSs. However, consistent with arguments made earlier
in this chapter, high speed should not become, in and of itself, the driving technical
consideration for FSS replacements. Instead, the focus should be to improve U.S. global
freedom of action and to improve its operational independence.
With the Navy’s amphibious lift capacity increased to 3.0 MEB equivalents and with
ten irregular-warfare support ships capable of carrying an additional 2.0 brigade
equivalents (ten reinforced rifle battalions), the Navy will have five brigades’ worth of
operationally independent lift across the full range of potential access scenarios. The
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new Maritime Prepositioning Force will carry the equipment for at least four brigades
(three Army heavy brigades and one MEB) that can be used to reinforce quickly a joint
lodgment or to rush forces to a theater with ready access—maintaining today’s level of
capability. The possible addition of an AABCT afloat would increase the joint lift capa-
bility by one brigade. Also, the thirteen LMSRs in the Surge Sealift Fleet will deliver an
additional ten brigades’ worth of equipment through prepared ports. What is still lack-
ing, however, is any material improvement in the number of heavy ready-to-fight bri-
gades that can be delivered to a distant theater without dependence on deepwater
ports. This suggests that the first priority for the replacements for the eight fast sealift
ships should be to eliminate their dependence on ports while improving their ability to
support operational maneuver from strategic distances.
Eliminating the lengthy RSOI required at the other end of a transoceanic voyage
would, by itself, improve strategic employment times for expeditionary maneuver
forces by up to a week. Said another way, a ship that carries intact combat units can be
slower than a ship designed to deliver just equipment and still be faster in delivering
ready-to-fight brigades to a distant theater. Therefore, emphasis should be placed on
ships that combine speed and austere delivery capability with an ability to carry intact
combat units—perhaps a reinforced battalion task force—much like the High-Speed
Shallow Draft Ship envisioned during the Army after Next project. Using these types of
ships, now referred to by the Army as “Austere Access High Speed Ships” (AAHSSs), the
joint force could inject heavy Army forces from the continental United States or from
distant intermediate staging bases directly into and through a littoral, in trail of forcible-
entry forces.
Another option would be to avoid having to stop at an austere port or beach entirely,
by replacing fast sealift ships with lighter-than-air “hybrid ultra-large aircraft,” or
HULAs. However, these airships, perhaps twice as fast as practical fast sealift ships, and
with potential cargo payloads of from thirty tons to one thousand, would still find it
hard to compete with the sheer volume that can be moved by large sealift ships. An
analysis conducted by OSD’s Office of Force Transformation (OFT) indicated a fleet of
twenty HULAs would be able to ship six Apache helicopter battalions from Fort Camp-
bell, Kentucky, to Saudi Arabia in twenty-six days. However, with cargo capacities of
nearly four hundred thousand square feet, two or three of today’s twenty-four-knot
LMSRs and thirty-three-knot FSSs can accomplish the same task in thirty-two days.214
Overall, the best option is to replace the eight fast sealift ships with a squadron of ships
that can carry the equipment and personnel associated with one Army modular divi-
sion (three to four heavy UAs) and their basic combat loads of fuel, ammunition, and
supplies; travel across transoceanic ranges at speeds of from thirty-six to thirty-nine
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knots (the same speed as that of the proposed HSS, now in the Navy’s plan); and de-
liver them through an austere, shallow-draft port or across an undefended beach. This
option would increase the number of access-insensitive and ready-to-fight heavy bri-
gades normally delivered by sea in a JFEO from two (delivered on amphibious assault
ships) to five or six.
The costs for such ships will undoubtedly be quite high—at least as much as the HSS’s
projected price tag of $1.3 billion. Adding a capability to discharge the equipment
through an austere port or across a beach would likely raise the price even more. Be-
cause of their high costs and because the ships would be designed to support directly
the Army’s ability to conduct operational maneuver from strategic distances, the costs
for the ships should be shared equally by the Departments of the Navy and the Army.
Step Five: Recapitalize and Modernize Sea-Base Connectors
Sea-base “connectors” are a critical component of any sea base. They come in three dif-
ferent varieties—intertheater, intratheater, and cargo and assault connectors.215
Intertheater connectors provide the primary linkage between the CONUS base of oper-
ations, intermediate staging bases, and the sea base. They would deliver high volumes
of personnel, equipment, and supplies over transoceanic distances either to transship-
ment locations or directly to the sea base. Today, it is impossible to land intratheater
transports such as the C-130 at sea, let alone the larger and heavier strategic airlifters
like the C-5 and C-17. Therefore, for the foreseeable future the primary intertheater
sea-base connectors will be ships.216
One potential intertheater connector being pursued by the DoN is the aforemen-
tioned High Speed Ship. This ship’s notional characteristics are a speed of thirty-six
to thirty-nine knots, a range of eight thousand nautical miles, and a draft of 8.1 me-
ters. It is designed primarily to deliver a MEB’s worth of nondeployable helicopters
and 1,650 personnel, to an MPF(F) squadron. The projected cost of the ship is $1.3 bil-
lion.217 However, as this plan relies on the Amphibious Landing Fleet for JFEOs, the re-
quirement to deliver helicopters to the MPF(F) squadron is eliminated. Accordingly,
for the reasons previously presented, this plan diverts the money earmarked for the
HSS to developing the replacements for the fast sealift ships—the Army’s AAHSS.
Intratheater connectors are capable of self-deploying to the theater of operations. Once
on the scene, their primary role is to move forces and supplies within the theater. In
appropriate threat conditions, they can also be used to insert combat units over
intratheater ranges.
In many ways the aforementioned HULA appears to be a much better fit as an intra-
theater connector. Although their payload is far less than that of strategic sealift ships,
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it is several times that of tactical transport aircraft. Unfortunately, the technology
needed to support the HULA is still several years away. However, a promising new type
of sea-based intratheater connector with similar cargo capacities—the Joint High
Speed Vessel (JHSV)—is soon to enter production and service.218
Conceptually, the JHSVs are the successors to the World War II sea-based intratheater
connectors, particularly the landing ship tank (LST) and the landing ship medium
(LSM). These ships ranged in size from the LST’s 4,080 tons to the LSM’s nine hundred
tons, had ranges of four to six thousand miles, and made speeds of less than thirteen
knots. While they were slow, both had one key characteristic—they were beachable.
LSTs and LSMs formed a fleet of “one-way, one-shot” intratheater connectors that aug-
mented the larger amphibious warships.219 Nearly 1,700 of these ships were built during
World War II, and they saw extensive action in all theaters.220
After the war, the smaller LSM faded quickly from service, but the larger LST lived on.
Many World War II LSTs were reactivated for the Korean War, and twenty-two new
LSTs were built during and after that conflict. They were all later replaced by twenty
Newport-class LSTs, the ultimate beachable U.S. landing ship. At 8,450 tons, the
Newports traded in the clamshell doors characteristic of earlier LSTs for an ele-
vated bow ramp. This arrangement allowed them to keep up with the twenty-knot,
transoceanic amphibious ships developed during the Cold War.221 However, indicative
of the declining interest in amphibious operations during the late Cold War and its im-
mediate aftermath, the ships were retired during the 1990s without replacement, long
before the end of their thirty-five-to-forty-year service lives.222
The only remaining intratheater connectors that can beach themselves are found in a
vestigial force of nine Besson-class vehicle landing ships (LSVs) and thirty-five large
LCU-2000s operated by the Army Transportation Corps. The former displace 4,199
tons, with a range of 5,500 nm and a speed of twelve knots; the latter displace 1,102 tons
and have a range of 4,500 miles and a speed of 11.5 knots. Both can discharge vehicles
directly over a beach. However, the ships are optimized solely for the intratheater trans-
port of vehicles; they do not have the troop berthing to carry intact combat units.223
The inability of either the Army or Navy to deliver small intact combat units over a
beach severely hampers the emerging visions of operational maneuver from the sea
and operational maneuver from strategic distances. As a result, both the Army and
Navy began thinking about new intratheater connectors that could be used in these
roles. The Army after Next program called for the development of a Theater Support
Vessel, or TSV, which could discharge intact combat units through austere ports or even
across beaches, thereby complementing the larger High Speed Shallow Draft Ships.224
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The DoN vision for its intratheater connector was a modular, high-speed vessel (HSV).
The HSV would perform the role of high-speed logistics connector for a sea base,
transferring personnel equipment from theater land bases to the sea base, between
ships in the sea base, and from the sea base to shore. By virtue of its modular design,
the HSV could also perform additional roles, such as mine warfare or support of spe-
cial operations forces.225 Rather than “one-way, one-shot” connectors, Navy planners
envisioned the HSV as a multifunctional component of a sea base.
Since 2001, the Army, Navy, and Marines have experimented with no fewer than four
distinct types of these vessels. One of the vessels was used to support OIF, and another
continues to provide logistical support to Marines on Okinawa as part of the LPF. The
experiments proved promising enough to prompt both the Army and Navy to launch
formal procurement programs for high-speed, sea-based, intratheater connectors.226
Happily, in late 2004 the Army and Navy signed a memorandum of intent to merge the
TSV and HSV programs into the single Joint High Speed Vessel program mentioned
above.227 The intent was to develop a common hull form to lower costs and ensure
interoperability between the two vessels. Critically, the JHSV will have an ability to in-
ject intact combat units from a sea base or theater base directly into an enemy’s de-
fended territory. The aim of the program is to:
provide high speed intratheater surface connector capability to rapidly deploy selected portions of the
joint force that can immediately transition to execution, even in the absence of developed infrastruc-
ture, and conduct deployment and sustainment activities in support of multiple, simultaneous, distrib-
uted, decentralized battles and campaigns. The primary missions include: support to Theater
Cooperation Program and Global War on Terrorism, littoral maneuver, and sea basing.228
The JHSV program will result in a modern version of the LSTs and LSMs of World
War II but will do those ships one better. JHSV will transport forces and supplies
from in-theater intermediate support bases to the sea base or directly to the JOA;
transport personnel and supplies within a sea base; or transport personnel, supplies,
or intact combat units from the sea base to the shore. As with its predecessors, high
speed will likely be less important than payload capability and the ability to deliver
payloads directly to the shore.
The cargo and assault connector, the third type, is used to get cargo, personnel, and
equipment from the sea base ashore. Cargo connectors include lighterage and other
craft used to off-load maritime prepositioning, surge sealift, and other cargo ships in-
stream, in unimpeded- or guarded-access conditions. These consist of side-loading
warping tugs, amphibious warping tugs, powered causeway sections, unpowered pon-
toon causeways, and self-propelled joint modular lighters. These cargo connectors can
be used only in protected harbors or benign sea states. One side-loading warping tug
and three or four powered causeway sections are normally carried by each MPF ship.229
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Assault connectors come in three basic types. The first comprises ship-to-shore surface
connectors—landing craft or other special-purpose craft that are carried by the larger
ships in the sea base. These special-purpose vessels have always played a vital role in
amphibious operations.230 In 1944 alone, over twenty-five thousand landing craft
weighing less than fifty tons were built—an average of ten for every large sea-base ma-
neuver platform or intratheater connector.231 Until a VTOL rotor or aircraft can be de-
veloped that lifts twenty-five or more tons, ship-to-shore surface connectors will
remain the preferred means of transporting heavy equipment ashore.
The most capable ship-to-shore surface connectors include the landing craft air cush-
ion, the landing craft utility, and the landing craft medium (LCM). The forty-plus-knot
LCAC can deliver from sixty to seventy-five tons across 70 percent of the world’s beaches.
The LCU is a displacement landing craft capable of transporting up to 190 tons directly
to the beach at speeds of eleven knots; the smaller LCM can deliver from thirty-four to
sixty-five tons of cargo directly to the beach at approximately twelve knots.232
Given the ambitious goals of operational maneuver from the sea and ship-to-objective
maneuver, as well as Navy sea-basing plans, it is unsurprising that these connectors are
being thoroughly modernized. At least seventy-two of the ninety-one original LCACs
are being put through a service-life extension program (SLEP) to delay disposal, im-
prove engine performance, and perform upgrades.233 The LCACs will be augmented by
the end of the next decade (and eventually replaced) by a new, more capable LCAC(X).
Additionally, the slow but dependable LCUs are to be replaced by a far more capable
replacement heavy landing craft, or LCH(X). This craft is expected to have a speed of
thirty knots and carry 2,200 short tons.234
Ship-to-objective surface connectors are special assault connectors designed to transport
a combat team directly from the ship to an inland objective without needing to unload
on the beach. In essence these amphibious assault vehicles (AAVs) are armored vehicles
that “swim” to the shore at relatively low speeds (eight knots) and then operate as ar-
mored personnel carriers. The current AAV is the AAVP7 (i.e., the seventh in the se-
ries). It is protected by reactive armor and armed with a .50-caliber heavy machine gun
and a 40 mm grenade launcher; it can carry eighteen Marines.235
The AAV is scheduled to be replaced by the Expeditionary Fighting Vehicle, or EFV. Al-
though it will carry three fewer troops, the EFV will be much better armed and protected.
However, its most dramatic improvement will be in its mobility; it is designed to achieve
water speeds as high as twenty-five miles per hour and to have the cross-country mobility
of an M1 tank. Marines hope the EFV will allow them to perform high-speed, protected
tactical maneuvers directly from the ship to an inland objective.236
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But capability comes with a cost. The EFV is a very complex and expensive machine—
around eight million dollars a copy. Current Marine plans are to buy over a thousand of
the vehicles, enough to outfit two amphibious and three MPF brigades. Assuming the ve-
hicle is deemed operationally effective, the expeditionary force recommended above
would require a maximum of four, and a minimum of two, brigades’ worth of EFVs. The
maximum buy would equip three amphibious brigades and one MPF “swing” brigade.
The minimum buy would equip two forcible-entry amphibious brigades.
In the years after World War II the Marines pioneered the use of helicopters as ship-to-
objective aerial connectors. Today, all three of the Marines’ utility and troop lift helicop-
ters, and the AH-1 helicopter gunship as well, are updated variants of helicopters first
developed during the Vietnam War. Not surprisingly, the Marines plan to replace or
upgrade them all.
The CH-46 medium troop-lift helicopters will be replaced with the MV-22 tilt-rotor,
which combines the vertical takeoff and landing capabilities of a helicopter with the
high speed of a turboprop aircraft. The transition is long overdue; more than twenty
years after the start of the “JVX” program that led to its development, the MV-22 has
yet to enter squadron service, because of a series of crashes and nagging design prob-
lems.237 However, it appears that the MV-22’s troubles are now behind it.238 With the
MV-22 the Marines will have an aircraft that “is twice as fast, can carry three times as
much, and goes six times farther than the aging CH-46Es” it replaces.239
The MV-22’s sharp increase in performance also comes at a sharp increase in price.
With a current fly-away cost of $70 million or more, the MV-22 is putting heavy pres-
sure on the aviation procurement account at the same time DoN is trying to fund a
number of other important aircraft programs. Setting aside the question of its high
costs, the fundamental issue is whether or not the MV-22 is the best fit for the emerg-
ing Sea-as-Base Maneuver Fleet. The answer is: perhaps not.240
Why? In short, the MV-22 appears to be a poor fit in the system of systems of ship-to-
shore aerial connectors. For example, the MV-22’s speed and range are much greater
than those of the heavy-lift helicopters that haul the landing force equipment, the util-
ity helicopters that provide command and control during aerial maneuver operations,
or the helicopter gunships that would normally escort it. A force making a deep air in-
sertion using MV-22s will need to be escorted by AV-8Bs or JSFs and will be limited to
what the MV-22 can carry inside its cargo box. Therein lies the second rub—although
its cargo “box” is slightly larger than that of the CH-46 it replaces, because of its inter-
nal seating arrangement the MV-22’s designed load of twenty-four Marines is an ex-
tremely tight fit. One Marine sergeant involved in the operational testing of the plane
believes the aircraft’s true combat load to be closer to twelve Marines.241
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The problem also extends to cargo. Because the MV-22’s cargo box is less than six feet
wide at its narrowest point, it can carry only specially modified “internally transport-
able vehicles”—small jeeplike four-wheel-drive vehicles capable of carrying no more
than four Marines. Moreover, although it can carry more than ten thousand pounds
externally, when it does it sacrifices its speed and range advantages over a helicopter. At
present, it can carry its full external load at speeds up to 110–120 miles per hour over a
radius of only about seventy miles.242
Summing up, then, the MV-22 is a superb high-speed people mover. As such, it is best
suited for Vietnam-era air-assault missions involving the insertion of foot-mobile
troops supported by a few small gun carriers or reconnaissance vehicles, the seizure of
airheads, or deep raids.243 Indeed, the aircraft’s deep raiding and insertion capability ex-
plains the interest of the Special Operations Command (SoCom) in the aircraft.244
However, the MV-22 appears far less well suited to service as the Marines’ primary
ship-to-objective aerial connector in forcible-entry operations, primarily because of its
limited internal cargo capacity and its impact on the size and design of the Amphibi-
ous Landing Fleet.
Since the MV-22 can hold no more troops than the original CH-46—and potentially
less—Marine Corps plans have long assumed that the future MV-22 squadron will
require the same twelve aircraft as the current CH-46 squadron. As discussed earlier,
this has unfortunate ramifications for the sea base, because the MV-22 is twice as big
and twice as heavy as the CH-46. Indeed, the aircraft’s size is the primary cause of the
dramatic increase in the number of spots needed to sea base a MEB’s worth of rotary-
wing aircraft. While four twelve-plane CH-46 squadrons require forty-eight ship-
board spots, four twelve-plane MV-22 squadrons require 106.56 spots. In essence,
then, a two-MEB operation supported by MV-22s requires two to three more LHD
equivalents than one supported by the CH-46. The fifth LHAR and two new T-JAVBs
recommended earlier would make up the spot shortfall, at a shipbuilding cost of ap-
proximately $3.4 billion. These shipbuilding costs should be considered overhead for
the MV-22 program. For an aircraft buy of 360 MV-22s, this amounts to a $9.7 mil-
lion shipbuilding premium per aircraft, on top of its current fly-away cost of over
$70 million.
This is a very steep price for a high-speed aerial personnel mover. As the DSB pointed out,
the key to getting dramatic improvements in the operational capabilities of a sea base is to
develop an aerial connector that can compete with surface connectors in payload. Accord-
ingly, there have been increasing calls for a number of heavy-lift ship-to-objective aerial
connectors. These include “Quad Tilt-rotors”;245 blimps;246 a Joint Heavy Lift aircraft with
lift fans;247 and gyro-copters.248 All of these concepts are exciting; however, they are likely
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years, if not decades, away. The Marines and Army have yet to agree on the performance pa-
rameters of a future Joint Heavy Lift aircraft, and if the MV-22 is any indication, the costs
of developing such a system will be high.249 Moreover, no one is quite sure how big such a
heavy-lift aircraft would be or what its potential impact on the sea base would be. The Ma-
rine Deputy Commandant for Aviation, Lieutenant General Michael Hough, has estimated
that an aircraft capable of lifting twenty-five tons over four or five hundred miles at speeds
of 350 knots—the general characteristics desired by the Defense Science Board—would
weigh two hundred thousand pounds when fully loaded and require a flight deck 1,200 feet
long—figures that current and planned sea-base ships cannot support.250
Rather than waiting for the Joint Heavy Lift aircraft to be defined and developed, the
Marines have opted to purchase 154 new CH-53Xs, a follow-on to the CH-53E heavy-
lift helicopter now in service. The CH-53E can carry a six-ton payload over a combat
radius of 110 nautical miles or a sixteen-ton payload over a combat radius of fifty nau-
tical miles. With its new engines, new rotors, and other improvements, designers hope,
the CH-53X will be able to carry a payload of from 13.5 to sixteen tons over a 110 nm
radius at half the operating cost of the CH-53E;251 it has three times the load of a CH-
53E over ranges of two hundred nautical miles.252
The Marines cannot get the CH-53X fast enough to suit them. The current CH-53E
fleet continues to be heavily used in Afghanistan and Iraq, and the airframes are wear-
ing out much faster than expected. Estimates are that in 2010 the Marine Corps will
need to start removing about fifteen helicopters a year from service as they reach the
end of their design lives. Even if the Marines were to start a crash program to develop
CH-53X, it would likely not be ready before 2015. Further, a crash program is not
likely.253 With money tight, the assistant secretary of the navy for Research, Develop-
ment, and Acquisition has refused to allow the program to go forward until $800 mil-
lion for it is found within existing budgets.254
Given the CH-53X’s superior personnel and cargo-hauling capability, freeing up DoN
funds to procure the CH-53X appears to be an important step toward improving the
fleet’s sea-based maneuver capabilities. One option might be to truncate the MV/CV-22
buy at approximately 175–200 aircraft, with the aim of creating a Joint Tilt-Rotor Force
of ten twelve-plane squadrons. The entire force would be upgraded to the CV-22 stan-
dard, with upgraded terrain-following radar, a suite of integrated radio-frequency coun-
termeasures, and directed infrared countermeasures. These modifications would enable
the joint CV-22 force to “go anywhere, anytime, and come back”—an enviable character-
istic for a national deep raiding force.255 The best home for the Joint Tilt-Rotor Force
could likely be U.S. SoCom, the supported commander for the global war against terror.
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The cost savings associated with the reduced MV/CV-22 buy could then be diverted
into accelerating the CH-53X’s development and pursuing it as the single primary sur-
face-to-objective aerial connector.256 Although it is about 20 percent larger than the
MV-22, the CH-53X is capable of lifting many more troops and much more cargo over
the operational ranges associated with an attack from the sea.257 It is also capable of lift-
ing more powerful vehicles ashore. An all-CH-53X force thus would likely require
fewer total aircraft than a mixed MV-22/CH-53 fleet. The necking-down to a single pri-
mary sea-based aerial connector would also save O&S dollars.
A second option would be to pursue an alternative medium-lift/heavy-lift rotary-wing
force with a less expensive medium helicopter in place of the MV-22. There are three
likely potential candidates: the CH-60, CH-92, and EH-101.258 However, given the
much greater lifting capacity of the CH-53X, as well as the increased costs associated
with introducing a new airframe into fleet service, an all-CH-53X force looks to be
both more attractive and more flexible than any of these options.
A third alternative, of course, would be to continue to buy the MV-22 as planned but to
replace CH-46s with MV-22s on less than a one-for-one basis. Indeed, because the
transition to the MV-22 is much slower than originally planned and CH-46s are near-
ing the ends of their service lives, the Marines already intend to replace every four CH-
46s with three MV-22s over the near to middle term, resulting in “interim” squadrons
of nine aircraft.259 By making this plan permanent, the DoN would both free up money
for development of the CH-53X and reduce the deck-spotting factor for a 2.0-MEB
forcible-entry operation by more than an LHD equivalent.260 The strongest argument
for this option is that further delay in replacing the tired CH-46 fleet is simply not pru-
dent. Moreover, despite its operational limitations and high costs, the MV-22’s speed
and range improvements will undoubtedly create new operational opportunities, espe-
cially for the forward-deployed amphibious crisis-response forces.
Summary of Recommendations for the Sea-as-Base Expeditionary Maneuver Fleet
To recap, here are the recommendations for the design of a new Sea-as-Base Expedi-
tionary Maneuver Fleet capable of playing a major role in the global war on terrorism,
in joint forcible-entry operations, and in expeditionary campaigns against more tradi-
tional enemies.
• Consistent with the goal of taking Marine tactical aviation back to sea, the eleventh
CVN in the current Navy shipbuilding plan should be replaced by four new
Commencement Bay LHARs. The ships would be built in fiscal 2007, 2010, 2013, and
2016. These ships would normally be employed as escort carriers, supporting
Marine, and possibly Air Force, STOVL JSFs.
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• The 3.0-MEB requirement for amphibious lift should be reaffirmed and the
Amphibious Landing Fleet equipped with eight LHDs and twenty-four LPD 17s.
Fourteen additional LPD 17s above the ten now in the plan should be purchased at
a rate of one per year, from FY 2009 to FY 2022. The first twelve LPD 17s would
replace the eleven aging LPD-4s; the final twelve LPD 17s would replace the LSD 41/
49s on a one-for-one basis.
• Current ESG formations should be reorganized into eight distributed expeditionary
strike bases, each consisting of one LHD, one CG 52, three LPD 17s, three DDG 51/
79s, and a two-ship LCS division. With one DESB homeported in Japan, the
remaining seven would keep one DESB rotationally deployed in the Indian Ocean.
The remainder of the force would be postured for rapid surge in support of a single
major combat operation or a two-brigade JFEO.
• The DoN should support Army plans to reorganize its Combat Logistics Force into
a three-squadron Army Strategic Flotilla. Each squadron is designed to deploy and
support a “1 x 1” heavy unit of action through a prepared port. This reorganization,
in turn, will open up the possibility of reorganizing the DoN’s own Maritime
Prepositioning Force (discussed below).
• The current Logistics Prepositioning Force should be expanded and reorganized
into a joint offshore logistics support base. The mission of the support base would
be to provide logistics support to joint forces ashore until an expeditionary theater
infrastructure could be established. Notional planning requirements for ships in
direct support of the fleet include six tankers, three T-AKE selective-offload cargo
ships, and two six-hundred-TEU containerships. Requirements for the DLA afloat
distribution center, Army supply support activity afloat, and Air Force support
requirements would be established by the respective agencies and departments.
• To provide sea-based aviation support for joint aviation units, the Logistics
Prepositioning Force would also receive three new aviation support ships—an
LHAR and two T-JAVBs.
• The additional LHAR should be purchased in FY 19 and transferred to the Military
Sealift Command for operations as part of JOLSB. This recommendation is based
on the assumption that the expected service lives of LHDs and LHARs can be
extended to thirty-nine years. The cost of the extra ship would be absorbed within
planned payments of a newly established capital account for aviation power-
projection ships. The ship could be used in a variety of roles: as a rotary-wing
aviation transport, as a joint aviation support base, as a special operations support
base, or to support major forcible-entry operations.
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• The two small T-AVBs now in the LPF should be replaced by two larger T-JAVBs,
based on the Maersk S-class hull. The possibility of a six-ship buy with the Army,
which is looking into the possibility of sea-basing an air-assault BCT, should be
explored. Because the hulls are foreign designed and built, procuring Maersk S-
class ships would require congressional approval.
• The DoD and DoN should initiate a MULBERRY 21 program as part of the LPF to
create the joint capability to create rapidly a protected harbor and theater logistics
portal anywhere in the world.
• The leases for the three MPF squadrons should be bought out, and a total of ten of
sixteen ships should be converted to irregular-warfare maritime support bases, similar
to the modifications made to the USNS Stockham. These ten ships would be organized
into five two-ship irregular-warfare squadrons, positioned at Ascension Island
(assuming the approval of the government of Britain), Italy, Diego Garcia, Palau
(assuming approval of the government of Palau), and Guam. The heavy combat
equipment now stored on these ten ships would be positioned in northwestern
Australia (assuming approval of the government of Australia); one equipment set
would support combined-arms training between Marine Corps and Australian army
units, and the other would represent prepositioned war reserve stocks.
• A single six-ship MPF squadron should remain anchored at Diego Garcia,
earmarked to reinforce either a major stability operation or a major combat
operation. This squadron would become the focus of sea-basing experimentation.
The final selection for future MPF(F) ships would be dictated by the outcome of
joint sea-basing experiments and be heavily influenced by the size of future high-
speed connectors. In the interim, this squadron would be unit and combat loaded to
the greatest extent practical and be augmented with additional cargo connectors to
improve its in-stream cargo-offload capability.
• The eight FSSs should be replaced by an eight-ship class of thirty-six-to-thirty-
nine-knot Austere Access High Speed Ships designed to transport the equipment
and personnel of a modular Army division over transoceanic distances and insert
them through austere ports or over beaches. The intent of the program would be to
increase the number of heavy ground-combat brigades delivered in ready-to-fight
combat condition.
• The Joint High Speed Vessel Program needs to be continued, with a goal of creating
a family of intratheater connectors to augment both the Amphibious Landing Fleet
and the Austere Access Shallow Draft Ship. Vessels that can discharge their cargo
over a beach would be the most versatile. The final number of ships bought should
be determined by further analysis.
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• OSD and the DoN should accelerate plans to develop and procure the CH-53X
force, by reducing the number of aircraft in planned MV-22 squadrons from twelve
to nine and diverting the money saved to develop the CH-53X. The result would be
a mixed MV-22/CH-53X aerial ship-to-objective connector force.
Exploiting the Sea as a Joint Base
The U.S. Navy enjoys a level of naval supremacy perhaps unmatched since Athens and
the Delian League. As a result, in the early decades of the Joint Expeditionary Era, the
United States can claim the sea as a vast base of operations—with all the attendant strate-
gic, operational, and tactical benefits.
Unfortunately, the current conception of sea basing is focused primarily on landing
and supporting one or two brigades from the sea within ten to fourteen days. While
such a capability may be desirable, pursuing it is diverting attention and resources
from the development of other, more important oceanic base characteristics. It is time
to reassess the current direction of the joint sea base and to make the changes necessary
to develop the sea as a joint base.
The Sea-as-Base Expeditionary Maneuver Fleet outlined herein is designed with this
goal in mind. It is a fleet equally capable of supporting the global war on terrorism and
projecting power through a littoral defended by a small number of nuclear weapons. It
is based around improvements to the Amphibious Landing Fleet rather than to the
Maritime Prepositioning Force. The amphibious fleet is designed to assemble and sup-
port a two-brigade JFEO from purpose-built amphibious warships. The Maritime
Prepositioning Force is reshaped to provide direct support to the global war on terror-
ism and to reinforce either a JFEO or a major stability operation.
The Sea-as-Base Expeditionary Maneuver Fleet also better supports operational ma-
neuver from strategic distances by replacing eight aging fast sealift ships with Austere
Access Shallow Draft Ships capable of moving three intact Army units of action at high
speeds across transoceanic distances. It also includes a much expanded and more capa-
ble Logistics Prepositioning Force, capable either of forming a joint offshore logistics
support base for amphibious operations or of assembling a theater logistic portal for
transshipping equipment, supplies, and personnel through an artificial harbor, a MUL-
BERRY 21. It enables the joint force to operate in any of four littoral access conditions:
unimpeded, guarded, defended, or contested.
This Sea-as-Base Expeditionary Maneuver Fleet will provide the joint force with im-
proved global freedom of action, operational flexibility, and tactical options. As such, it
will provide the nation with a truly asymmetrical advantage in the twenty-first century.
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List of Abbreviations
A A2/AD anti-access/area-denial
AABCT air assault brigade combat team
AAHSS Austere Access High Speed Ship
AAV amphibious assault vehicle
ACE air combat element
AEF Aerospace Expeditionary Force
AFB Air Force base
AFSB afloat forward staging base
AOE fast combat support ship
APOD air point of debarkation
APS-3 Army Prepositioned Stock 3
ARF Army Regional Flotilla
ARG amphibious ready group
AS submarine tender
ASCM antiship cruise missile
ASF Army Strategic Flotilla
AUTOVON/
AUTODIN
Automatic Voice Network/Automatic Digital Network
B BCT brigade combat team
BLT battalion landing team
BMEWS Ballistic Missile Early Warning System
BRAC Base Closure and Realignment [sic]
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C C2 command and control
CBA capabilities-based assessment
CFE Conventional Forces Europe
CLF Combat Logistics Force
CNO Chief of Naval Operations
CONUS continental United States
CPF Combat Prepositioning Force
CSG carrier strike group
CSL cooperative security location
CV aircraft (fleet) carrier
CVE escort aircraft carrier
CVN nuclear-powered aircraft carrier
CVV STOVL [qv] aircraft carrier
D DADC DLA [qv] afloat distribution centers
DDG destroyer, guided-missile
DESB distributed expeditionary sea base
DEW distant early warning; directed-energy weapon
DLA Defense Logistics Agency
DoD Department of Defense
DoN Department of the Navy
DPRI Defense Posture Review Initiative
DPRK Democratic People’s Republic of Korea
DSB Defense Science Board
DSP Defense Satellite Program
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E EFV Expeditionary Fighting Vehicle
ESG expeditionary strike group
EU European Union
F FCS Future Combat System
FDNF forward-deployed naval forces
FMP foreign military presence
FOS forward operating station
FRP Fleet Response Plan
FSS fast sealift ship
FY fiscal year
G GDPR Global Defense Posture Review
GPS Global Positioning System
H HSV high-speed vessel
HULA hybrid ultra-large aircraft
I IDA Institute for Defense Analyses
IMA intermediate maintenance activity
IMET International Military Education and Training
ISB intermediate staging base
ISR intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance
J JCIDS Joint Capabilities and Integration and Development System
JETA-SPOD Joint Enable Theater Access–Sea Points of Debarkation
JFEO joint forcible-entry operations
JHSV Joint High Speed Vessel
JIC joint integrating concept
JOA joint operations area
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JOLSB joint offshore logistics support base
JROC Joint Requirements Oversight Council
JSF Joint Strike Fighter
JTF joint task force
L LCAC landing craft air-cushion
LCM landing craft medium
LCS Littoral Combat Ship
LCU landing craft utility
LHA amphibious assault ship (Tarawa class)
LHAR LHA [qv] replacement
LHD amphibious assault ship (Wasp class)
LKA assault cargo ship
LMSR large, medium-speed roll-on/roll-off ship
LPD landing platform dock
LPF Logistics Prepositioning Force
LPH landing platform helicopter
LSD dock landing ship
LSM landing ship medium
LST landing ship tank
LSV landing ship vehicle
M MCO major combat operation
MEB Marine expeditionary brigade
MEU(SOC) Marine expeditionary unit (special operations capable)
MLP mobile landing platform
mm millimeter
MOB main operating base; mobile offshore base
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MPF Maritime Prepositioning Force
MPF(F) Maritime Prepositioning Force (Future)
MRV Multi-Role Vessel
MSC Military Sealift Command
N NAS naval air station
NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organization
NDP National Defense Panel
NEO noncombatant evacuation operation
nm nautical mile
NPT Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty
NSS National Security Strategy (of the United States)
NUDETS Nuclear Detonation Detection and Reporting System
O O&S Operation and Support [funding account]
OA 2003 Operational Availability 2003
OFT Office of Force Transformation
OIF Operation IRAQI FREEDOM
OMFTS Operational Maneuver from the Sea
OSD Office of the Secretary of Defense
P PRC People’s Republic of China
Q QDR Quadrennial Defense Review
R RAM rolling-airframe missile
RAND The RAND Corporation
RMA revolution in military affairs
RO/RO roll-on/roll-off
RRF Ready Reserve Fleet
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RSLS Rapid Strategic Lift Ship
RSOI reception, staging, onward movement, and integration
S SDHSS Shallow-Draft High-Speed Ship
SIGINT signals intelligence
SLEP service-life extension program
SMART Strategic Multirole Aid and Replenishment Transport
SoCom Special Operations Command
SOSUS Sound Surveillance System
SPOD sea point of debarkation
SSAA supply support activity afloat
SSBN nuclear-powered ballistic-missile submarine
SSF Surge Sealift Fleet
SSGN nuclear-powered guided-missile [cruise-missile] submarine
SSN nuclear-powered attack submarine
STOL short takeoff and landing
STOM Ship-to-Objective Maneuver
STOVL short takeoff and vertical landing [see V/STOL]
T T-AKE cargo/ammunition ship [MSC (qv) manned]
T-AVB aviation logistics ship [MSC (qv) manned]
T-AO oiler [MSC (qv) manned]
T-JAVB aviation logistics support ship [joint, MSC (qv) manned]
TEU twenty-foot equivalent unit
TMD theater missile defense
TSV Theater Support Vessel
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U UA unit of action
UN United Nations
USSR Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
V V/STOL vertical/short takeoff and landing [see STOVL]
VLS vertical-launch system
VTOL vertical takeoff and landing
W WMD weapon of mass destruction
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